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ABSTRACT
Proofs of observational equivalence of behaviour expressions in
Milner's Calculus of Communicating Systems can be quite lengthy,
and as larger and more practical systems of agents are considered
the need for shorter proof techniques becomes more important. In
this thesis a number of results about the calculus are proved
which give rise to give more natural techniques. Three
principal areas of research are presented:
(i) A study of strong confluence and determinacy is made,
extending Hilner's work to the whole calculus - the
appropriate modifications to take value-passing into account
are motivated and defined, and a strong confluence theorem
is proved. It is shown that a useful subcalculus of CCS is
strongly confluent.
(ii) An investigation into criteria for uniqueness of solution of
equations pf the form b = Fib] is performed. To do this a
concept of derivations of an agent A "causing" derivations
of FlAl is defined; using this, conditions are imposed on F
which imply uniqueness, and a study follows of how these
conditions relate to the structure of F.
(iii) By using an alternative, stronger, definition of
observational equivalence as a maximal fixed point it is
found that equivalences can be demonstrated by constructing
bisimulations between agents, and results leading to an
algorithm for such constructions are presented. Also, using
this alternative definition a weaker form of confluence can
be defined very easily, and this is investigated.
The theoretical material in this thesis is supplemented by
examples demonstrating how the results proved can be applied to
give proof techniques for use within the calculus.
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Ihe study of concurrency in computing systems is an active area
of current research. From the theoretical viewpoint a number of
different treatments have been developed in recent years, among
them the net thoery of Petri and his colleagues at Bonn [Pet],
Hoare's Comnunicating Sequential Processes [Hoal, the path
expressions developed by Campbell and Habermann at Newcastle IC+Hl
and Robin Milner's Calculus of Communicating Systems lMil41. This
thesis presents further developments to the latter approach,
investigating severed, properties of the calculus which lead to
useful proof techniques.
Milner's calculus, generally referred to as CCS, is an
algebraic treatment of concurrency: agents are constructed frcm
behaviour identifiers and a set of operators. An operational
semantics is defined in terms of derivations, or observable
actions, of agents, these capabilities being defined structurally
by a set of rules for deducing the possible derivations of a
systen from the derivations of its component parts. Using these
derivations a concept of observational equivalence of behaviours
is defined - two systans are equivalent if they are
indistinguishable by their actions as viewed by an external
observer. Concurrency is obtained by a composition operator which
combines two agents allowing them to communicate with each other
as well as with their environment; such internal communications of
a system are not observable externally.
CCS was developed from earlier work by Milner and George Milne
M+M] in which a model based on a powerdcmain construction was
presented for concurrent computing agents, this work itself being
an adaptation of earlier work by Milner (Mill). With notational
changes for syntactic clarity this early research led to a
language for behaviour expressions [Mil2] which was removed from
the pewerdomain model. In order to consider the correctness of
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various possible interpretations of this language the notion of
observational equivalence was introduced and from this grew the
calculus CCS. Algebraic laws were discovered and a set of these
was shown to be complete for a simplified class of finite
behaviours IH+Ml.
Milner in tMil41 presents several examples of behaviours
together with algebraic proofs that they satisfy certain
specifications. These proofs in the calculus frequently involve
lengthy manipulation and as larger and more practical systems of
agents come under consideration it seems likely that the amount of
work involved in proving equivalences will increase substantially,
unless techniques are developed to reduce it. Hence there is a
need for a framework of results about the calculus which can lead
to the development of new, and shorter, proof techniques.
Research to this end was commenced by Milner in [Mil4J with the
introduction of the concepts of confluence and determinacy in the
final chapter, where it was shown that strongly confluent
behaviours satisfy a theorem which facilitates the shortening of
proofs of observational equivalence. The study was limited to a
restricted subcalculus of CCS; in this thesis the definitions and
results are extended to the whole calculus, resulting in an
analogous strong confluence theorem, and it is shown that a useful
class of behaviour expressions in the calculus has the property of
strong confluence.
Two other principal areas of research are presented in this
thesis; the first of these is an investigation of criteria for the
uniqueness of solution of recursive behaviour-defining equations
of the form b = Fib); when the solutions of such an equation are
unique up to observational equivalence then F is said to be a
contracting transformation. The proof that certain very simple
equations have unique solutions was set as an exercise in IMil4];
here it is shown that a much larger class of transformations has
the contracting property. The significance of this is that if two
behaviour expressions can be shown to satisfy an equation b = Fib)
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where F is a member of this class then it can be concluded that
the behaviours are observationally equivalent.
the third major area of research reported in this thesis
concerns the implications of an alternative definition of
observational equivalence. The original definition uses the
intersection of a decreasing sequence of equivalences each
obtained from the previous one by a defining relation. David Park
suggested that defining observational equivalence to be the
maximal fixed point of this relation under the partial ordering of
set inclusion would give rise to favourable properties. The new
equivalence is stronger than the original one and hence in order
to prove that two agents are equivalent in the original sense it
is sufficient to show that they satisfy the fixed-point
equivalence. By standard fixed-point theory this can be done by
proving that they satisfy any equivalence which is a fixed point
of the defining relation, such an equivalence being referred to as
a bisimulation iParl. The research here concerns techniques for
constructing bisimulations; an algorithm is presented which should
not be too difficult to mechanise. As an example of its use a
bisimulation is constructed between two recursively-defined
behaviour expressions; although this involves lengthy manipulation
no other technique is known for proving their observational
equivalence.
The definition of observational equivalence as a maximal fixed
point has been used by Milner in a recent publication [Mil5] and
it seems likely that this definition will supersede the original
one in future research. (For most applications the choice of
equivalence is iirenaterial since restricted to finite behaviours
the two equivalences are the same, as they are for all
practically-inspired behaviour expressions so far encountered; the
simplest example known of a pair of agents which are equivalent
under the original definition but not under the new one is
extremely complex and very artificial in its appearance.) However,
most of the research on confluence and determinacy and on criteria
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for contracting transformations for this thesis was performed
before the emergence of the new approach; hence it is presented in
terms of the original equivalence. Nevertheless, the fixed-point
definition does seem very appropriate to a treatment of
observation confluence, a weaker form of confluence than the
strong confluence previously referred to, and the implications of
this are presented here.
Throughout this thesis examples are given to complement the
theoretical study and demonstrate how the results proved give rise
to useful proof techniques. Many of the agents considered in
these examples are taken from examples in [Mil41 so that a
contrast emerges between the use of these techniques and the
manipulation involved in proving observational equivalences
directly from the algebraic laws of the calculus.
The remainder of this introduction is devoted to an outline of
the contents of each chapter of the thesis.
Although familiarity with Milner's Calculus of Communicating
Systems is required for a full appreciation of this research, a
surinary of definitions and the main algebraic laws and other
results that are required in proofs and examples in this thesis is
presented in Chapter 2, along with references to the relevant
sections of (Mil41 from which further details can be obtained.
After a brief informal introduction to the syntax and intuitive
interpretation of behaviour expressions formal definitions of
underlying sets and essential auxiliary notations are given,
followed by an introduction to the operators used in building
expressions: prefix operators representing action and
canmunication, + representing ambiguity or choice of action, I
representing concurrent composition, \ representing restriction or
the limiting of certain communication capabilities to internal
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communication within an agent, preventing external observation,
and relabelling operators useful particularly in combining copies
of identical agents to provide the appropriate "linking". Other
syntactic devices such as the use of behaviour identifiers and
conditional clauses are also introduced. A summary of the
derivation rules for determining the behaviour of a system of
agents from the behaviours of its individual components is given,
the behaviour of an agent being regarded as its ability or
inability to undergo certain actions or communications with an
external observer. The definitions of observational equivalence,
denoted by « , and a stronger equivalence, ~ , known as strong
congruence, are presented and it is shown how observational
equivalence is extended to a congruence relation. Finally, the
algebraic laws of these equivalences together with other
properties that are needed in the research that follows are listed
together with page references to [Mil4] indicating where their
proofs can be found.
Throughout the remainder of this introductory chapter it is
assumed that the reader is familiar with the notation of CCS.
The third chapter of this thesis is devoted to the extension of
the concepts of strong confluence and determinacy, introduced for
pure CCS (a subcalculus limiting canrrunication to pure
synchronisation and excluding variables and value-passing) by
Milner in [Mil4], to the full calculus, and proving results
similar to those presented by Hilner to enable the application of
confluence properties to proof techniques. The concepts
encapsulate properties associated with an intuitive notion of
behaviours being deterministic, and the essential property of a
strongly confluent agent, A, under Milner's definition, is that
whenever A A B and A-^»C then either //=« or there exist agents D
C f*
and E such that B -» D, C -»E and D and E are strongly congruent.
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This sinple definition is soon seen to be inappropriate for the
full calculus, the condition f=» being too restrictive when in
cases where the guards p and o are not equal but involve the same
label. Consider for example the simple buffer defined by
Atatx.S x.NIL
(assuming that the set of values associated with the « and J
labels is a subset of the integers); then A —» A5.NIL and
•«7 ~ —
A—»A7.NIL, and as >»5.NIL can undergo no «7-action A does not
satisfy the definition. For confluence to be of any practical use
in equivalence-proving it is clearly desirable that an agent such
as this should be admitted by the definition; hence adaptations of
the conditions are needed. These should not allow a behaviour
such as
B£A5.NIL + A 7.NIL
to be confluent, since this does not satisfy any intuitive
concepts of being deterministic, so care mist be taken in the
treatment of positive and negative labels (that is of the form ■*
and x respectively).
After the definition chosen has been presented and justified,
results are proved leading to a strong confluence theorem
analogous to that presented by Milner for the pure calculus. This
theorem states that if a behaviour A is strongly confluent and
aAb for some behaviour B then A and B are observationally
equivalent. Investigations are then made into which operators in
the calculus preserve strong confluence, in order to obtain a
class of confluent behaviours to which the theorem can be freely
applied. As with the pure calculus it is found useful to define a
related concept of strong determinacy; again adaptations have to
be made to Milner's definition. It is found that the ambiguity
operator (+) does not preserve strong confluence, even in the
presence of determinacy, so in order to admit behaviours with sane
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degree of ambiguity to the class of confluent agents it is
necessary to introduce a derived operator, known as composite
guarding. Hie definition given by Milner for the pure calculus
proves inadequate because of problems involved with the binding of
free variables; hence a nunber of conditions have to be inposed on
composite guards, and these are presented and justified by
examples of violations occurring in their absence. As in !Mil4]
it is proved that all the operations of the derived calculus do
preserve strong confluence and determinacy, hence all behaviours
in the derived calculus are confluent, enabling the application of
the strong confluence theorem whenever it is of use in proofs of
observational equivalence. As an example of its application an
example is presented: a buffer is constructed and it is shown that
it meets a formal specification.
UHIOJENESS OF SOLUTION QF BEHAVIOUR EQUATIONS
In chapter 4 a study is made of criteria necessary to ensure
that an equation of the form b«F(bl has a unique solution up to
observational equivalence. It is not difficult to see that
equations such as b = *.b and be«.(0.b + *.NIL) do have unique
solutions, whereas bxx.b does not; it would therefore seem
reasonable to anticipate that the equation bsFIb] has a unique
solution provided the behaviour b is guarded by a label other than
x in the expression denoting Ftbl. This condition is probably
sufficient in the absence of the composition operator, but it will
be demonstrated that the equation
b«*:.<bl5.NIL)\"<
•
has many different solutions which are not observationally
equivalent; in fact it is satisfied by any agent « .A such that «
and <* are not in the sort of A.
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In order to investigate conditions on a context Fl 1 sufficient
to ensure that all solutions of bsFlb] are observationally
equivalent (when F is said to be contracting) a study is made of
how actions of a behaviour FlBl may be caused by the actions of B.
Biis research is limited to the pure calculus, and to sinple
contexts F where the symbol b occurs only once in the expression
represented by Flbl. A "causing" property written F[ ]^F'[ ) is
defined, having the meaning that whenever x ^»y then Fix] —♦ F'ly];
for example if Fib] £ blffA<] then FI ]^*F[ ]. After the
properties of this definition are investigated it is extended to
Fl ] F11 ] for non-unit-length derivations. Die obvious
definition analogous to that of Fl ] ^»F' I J is unsuitable as the
required properties cannot be proved due to the invisibility of
T-actions in derivations x^y; hence a definition making use of
Fl ]y* F11 ] is chosen. Great care has to be taken to ensure that
this does produce a "causing" property, but after the appropriate
definition has been justified informally it is found that it does
facilitate the proof of the desired properties.
Using the properties of the concepts of causing of derivations
a theorem is proved that under two conditions on the context F it
can be concluded frcm A^a FtAj] and A2a FlA2l that A-^e A2. Ihe
two conditions are expressed in order to facilitate the proof and
do not relate directly to the structure of F, so the remainder of
the chapter is devoted to an examination of their implications.
The theorem is proved using induction on k to show that A^a ^A2
for all k, and to do this requires a further induction on
derivation strings encountered, the induction is performed on a
measure I, and the first condition imposed on F is that whenever
■t
Fl ] F' I ] then either F' is constant or Is < It. Taking I to
be the length of the string it is found that the set of contexts
satisfying this condition is too small; hence an alternative
measure is needed. By considering examples it is discovered that
defining Is to be the ntmber of occurrences of a fixed label AQ in
s appears to be suitable. Restrictions on the structure of F
which are needed in order to satisfy the condition are discovered
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by investigating examples, and it is shown that the restrictions'
chosen are sufficient. Additional constraints on the structure of
F are needed to ensure that the second condition for the main
theorem is satisfied; it is found that these are easier to find,
and combining the two sets of restrictions a class of contexts is
found for which the theorem applies. A simple example of its use
is presented, followed by a discussion of the further research
necessary in order to extend the concepts introduced to the full
calculus and to more general transformations than the sinple
contexts considered.
Hie observational equivalence relation ■» used by Milner in
lHil4) is defined as the intersection of a decreasing sequence of
equivalences vhere -g is the universal relation and each
equivalence is obtained frcm its predecessor by a defining
relation of the form
- k+1 = E'( ~ k'*
David Park suggested that it would be useful to consider another
equivalence, the maximal fixed point of the equation
R = E' (R)
using the partial ordering of set inclusion. Hi is equivalence is
denoted by »p, and in chapter 5 we show that it is stronger than
», an example being presented to show that the two equivalences
are not equal. In order to prove the observational equivalence of
two agents A and B it is sufficient to demonstrate that A«pB, and
an investigation of the properties of e p shows that this can
often be easier than attempting a direct algebraic proof of the
equivalence.
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TVo properties of the fixed-point equivalence are particularly
irrportant: the first is a standard result from fixed-point theory
that if ReE' (R) then R' «F, and the second is that a sinpler
defining relation E', involving only derivation strings of length
0 or 1, can be shown to have the property that Rs E(R) if and only
if Rs E' (R). As a conclusion it follows that to prove A = pB it is
sufficient to demonstrate the existence of a relation R such that
RsE(R) and <A,B> t R. Following Park in [Pari such a relation is
referred to as a bisinulation and the main aim of the research
presented in chapiter 5 is to present techniques for the
construction of bisimulations. TV» sinple examples are
considered: one a practical one of proving that a simple scheduler
satisfies a specification, and the other a more theoretical one of
constructing one bisimulation frcrn another in order to prove that
the guarding operator preserves =*p. In order to develop formal
techniques results are proved which allow the checking of whether
a relation is a bisimulation to be performed by considering only
derivations of the form A—»C and A -» C rather than A =» C, under
certain reasonable assumptions about A. These enable the
construction of an algorithm for the step-by-step construction of
bisimulations starting with the relation (<A,B>) and adding
further ordered pairs as necessary. This algorithm is expressed
formally for the pure subcalculus, and the necessary adaptations
to extend it to the full calculus are presented by means of an
example of its use. This example involves lengthy manipulation
but does succeed in proving an equivalence between two behaviours
for which no other technique has been succesful; furthermore it is
believed that the algorithm should be mechanisable without too
much difficulty, so the lengthy manipulation is not really a
problem.
In chapter 6 other implications of the alternative approach to
observational equivalence are considered. It is found that by
being able to work with derivation strings of length 0 and 1 only
it is possible to simplify considerably the definition of
observation confluence introduced by Milner in [Mil41. This form
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of confluence is weaker than the strong confluence studied in
chapter 2, but it still leads to an observation confluence theorem
similar to the strong confluence theorem discussed above. Working
in a maximal-fixed-point environment it is appropriate to define
observation confluence in terms of a fixed point rather than by
defining a sequence of k-confluence properties; this is done
initially for the pure calculus and then extended to the full CCS,
the set of observation-confluent agents being defined as the
maximal fixed point of a relation i . In order to prove a
behaviour expression confluent it is then sufficient to show that
it is a member of a set S such that Sf $ (S); the construction of
such sets is generally quite straightforward. As an example the
behaviour of a queue is specified and the observation confluence
theorem is used in proving that a constructed agent satisfies the
specification. Hie construction cannot be expressed in terms of
the derived confluent subcalculus of chapter 3, and although it is
believed that it is strongly confluent it is unnecessary to
demonstrate this, which would involve more work than the
construction of the set S s $ (S) necessary to prove observation
confluence. Hence the fixed-point definition of observation
confluence is seen to be of more general use than the the
inductively-defined strong confluence; however, strong confluence
is of value when working with agents constructed in the derived
subcalculus.
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2 THE SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF PCS
INTRODUCTION
In this chapter the syntax and operational semantics of CCS
will be introduced formally, and rather briefly, together with a
number of properties and results that are required in this thesis.
For greater detail, and proofs (which are omitted here), the
reader is referred to [Mil4], in particular chapters 5 and 7.
The terms of CCS are behaviour expressions, on which a schana
of derivation rules is imposed, enabling the definition of
observational equivalence of behaviours and hence presenting an
operational semantics. Most of the properties that will be quoted
are algebraic laws of observational equivalence and associated
stronger equivalences and congruences.
The terms of the calculus are built up from a number of
operators, of arity 0, 1 and 2, and also variable symbols. The
operators can be split into two groups, dynamic and static. The
static operators include \* (where « ranges over a set A which
will be defined subsequently), of arity 1 and written postfix, and
I, an infix operator of arity 2. Fran their dynamic structure
behaviours have certain canmunication or synchronisation
capabilities, and informally they may be regarded as having
canmunication ports, labelled by elements of the form « or «,
where It is then possible to represent behaviours
pictorially, showing these canmunication ports as in (Mil3).
The I operator represents the composition of two behaviours,
enabling canmunication to take place between them, and allowing
their dynamic actions to interleave freely. Communication can
occur between two ports « and a (for <t4) - the « port "offers" a
value and the * port "acoepts" one. If a behaviour A has sort
{« , a , * ) (that is its canmunication capabilities are via «r, f ,
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and I ports) and B has sort {5 , /* , S ) then A, B and AlB may be
represented by the following diagrams:
A B AlB
In order that diagrams such as these are not ambiguous it is
necessary that the I operator is both commutative and associative;
that is AlB and BlA are in some sense equivalent, and likewise
Al (BIC) and (AlB) IC. This will be found to be the case when
observational equivalence is defined.
The \«o operator prevents a behaviour frcm communicating
externally via its " and 5 ports and can hence be used to ensure
that certain communications of behaviours composed by the I
operator occur internally. With A and B as defined above the
behaviours AV*lB\<« and (AlB)\« may be represented
diagrammatically:
AVOBV* (AlB)\«
In defining the behaviours above it has been assumed that \ binds
more tightly than I; the precedences of operators will be given
later.
The main dynamic behaviour operation is known as "guarding",
the simplest form of which is «.A, which will communicate via its
«< port and then behave like A. This is a case of pure
synchronisation; values may be associated with the communication
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capabilities giving guards such as «x and 57. Another important
dynamic behaviour operation is ambiguity, Qf arity 2 and written
as an infix +; the behaviour A + B may behave as either A or B.
There is also a dynamic behaviour operator NIL of arity 0, which
can undergo no communications. Behaviours constructed from these
dynamic operators may be represented as trees in the obvious
manner, for example * .NIL + <*.(>*.NIL + x.*.NIL) would be
illustrated as:
In examples, most behaviours under consideration will be
constructed by applying the static operators to behaviours built
from the dynamic operators.
Before presenting the syntax of CCS formally it is necessary to
introduce some preliminary concepts and define certain sets that
will be used. It is assumed that there is a finite set, A , of
narnea, members of which are generally represented by «, A , * ,...
Additionally a set A is assured, in bijection with and disjoint
from A . This is referred to as the set of co-names and its
elements are represented by *» A , *,..., with " denoting the
bijection. The inverse bijection is also denoted by ", hence, for
example, * = «.
labels are defined to be elements of the set A»{»}, where
A=A»A and t<A. A label is said to be positive if it is a
member of A and negative if it is in A ; " and « are referred to
as complementary labels - « is the complement of 5 and vice versa.
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Positive labels may be used to bind variables; if t is such a
label then its complement qualifies value expressions of the same
type. Informally this represents the acceptance and offering of
values, or "input" and "output". (Hie full calculus as defined by
Milner in (Mil4) also allows tuples of variables and expressions
to accompany appropriate labels; for convenience and to simplify
notation this will be ignored in this thesis.) In seme cases
labels are used without values as pure synchronisation
capabilities; however when convenient it is possible to regard
these as being accompanied by a value chosen from a singleton set
(or a variable whose value can range over such a set). The t
label (informally) represents internal or unobservable action; it
is never accompanied by a variable or value expression. A label
together with a variable or value-expression as appropriate is
knewn as a guaid. f is used to range over guards; if a guard e
contains the label X then name(A>) is defined to be equal to * in
the case of a positive label, but equal to X if X is negative (so
name(f) is always positive).
A sort L is a subset of A ; each behaviour expression B will be
assigned a sort L(B), although it is convenient to allow B to
possess all larger sorts as well (using B:L to denote "B possesses
sort L" this means B:M whenever L(B) £ M). A relabelling S:L-»M
from sorts L to H is a bijection which preserves complements (that
is SX= SX for all x t l) and respects positive and negative
properties of labels that are used for veilue-communication (and
also respects the types of the variables and expressions that can
accompany such labels). A relabelling S may be written in the
form flj.. which means that = 4^ for i«(l,...,n)
and S<=« for « i .. ,«<n).
Behaviour expressions in CCS are formed using behaviour
operators, parameterised behaviour identifiers and conditionals.
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It is assuned that there is a collection of behaviour identifiers
b each having a preassigned arity n(b) and sort L(b), and that the
meaning of each of these identifiers is given, possibly
recursively, by a behaviour expression. There are certain
restrictions on expressions accepted as defining the meaning of a
behaviour identifier; these will be introduced later.
The six forms of behaviour operator are NIL, of arity 0
(representing inaction), + (representing ambiguity or < hoice) and
I (representing composition) of arity 2, both written as infix
operators, and three families of operators of arity 1: action (or
guarding), written as «x.B or«E.B (where x and E are a variable
and an expression respectively, of the type appropriate to the
label « ) or t.B; restriction, written as B\« (and preventing
external communication via <* and «< labels); and relabelling,
written as B(S) where S is a relabelling as defined above (which
renames the labels in the behaviour according to S). A
conditional behaviour expression is written in the form
if E then B else B'
where E is a boolean expression (and has the expected meaning,
that is the behaviour behaves as either B or B', depending on the
value of E). The precise meaning of each behaviour operator will
be given in the next section, when the operational semantics of
behaviours is introduced via derivation rules.
The sort of a behaviour expression is defined by structural
induction, the sorts of the individual behaviour constructions
being given by the following table, where L(B) is used to




















if. E fhen b else b'
b(Elf...rEn(b))
A behaviour B is also allowed to possess any larger sort that
L(B); writing B:L to mean "B has sort L", then B:H whenever
L(B) s M.
The normal order of precedence of behaviour operators is given







The normal precedences can of course be over-ridden by the use of
parentheses.
It was mentioned earlier that only certain behaviour
expressions are adnissible as the defining-clauses of behaviour
identifiers. The ones that are not accepted are those in which a
behaviour calls itself recursively without passing a guard, for
example
b(x) -£=«x.NIIj + b(x+l)
is not allowed, nor the mutually recursive pair
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b| — b2 "t*
b2 ^ b| I ^>b^.
Hie reasons for this are explained by Hilner on page 72 of (Mil4);
to make the restriction precise, defining b to be unguarded in B
if it occurs without an enclosing guard, a (set of mutually)
recursive behaviour definition(s) is not allowed if there exists
an infinite sequence bi Q) »• • • such that, for each j,
bi(j+l) is ""guarded in An obvious additional requirement
for correctness of sorts is that when b is defined by the clause
b«=Bthen L(B) £ L(b). Behaviour identifiers which are defined
satisfying these restrictions are said to be guardedly
well-defined.
Before proceeding to the derivation rules which give the
operational semantics for behaviour expressions it is necessary to
introduce two more items of notation: B(E/x) is used to denote the
behaviour B with the expression E substituted for all free
occurrences of x (that is, occurrences which do not lie within the
scope of any guard of the form x) and FV(B) represents the set of
all variables which occur free in B.
DERIVATION RULES FOR ATOMIC ACTIONS
The operational semantics of behaviours in CCS is defined using
derivation rules. A binary relation -A is defined over programs
(behaviour expressions with no free variables) for y of the form
iv (where v is a value appropriate to the label 1 ) or r .
/V
Informally B->B' means that B can undergo a y-experiment (or
action) and subsequently behaves as B'. The relations are defined
by structural induction on programs from the rules which follow.
(The word "action" is used to refer to a single action as defined
by these rules; a "derivation" may be a sequence of such actions.)
(i) NIL has no actions.
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(ii) bi+b2 0311 t^have either as Bx or B2:
Bi A Bx • jy£ ly
BJ + BjABJ' B1 + b7^,B2'
(The first expression means that from Bx B^1 it is
possible to infer that Bj+B2 B^'.)
(iii) can undergo an action appropriate to the type of
guard p and subsequently behave as B (with the relevant
value substituted for free occurrences of x in the case
where the guard is of the form *x):
«"x.B B(v/x)
5E.B -2» B where the expression E evaluates to v
t.B-iB
(iv) BjIBj can undergo any atomic action of either Bx or B2:
B1-V Bz-V
b1ib2Ab1'Ib2 b1Ib2^b1Ib2'
Alternatively Bx and B2 may interact:
n V n I D Ay. n t
Djj ♦ th r »2 ) Do
Bj lBj A Bj/TBJ'
(This interaction cannot be observed by an agent
external to BxlB2.)
(v) B\<* can undergo any action of B except <*- or a-actions:
B Ab' if nameV) *■ «
BV -^B'\«




BIS] —•> B* IS]
(vii) if. E then B^ else B2 has the atomic actions of B^ or B2
according to the value of the boolean expression E:
if E fhen £ls£ B2 A B^' if E evaluates to true
B^V
if E then B^ else B2 A62' if E evaluates to false
(viii) If the behaviour identifier b has a defining clause
blx^,...,xn) #B where FV(B) £ Ixlr... ,xn(b)) then:
B{v1/K1>...tvn(b)/^t(b))4B'
b(E^,... fE^k)) B' where each E^ evaluates
to v^
Thus b(E1,...,En(k)) behaves as B with the appropriate
values substituted for free occurences of the variables
xi-
From these rules it is possible to prove that if a behaviour B
can undergo a iv-action resulting in B' then 1 is in the. sort of B
and furthermore the behaviour B' has the sort of B; this is stated
in the following proposition (in which, as usual, B:L is used to
mean that B has sort L). It should be noted that proofs are
omitted throughout this chapter; each result stated will be
followed by a reference to the appropriate page of lMil4] where
the proof, or an indication of the technique used, can be found.
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If a behaviour B has sort L and a derivation B—» B' then XeL
and B':L; also, if BB' then B':L. (p73)
this result is inportant in many proofs about the calculus; it is
generally assured implicitly rather than being referred to
explicitly.
Since the derivation rules do not give meanings to behaviour
expressions with free variables, it is not possible to define
directly equivalences between such expressions; hence definitions
of equivalences will be made initially with respect to programs,
that is behaviour expressions without free variables, and
subsequently extended to general behaviour expressions.
Before defining observational equivalence on behaviours it is
useful to consider first a stronger equivalence which is based
directly on the derivation rules given in the preceding section.
Uiis equivalence is found to be a congruence and is hence known as
strong congruence. As discussed earlier the derivation rules do
not give a direct meaning to behaviour expressions containing free
variables, hence the equivalence is defined initially with respect
to programs. For two programs B and C to be equivalent, the
necessary property is that if B —> B' then C can undergo an action
C-^C' with B' and C' equivalent (and likewise with the roles of B
and C interchanged). This cannot be used as a definition since it
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[
"calls itself" recursively; hence it is necessary to define the
equivalence, which is denoted by ~, as the limit of a decreasing
sequence of relations ~ k. Hence:
B~qC is true for all programs B and C;
B~k+1C holds for k * 0 if and only if for all
(i) if B Ab1 then for some C', C C' and B' ~ ,-C'; and
H ft
(ii) if C -» C then for same B', B -» B' and B' - kC'.
B~C if and only if B ~kC for all k*0.
It is easy to see that each ~k is an equivalence relation and
that B~k+1C inplies B~kC; it follows that ~ is an equivalence
relation. Two important properties follow:
Theorem 2.2
•v is a congruence relation. (p78)
Theorem 2.1
B~C if and only if
(i) if B B1 then for sane C1, C C" and B' ~ C'; and
(ii) if ChC' then for some B', B ^B" and B' ~ C'. (p81)
The above theoran holds for recursively-defined behaviour
identifiers only if they are guardedly well-defined, and provides
some justification for the restriction introduced earlier that all
such identifiers must satisfy this constraint.
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Having defined strong congruence of programs and introduced
seme of its properties it is appropriate to list a series of
equational laws of this equivalence.
Wie following strong congruences of programs hold: (p75)
(1) Bx + B2~B2 + Bj
(2) Bx + (B2 + B3) - (Bj^ + Bj) + B3
(3) B + NIL-B
(4) B + B- B
(5) ofx.B ^«y.B(y/x) if y does not occur free in B
(6) NILV-NIL
(7) (Bj + B^V-BjV + B2\«
(8) (f.B}\°< -/NIL if < = nametf)
V-B\« otherwise
(9) NILIS]" NIL
(10) (Bi + B2) (Si -Bj^S] + BjfSJ
(11) (y.B) !S) ~ Sr.B(S)
(12) if b(Xj,...,xr))4= B then
b(vlr... ,vn) ~ BCvj/Xj^, ... jV^/x^^}
(13) if true then B^ else B2 - B^
(14) if false then Bj else B2~ B2
Nilner in tMil4] introduces the above as "direct equivalences" by
defining another equivalence which is not needed here; as this
equivalence is stronger than strong congruence the theorem in the
above form follows immediately from Milner's result.
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As the + operation is new known to be associative and
commutative with respect to ~ it is possible to use the familiar
A
notation of C to represent finite ambiguity. A sun £{Bj) isle I J-
said to be a sum of guards if each is of the form //.B^', and
each B^ can be referred to as a summand. then:
Theorem 2.5
If two programs B and C are suns of guards then
BIC - £ {p. (B' IC) : f.B' a sunmand of B)
+ £{/*. (BIO : /» .C' a summand of C)
+ £ (t. (B1 (v/x) IC) : wx.B' a sunmand of B and 5v.C' a
sumnand of C)
+ £{*. (B1 IC'(v/x)) : *v.B' a sumnand of B and «x.C1 a
suimand of C). (p75)
This result was also stated by Milner with respect to direct
equivalence. The following, are however, not direct equivalences.
Theorem 2.6
The following strong congruences hold for programs: (p79)
(1) BjIB2 ~ B21 B^




(6) (B^lB2>\*~BjV"lB2\*< («,«# L(B.) n L<B,W
(7)
(8)
Bill- B (where I is the identity relabelling)
BCSl-BlS'] if Sk=S'V for all le L(B)
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(9) BtSl (S'] - BlS'-S] (where • denotes composition)
(10) BtSIN,» ~ B\« (S) (vhere 4=name(S«))
(11) (B1lB2)tS)-'B1[S)lB2[SJ.
In view of (5) above there is no ambiguity in using B\A, where A
is the set (*j,...,«n), to represent BVj...\*n.
All the definitions and properties introduced so far for strong
congruence have been with respect to programs rather than
arbitrary behaviour expressions. The definition is extended in
the obvious manner: two behaviours B^ and B2 are strongly
congruent if and only if they are congruent for any substitution
of values to their free variables. The following theorem extends
the results above in view of this definition:
Strong congruence is a congruence over behaviour expressions.
The results of theorems 2.4 through 2.6 hold for arbitrary
expressions subject to the following modifications:
(i) In (12) of theorem 2.4 v should be replaced by E (an
arbitrary expression.
(ii) In theorem 2.5 v should be replaced by E; additionally
it is necessary to impose the condition that in the
first sum of the right-hand-side no free variable of C
is bound by p and likewise in the second sum no free
variable of B is thus bound. (p82)
From the four preceding results can be deduced a property known
as the expansion theorem, which is widely used in proofs of
equivalence of behaviours.
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Otieotem 2.8 (Expansion Theorem)
If B s (BjJ...lBn)\A, where each B^ is a sun of guards, then
B~ (p. ((B^ I... IB|" I... iBjjj) \A) s r-B^' a sunmand of B^,
name(f) # A))
+ {*. ((Bj I...IB|'(E/x)I...iBj' I... IBjjj) \A) : «x.Bj1 a
summand of Bj, and «E.C1 a sunmand of Bj for i * j)
provided that in the first term no free variable in any By, for
k*i is bound by />. (p82)
All the major properties of strong congruence have been listed;
it remains to define observation equivalence, and after stating
that this is weaker than strong congruence it will follow that the
results of this section are also properties of observation
equivalence.
OBSERVATION FaiTVAr.FTirR Am nrwrrenKNTR
Observation equivalence is defined in a similar manner to
strong congruence; however it allcws unobservable r-actions to be
absorbed into actions and also takes into account multiple-length
derivations as well as atonic actions. Before defining the
equivalence it is necessary to introduce notation to represent
such derivations. Firstly a sequence of actions can be
represented in a single derivation by B H'" >B'; a derivation
of this form means that there is sane sequence of behaviours B^
such that Bq is B, Bn is B' and for it (l,...,n> Bj_j Bj. It
is also possible to write B —♦ B1 (where t is the empty string)
which means that B is B' (as no action is needed to obtain one
t"
from the other). To allow the absorption of r-experiments B —» B'
(for n>0) may be abbreviated to B 4b' , and B 1 »B' (for
m,n>0) to B^*B'. Finally, for strings s«(Axv)*, B •=» B' is
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defined in the obvious way so that if s = . .pn then
4 B1. (As a consequence of these definitions it
XX* &
should be noted that B ** B" means B —» B' for n >,1 whereas B => B'
X *
means B —» B' for n >, 0.)
Having introduced this notation observation equivalence is
S f
defined analogously to strong congruence using =» instead of —> .
Definition
B = qC is true for all programs B and C;
Brfk+lC" f°r if and only if for all s«(AxV)*
(i) if B B' then for some C', C =» C and B' « ^C"; and
(ii) if C =»C' then for seme B', B i B1 and B' « .
B»C if and only if Bw^C for all ki-0.
It should be remembered that this definition applies only to
programs, without free variables; the extension to arbitrary
behaviour expressions is made in the same way as for strong
congruence.
An immediate property of observation equivalence is the
following, which does not hold for strong congruence:
B « i.B for all behaviours B. (ppl00,102)
In order that the strong congruences already stated can be used
as observation equivalences the following result is necessary.
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Theorem 2.1Q
For all behaviours B and C, B~C inplies B»C. (plOl)
Observation equivalence is not a congruence: for example
NIL " «.NIL but it is not true that ".NIL + NIL »".NIL + * .NIL.
However it is a congruence for all behaviour operations except +:
Theorem 2.11
For any behaviour expressions B and C, B*C inplies:




(v) BIS] e CIS)
Also, if Blv/x) "CIv/x) for all v then 5x.B®«x.C. (plOl)
Since observation equivalence is not a congruence, and it is
derirable at times to be able to work with a congruence, it is
useful to define observation congruence as follows.
Definition
TVo behaviour expressions B and C are said to be
observationally congruent (written B»cC) if and only if for
every context F[ ], FlBl» FIC].
A context is understood to be a behaviour expression with a
"hole" and may be regarded as a functional. This definition has
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the following inportant properties:
Iheorem 2.12
*c is a congruence, and is the weakest congruence stronger
than a . (pl03)
B»cC if and only if, for all D, B + D«C + D. (pl04)
A behaviour B is said to be stable if it can undergo no
derivations of the form B A B'. A related concept is that of
being xigid; a behaviour is rigid if all of its derivatives
(including itself, which may new be regarded as an f -derivative)
are stable.
If B and C are stable and B*C then B*cC. (pl05)
An inmediate corollary of this result is that if B»C then, for
any guard r not equal to *, p .B .C. In fact this result also
holds for f=x :
For any guard y, BsC implies f.B'^.C. (p!05)
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All of the laws of strong congruence hold for observation
congruence since the latter is weaker than the former; as
observation congruence allows unobservable actions to be absorbed
there are some additional laws which can be introduced involving
expressions containing the x guard:
Theorem 2.16
The following observation congruences of behaviour expressions
hold: (ppl06-107)
(1) f .x.B» c r.B
(2) B + x.B« c x .B
(3) ^.(B + x.C) + fc"C /*-(B +r .C)
(4) B + x.(B + C) « c x .(B + C)
The last law above is actually a corollary of the second (together
with the laws of + introduced earlier) but is included in the
theorem as it is often more useful in practise. It is known as
the absorption rule.
The notation = is frequently used to represent observation
congruence; hence to avoid any ambiguity in subsequent chapters a
is employed to indicate identical structure of agents.
The properties of « and =*c introduced, together with the
"laws" introduced earlier for strong congruence, which hold for «
and «c, provide a useful framework for proving the equivalence of
behaviours in CCS. The ranainder of this thesis aims to introduce
"larger-scale" properties which can help to eliminate much of the
paperwork involved in the repeated application of these results.
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The restricted subcalculus of CCS involving only pure
synchronisation and no value-passing or parameterised behaviour
expressions is referred to as pure CCS. In this subcalculus all
guards are of the form « or t. Since variables do not occur
the only conditional expressions that can be constructed take the
form
if. true then else B2 or
if false then Bj else B2
and as these can be replaced by Bj and B2 respectively without any
change of meaning it is reasonable to omit conditional expressions
from the syntax of the pure calculus.
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3 STRONG CONFLUENCE AND DETERMTNACY
INTRODOCTTON
The concepts of confluence and detenninacy were introduced in
[Mil4] in order to encapsulate the property of determinism (in
sane intuitive sense) from the observer's viewpoint, which is
displayed by many programs written in CCS. Milner demonstrated
that strongly confluent behaviours satisfy a property enabling
i-actions to be ignored in proofs of equivalence, considerably
shortening such proofs in marry cases. The concept of confleunoe
is not unique to CCS; similar properties have been studied by Huet
(Hue] for reduction relations and occur in a more familiar role in
the 1-calculus as the Church-Rosser theorem (HLS).
From the definition given by Milner, a strongly confluent
behaviour. A, in CCS has to satisfy two conditions: firstly, if
A B and A -> C then either p = f and B-C or B-^D and C ^ E for
behaviours D and E such that D~E, and, secondly, any derivatives
of A must also be strongly confluent. Comparing this with Huet's
study it is seen immediately that the presence of labels
accompanying the derivations complicates the definition; however
the underlying concept is the same. Huet's definition of
confluence is made with respect to a system of terms with a single
reduction relation, whereas in CCS confluence is defined on single
terms (behaviours) in the presence of a set of relations. This
difference is not as significant as it may appear, since the
effect of the second condition referred to in the informal
definition above is that a subcalculus of CCS is being studied
rather than a single behaviour; the statement "A is confluent"
actually means that the system comprising the behaviour A and all
its derivatives is confluent. Analogies can be drawn between
applications of the Strong Confluence Theorem of CCS, which states
that if a behaviour A is confluent and A-iB then A — B, to proofs
of observational equivalence and Huet's applications of confluent
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reductions to term-rewriting systems.
The Church-Rosser property of the A-calculus differs from
Huet's confluence since it involves more than one reduction
relation; the principal difference between this form of confluence
of the A-calculus and strong confluence in CCS is that the former
does not imply the "single-step" nature of the definition of the
latter.
Another property bearing sane relation to confluence is freedom
frcrn conflict in net theory [GLTJ. To see this similarity suppose
an agent A is confluent and has derivations A -» B and A -» C. Then
the performance of a r-experiment does not interfere in any way
with the capability to perform a "-experiment, so these two
experiments exhibit some form of causal independence, and can be
compared with transitions in net theory which are conflict-free.
Milner's study of confluence and determinacy in [Mil4) was
restricted to the limited case of "pure" CCS, involving only
synchronisation and not allowing variables and the passing of
parameters. Here the definitions will be extended to the full CCS
incorporating value-ccmmunication, and their properties will be
investigated providing results leading to a Strong Confluence
Theorem analogous to that of Milner. In addition it will be shown
that certain operations preserve strong confluence and determinacy
and these will be used to define a subcalculus in which all
behaviours are confluent, enabling the Strong Confluence Theorem
to be used freely in proofs. Examples of its application will be
studied to demonstrate hew it can reduce the length of proofs of
observational equivalence.
notation
Throughout the definitions and proofs in this section A,B,C...
will be used to represent programs, but U,V,W... will signify any
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behaviour expression, possibly containing free variables.
A will, as in the previous chapter, represent a label in A
(=AuS), whereas will refer to positive labels in A.
/1 and » will range over the set(A xVMo (where V is the set of
values that can be passed).
«-will represent a string of elements of fixVjuh) while s will
represent a string of elements of jIxV.
STRONG CONFLUENCE
As stated in the introduction, the definition of strong
confluence given by Milner for pure CCS implies essentially that a
behaviour A is strongly confluent if it satisfies two conditions:
firstly, that if A-^B and A^»C then either f = f and B~C, or
B-sD and C E for sane D and E such that D-E, and, secondly,
that any derivative of A is also strongly confluent, this is not
a definition as such as it makes use recursively of the property
it attempts to define; hence it is necessary to use a sequence of
definitions of k-confluence and take the intersection over k>, 0.
Milner's definition is not quite appropriate for the full CCS
with value-comnunication; consider a few sinple examples.
Firstly, let A be the simple adder defined by:
A (= «x.jSy.Mx+y) .NIL
(and assume that the set of values that x can take is a finite
subset of the integers). Then
A ^ ay.?(7+y) .NIL
and A a y.*(5+y).NIL.
Under the original definition this is clearly not confluent as the
two right-hand sides of these derivations cannot undergo «5- and
«7-experiments. However we should want a behaviour such as A to
be confluent if our definition is to encompass any non-trivial
cases of value-ccmmunication. Hence we need to include an extra
clause to allow for the case of A —» B and A —> C where B and C
are equivalent except by being parameter ised ty m and n
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respectively. However this does not apply in the case of «ra and
«n derivations; for example, let A' be defined by:
A' ^ S 5.NIL + * 7.NIL
We would not expect A' to be confluent as it can offer two totally
different results to its envirorment. Bearing these exanples in
mind and using a sequence of properties of k-oonfluence for k > 0
to avoid problems of recursion the following definitions are made.
A program A is always strongly O-confluent (abbreviated to
SC0).
A is strongly (k+1)-confluent (SC^) for k t- 0 if and only if:
(i) Whenever A B and A C then
either B -* D and C —» E for seme D and E such that
D~E,
At f =" and B ~ C,
At f =«tm and ^=«n for sane positive label •< and values
m and n, with B~U{m/x} and C~U{n/x} for seme
behaviour U.
(ii) A A B implies that B is strongly k-confluent.
A is strongly confluent (abbreviated to SC) if and only if A is
strongly k-confluent for all k> 0.
There follows an investigation of certain properties of these
definitions culminating in the Strong Confluence Theorem, a result
which states that unobservable actions cannot affect the
capabilities of a confluent program (that is, all ^-derivatives
are equivalent to the program itself). The fact that we are able
to prove this theorem helps to justify the form of the above
definitions. Applying this result often enables unobservable
actions to be ignored in proofs of equivalence. It is convenient
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to use diagrams to illustrate the derivations involved in the
proofs in this section. For example, part (i) of the definition
of k-confluence above can be expressed as:
B-tC
Whenever A then either
Diagrammatic representations such as this will prove useful as an
aid to understanding and also make the proofs more readable.
In the proofs that follow strong confluence will often be
referred to simply as "confluence"; since no other form of
confluence has yet been defined there should be no confusion. The
abbreviated forms SC and SC^ will also be used frequently when
convenient.
Proposition 3.1
A program A is strongly confluent if and only if condition (i)
of the above definition holds and whenever A -^+B then B is also
strongly confluent.
This result follows immediately from the definition by a sinple
induction.
This proposition provides a recursive treatment of strong
confluence, which will often be useful in the following proofs.
It could not have been used as a definition of confluence because
of its recursive nature.
£reof
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Strong confluence is not preserved by » ; an exairple analogous
to that given in [Mil4] will demonstrate this:
wx.«y.NIL + «y.*x.NIL * «x.^y.NIL + /ly.t .«x.NIL
Here the first behaviour is confluent, but the second is not, due
to the t-action. However the next result shows that confluence is
preserved by strong congruence,
If a program A is strongly confluent and A ~A' then A' is also
strongly confluent.
Proof
We prove that the result holds for strong k-confluenoe for all
k » 0 by induction on k. Hie result is trivially true for k=0;
for the inductive step we assune that the result holds for
k-confluence, and prove that it holds for (k+1)-confluence. So
suppose A is SC^+j and A~A'. To prove that A' is SC^+-^ it has
to be shown that the two clauses in the definition are
satisfied. The second clause follows trivially frcm the
inductive hypothesis and theorem 2.3. It ronains to
prove that A' satisfies condition (i) of the definition. So
suppose that
A' „ . Then A _ , for some B and C.
s,
C' c ~ c
A is SCk+1 so frcm the definition there are three cases to
consider:
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(i) B —» D B' A D' - D B' —* D'
1 , hence / , so / as required.
C —E C A E' - E C A E'
(ii) v=r and B~ C. Then B1 -- B - C ~ C'.
(iii) V=«cn, B~U(m/x) and C~U(n/x}. Then B'~ (Hm/x)
and C ~ U{n/x).
In all three cases A' satisfies the first clause of the
definition of (k+1)-confluence, hence A' has been shewn to be
completing the inductive step of the proof.
The two results 3.1 and 3.2 proved so far are directly
analogous to 10.1 and 10.2 of [M114]. The following laima is
weaker than Milner's 10.3, but it will satisfy the requiranents of
the proof of the Strong Confluence Theorem. It is possible to
prove a result along the lines of 10.3, but the statement of such
a lemma would be rather lengthy and the proof, although routine,
scmewhat untidy. (In fact a lemma similar to the one below would
have been adequate for Milner's requirements in the pure CCS, but
there the stronger result required little extra effort.)




I or f j=* for seme i and
C -—> E C
Proof
By induction on the length n of the derivation A-* C.
For n=l the result is irrmediate from proposition 3.1.
For the inductive step we assume the result holds for
derivations of length at most n and prove it for length n+1.
We have:
y
: (splitting the derivation A-»C into two parts).
New by proposition 3.1 either:
= t and A^~ B, in vi
result is proved; or
ft-- /VA«I





in which case Aj is confluent by proposition 3.1,
allowing the application of the inductive hypothesis
to the lower half of the diagram. Hence -
. pi ■•_
A2 -——- Dj
either / , when as A2 - B^ we have
C 1 > E
B > D
/>>■•
D_Ef so (, as required;
E
OL pf * for some i and A2 —' " A/"" > Dj ~ c,
Pv -pi-, pi- • .. f... _




,) , as required.
C
this shows that the result holds for derivations of length n+1,
completing the inductive step of the proof.
Having completed the preliminary results, we are new ready to
state and prove the Strong Confluence theorem, which states that
any t-derivative of a confluent program is observationally
equivalent to the program itself.
Theorem 3.4 (Strong Confluence theorem)
If a program A is strongly confluent and A -» B then A=eB.
Proof
It is necessary to show that Ak^B for all k >. 0. this will be
done by induction on k. the result holds trivially for k=0.
For the inductive step we assume that the result holds for k
(for all confluent A) and prove that it holds for k+1:
(i) Suppose B If B'. then A B, so A ■-» B' (and of course
B' =< kB")
(ii) Conversely suppose A A A'. then A—» A' for sane <r
such that s is the string <r with t's removed. As




in which case B ^ D. By the inductive hypothesis
we have A' =< kE, and since D - E this gives A' » kD;
4»
B D
at r=<rlx""2 ar*' r1 '
A'
when B =» D and A' » ^D.
In both cases we have found D such that B -» D and
A1 =< kD, completing the proof that A «
Examples of the applications of this result to proofs of
equivalence will be given later, but first we will introduce a
related concept, determinacy, and demonstrate that certain
operations in CCS preserve confluence and determinacy, enabling
the construction of a subcalculus in which all behaviours are
confluent.
As in the case of strong confluence the definition of strong
determinacy for the full CCS is based on that given by Milner in
lMil41. Once again it is found that certain modifications need to
be made to acccmmodate the possibilities of a determinate
behaviour being able to accept different values as "input" via a
single label, while ensuring that the "output" frcm a determinate
program is intuitively "deterministic"; for example we should
expect «x.jix.NIL to be determinate, but not <x. («3.NIL+44.NIL).
Milner's definition of strong determinacy for the pure calculus
made use of concepts of k-determinacy for k i 0 in a similar way to
the confluence definition. Furthermore, 1-determinacy was defined
for each label x . We are able to take advantage of this by
treating the definition of •<-determinacy differently frcm that of
2-determinacy, hence being able to deal with the distinct
requirements of the offering and accepting of values separately.
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Ihe non-recursive part of Miner's definition of a
i-determinate behaviour A required that whenever A -» B and A -» C
then B - C. Here we also have to consider the values being passed
along with the labels. One would expect a program such as
«x.Ax.NIL to be determinate so in defining «-determinacy we will
need to allow A B and A "c where ra * n. ftiis presents no
problems; the condition we impose is the same as in the definition
of strong confluence, that is that B-lHm/x) and C-lMn/x} for
same behaviour U. In the case of the negative guard it would
clearly be undesirable to admit a program such as S3.NIL +5 4.NIL
as t -determinate; hence when A B and A —»C it will be
necessary to insist that m=n and B- C.
Definitions
For any "A, any program A is strongly A-O-determinate
(abbreviated to X-SDq).
A is (for k »0) if and only if:
(i) Whenever a B and a" C then B~U(m/x) and C ~U(n/x)
for some behaviour (J.
(ii) A ^»B implies that B is^-SD^.
A is «-SDj^ (for k * 0) if and only if:
(i) If A ^ B and A C then m=n and B~ C.
(ii) aAb implies that B is «-SD^.
A is strongly A-determinate (x-SD) if and only if A is i-SD^
for all k x 0.
A is strongly determinate (SD) if and only if A is x-SD for all
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We can define strong k-determinacy in the obvious way by
substituting SD^ for SD throughout the last clause of the above
definitions. As with strong confluence we shall occasionally anit
the word "strong" in proofs to aid readability.
Strong determinacy has sane properties similar to strong
confluence; propositions analogous to 3.1 and 3.2 follcw; these
results will be used in proving that the subcalculue we
subsequently define is confluent and determinate.
A program A is strongly determinate if and only if;
(i) rfienever A —> B and A —» C then B-tHm/x) and
C-Uln/x) for sane U;
(ii) v*ienever A ^3 B and A —» C then m=n and B and
(ill) if A-^B then B is SD.
Proof
By sinple induction from the definition.
This result will prove useful as a recursive characterisation
of strong determinacy, as proposition 3.1 did for strong
confluence. It is easy to see how to formulate a similar result
for A-determinacy.
Observational equivalence does not preserve strong determinacy;
consider the following example;
«X. («X.NIL + I.NIL) + «X.NIL " -X. (/fx.NIL + «.NIL)
This equivalence can be deduced from the absorption rule (frem
theoren 2.16 in the previous chapter). It is not difficult to
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demonstrate that the right-hand-side is strongly determinate, but
clearly the behaviour on the left is not ««-determinate. However,
as with confluence it «an be shown that strong equivalence (~)
does preserve SD.
Proposition 3.6
If A ~ A' and A is strongly determinate then so is A'.
Proof
Hie same method is used as in the proof of proposition 3.2, and
it is found that the work involved is slightly simpler.
It has been shown that strong equivalence preserves SC and SD.
So far these concepts have been treated separately; however in the
next section we shall be interested in whether a behaviour is both
strongly confluent and determinate so it will be useful to
introduce the abbrevaition SCD for this property.
We have now presented sufficient properties about strong
confluence and determinacy to be enable their use in proofs of
equivalence in CCS; the next step is to present a oonfluent and
determinate subcalculus in which these results can be freely
applied. Examples will be given to shew how this can be used in
proof techniques.
A CONFIDENT DETERMINATE SHBCAHOJLUS
In order to find a non-trivial oonfluent determinate
subcalculus of CCS it is necessary to investigate what operations
on behaviours preserve strong confluence and determinacy. We
commence by showing using a sinple example that + and I do not
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preserve SCD. Let A = wx.NIL and B = «x.?x.NIL,° these are clearly
SCD but A+B is not (since it is not <-SD); furthermore AlB is not
SCD (as it is not«-SD either, for example there are two different
«O-derivations).
We new proceed to show that restriction, relabelling and
guarding do preserve SCD, and along with the trivial result that
NIL is SCD, this gives us a simple confluent determinate
subcalculus (which is too trivial to be of much practical use as
it admits no interleaving).
If a program A is strongly confluent and determinate then so is
A\«.
Proof
Die first step is to prove that A\« is SC. Kiis is done by
using induction on k to show that A\« is SC^ for all k »0. The
same technique is then used to show that A\« is *-SD for
*<{",«}. The result that AV is -<-SD and «-SD is trivial
since the behaviour and its derivatives can never perform an <*-
or *-action.






If a program A ia strongly confluent and determinate then so is
f*A-
Proof
This result follows trivially frcm propositions 3.1 and 3.5. A
stronger result will be proved in proposition 3.12.
The three propositions above tell us (not surprisingly) that
the subcalculus built frcm inaction (NIL), guarding, relabelling
and restriction is confluent and determinate. This result is of
no use in proofs of equivalence since they are already trivial
within this subcalculus. We need to find other operations that
preserve confluence and determinacy to allow at least a restricted
use of composition and summation in the derived calculus that will
be produced.
Recalling the example given to show that I failed to preserve
confluence and determinacy, it is not difficult to see that the
reason for this failure was that there was an overlap between the
sorts of the behaviours A and B. To eliminate this we can injpose
a restriction that these sorts must be disjoint. Now consider a
similar example with A =*5.NIL and B =«rx.4x.NIL; here the sort
of A is (£) and the sort of B is («,fr) so the sorts are disjoint.
However AlB ^ NIL IB and AlB-^»,« 5.NIL, and this fails to satisfy
the conditions for confluence. the problem here is that the
35-action of A may be observed either externally or by B; to avoid
this we limit the composition in our subcalculus to (AlB)\L, where
L is the intersection of the sort of A and the co-sort of B. This
can be formally defined as follows.
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Definition
Let Uj have sort L^ and U2 have sort L2, with L1"L2=^. Then
UjjlU2 is defined to be (UjJl^lNL where L=names(Lj«£,). This
operation is known as restricted disjoint canposition
(abbreviated to rd-composition).
We new proceed to show that these restrictions are sufficient
to ensure that this restricted operation preserves strong
confluence and determinacy.
If two programs A^ and A2 with disjoint sorts Lj^ and L2
respectively are strongly confluent and determinate then so is
a1iia2.
ExqqL
(We shall freely make use of the knowledge that - is a
congruence in this proof.)
We prove by induction that the result holds for SCD^ for k » 0.
For the inductive step assume that A^ and A2 are SCD^+^ and
that the result holds for SCD^. It is necessary to shew that
AjJIA2 is SCk+i and SD^+i; we deal with the confluence first,
commencing by proving that the first clause of the definition
is satisfied. So suppose:
B
AjIIAj . We consider the possible cases that can occur:
(i) B is of the form BjHA2 and C is A^IK^, with A^-^»
and A2 -» C2. Then
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BI«A2
BjIICj , as required.
AillCa"^
(ii) B is B^ll and C is Then we have
Aj , and we use the confluence of A^ to give
B1 Dj Bjfl A2 A D^llA2
either \ , when ;
Cj C|(| A2 —> Ejll A2
fit f = " and Bj~ Cj, in which case B-Cj
fit f,="in» v=«n, B^-Uim/x} and Cj-tHn/x). then (as
Aj has no free variables) we have
B1IIA2 - <U«A2) (m/x) and CjHAj - (UMA2) (n/x).
In all three cases the confluence definition is
satisfied.
(iii) B is Bjj^ with />=* and C is C^llA2. Here we use the
confluence of A^. There are two possibilities
according to hew the derivation AjllA2 -» B1HB2 was
caused,
either A^ r , with A2 B2 and Lj»L2,
when we cannot have f =«n since « is not in the
sort of A]HA2. Hence the confluence of Aj gives
Bj —> Dj CjllAj —, Bjf i B2
( , so I ;
Cj Ej Bj»B2 D1IIB2
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or Aj , with A2 —> B2 and «1 Ljnl^j,
when a similar argiment can be applied.
Again we have seen that in both cases the requirement
of the confluence definition has been satisfied,






(or likewise with the ft and ft interchanged When the
argument is similar but slightly easier as the case
«-ft does not have to be considered). Now if *=« then
the fact that A2 is SDk+^ tells us that m=n, and hence
thatBj—C^ and B2~C2 ,giving B~C. Otherwise we
have (since A^ is SCk+1)
^Bi^Di B2 - D2
Aj ^ I and A2 ^ , so (
C1 —' El c2 E2 c E1M e2
In all these cases we have proved that A^llA2 satisfies the
first clause of the definition of SCk+-^; we have not, of
course, considered all the possible cases, but any others are
similar to one of the four considered, and the proofs are
symmetrical to those above. To complete the proof of
(k+1)-confluence we have to show that if A^|IA2 ^ B^i(B2 then
B2 is SCk. Now for some pj and p2 we have A^ B^ and
A2 B2j then as Aj and A2 are SCDk+^ we can deduce that Bj
and B2 are SCD^. Hence by the inductive hypothesis BWlB2 is
SCDj^.
This completes the proof that A-[IIA2 is SCk+1 and also proves
that the second of the two conditions for determinacy is
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satisfied. We now consider the ranainder of the proof that
A1||A2 is So suppose
B
AjllAj ^ > then, since L1»L2=^,
we assume without loss of generality that «iHence it must
be the case that
B'1
Aj , where B is Bjl^ and C is CjflA^
■" r.
Then as A^ is SDj^ we have Bj~U{m/x) and C^-Uin/x) for some
U. Then as A2 has no free variables we can conclude that
B ~ (0/IA2) (m/x) and C ~ (UIIA2) (n/x), satisfying the requirements
for «-(k+1)-determinacy. A similar argument can be used to
shew that AjMA2 is *-SDk+i' completing the proof of
(k+1)-determinacy. We have thus shown that the proposition
holds for SCD^, completing the inductive step.
It should be noted that the determinacy of A2 was used in the
proof of the confluence of A; this helps to explain why it was
necessary to introduce determinacy in order to find our strongly
confluent subcalculus.
It was shown earlier that + does not preserve strong confluence
and determinacy; however, it would be desirable to be able to
include same form of ambiguity operation in the confluent
determinate subcalculus. For this reason we extend the guarding
operation to include composite guards of the form (/^l/^l/^) .A.
This behaviour can undergo fy, /»2~ and /^-communications in any
order to become A. The concept can be defined formally as
follows:
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For nil, is a composite guard whose actions are
given as follows.
the behaviour .A has as its only derivation;
(r^).A A
For n>l, the behaviour I.... l/>n) .A has as its only
derivations:
(f I • • • • I •A * (f'j I • • • • \f j_—2. ^ A'i+l 1 • • • •
for all values of i from 1 to n.
the following strong equivalences can be deduced from this




I • • • • .A ~ 2? I.... 'Fi—i IFi+i I •. • - -A
For any permutation p of (l,....,n),
(f1' • - * - 'Fn' ■A" 'fp(l) • • if p(n)' "A
Proof.
Immediate from the above definition.
A composite guard such as (<xx lAx) will cause problems if an
attsnpt is made to instantiate its free variables? the x attached
to the f guard could be either free or bound depending on the




A composite guard is well-defined if the intersection of the
set of variables accompanying positive labels and the set of
those occuring in the expressions accompanying negative labels
is empty.
In the following discussions all composite guards will be
assumed to be well-defined.
In [Mil41 Milner found that composite guarding preserved strong
confluence and deterrainacy in the pure CCS. However, this is not
true here because of problems that occur when the same label
appears in two places in a carposite guard with different values
each time and also when the same variable is attached to more than
one label. However, it will be seen that confluence and
determinacy are preserved by composite guards that satisfy certain
restrictions, which will be introduced after considering examples
where confluence and determinacy are not preserved. There will be
no intuitive reasons why the constraints chosen should be
sufficient but it will be seen that they enable the proof to
proceed.
We consider examples of siirple behaviours involving composite
guards which are not confluent and determinate to motivate the
restrictions that will be introduced, and with each example will
specify informally the constraint which ensures that it is not
allowed in our restricted-class of composite guards.
(«xl«y) .'x.NIL
This is clearly not determinate as the order in which the «x-
and «y-caimunications occur influences the value bound to x
which is passed by the fix-action. Tta prevent this possibility
ftom occuring we need to Jnpose a restriction that a composite




Ibis is not confluent since the value accompanying the
fx-action could be bound to either the x fran *x or the x from
£x. To prevent this kind of case occuring we shall require
that the variables attached to positive labels in a composite
guard are all different.
(*51*7) .NIL
This example is not determinate because of the occurence of the
negative label » twice in the conposite guard, attached to
different values in each case. The restriction we need to
inpose to exclude such examples is that if any negative label
occurs more than once in a composite guard then in each case
the value-expression accompanying it must evaluate to the same
value, for any instantiation of values to the free variables of
the expressions.
Having considered these examples we are ready to define
formally the constraints we wish to inpose on ccuposite guards; we
shall call a well-defined guard which satisfies these restrictions
an adnissible composite guard.
A well-defined composite guard of the form:
(*lxl'••••'"V'r ®*r+ler+l'••••'=ses'x'* *•*
(vhere the x^ are variables and the are value expressions)







(iii) For any instantiation of values to the free variables
of er+1,....es, resulting in values vr+1,....v8 for
the expressions then for m,n«{r+l,....s)
It should be noted that by proposition 3.11 any composite guard
can be expressed in the form given at the start of this
definition. the second condition above is needed for the
preservation of strong confluence; the other two for strong
determinacy. It would perhaps be easier to write down tighter
constraints which could be expressed more easily (for example
insisting that all the x^ and variables in the e^ are
distinct) but this would limit our derived confluent determinate
subcalculus unnecessarily.
We are almost ready to prove that achiissible composite guards
preserve confluence and determinacy; in fact we prove a slightly
stronger result which will prove useful when we need to consider
recursively-defined behaviours in our derived calculus. However,
before proceeding we will need to define confluence and
determinacy for general behaviours that may include free
variables. This is done in the obvious way in the following
definition.
Definition
A behaviour is SC if and only if given any instantiation of
values to its free variables the program obtained is SCi
SCk, ED, ED^, a-SD and a-SD^ are defined likewise for general
behaviours.
It is fairly easy to see that the propositions 3.7, 3.8, 3.9
and 3.10 hold for behaviours in general as well as programs, as
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these do not involve the introduction of any new free variables,
and we will need to use this in showing that programs in the
derived calculus are strongly confluent and determinate. However,
the following result cannot be extended immediately from programs
to behaviours so it has to be formulated in terms of behaviours.
Proposition 3.12
Let (f^l....lfn) be an admissible composite guard. If a
behaviour U is SC^ then (f^l.... Irn) .U is SC^.^. If U is SE^
then Cf-j^ I.... irn> -U is SDj^,.
Proof
We prove the result for fixed k using induction on n. The
confluence result will be proved in detail; a similar technique
is used for determinacy.
Hie result is trivial in the case n=l.
For the inductive step we assune the result holds for n and
prove it for n+1. Let A be the program which results from an
instantiation of values to the free variables of
(f^l. •• • Hien we have
A — (/'j I. ■. ■ .V,
where V is the behaviour obtained by applying the same
instantiation to U (note that V need not be a program as seme
of U's free variables may have been bound fran within the
composite guard and hence not instantiated). this could not be
done if the composite guard was not well-defined in the sense
dicussed earlier; this is why that definition was needed. Then
V is SCk (since U is) and we have to show that A is SC)c+n+^.
Any fo-derivative of A is of the form
(/*2^1 •... I Pj_i I I.... '^n+l^ or
sr
(f^I • • • < I I f I • • • • nil ^ (m/XJ
and by the inductive hypothesis and proposition 3.8
(generalised to behaviours) we know that this is SCk+n. this
has shown that the second clause of the (k+n+1)-confluence
definition holds for A and all that is left to prove is that
the first clause is satisfied. To do this we assume that A is
expressed in the form
.... I«trxrl-r+1vr+1l.... |2svsKI.... I*-) .V
and consider
A
„ , investigating possible cases for /j and " .
NC
(i) f=<jm for i<(l,....r). We may assume without Iqss of
generality that i=l; hence
B = (*2x21.... UrxrI'r+1vr+11....
.... UgVgM. . . . |t) .V{m/xj).
Now the possibilities for •» are
either y=«jn for j«{l,....r), when if j=l it is easy
to see that the last case of the confluence
definition is satisfied; otherwise assume without
loss of generality that j=r giving
C — I.... IXj_iX^_j '*r+lvr+l ^ * * * *
....l5gVg|t|....|t).V(n/xr).
As it follows from the second of the
conditions imposed on admissible caiposite guards
that m# n, so B D and C ^ D where
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D ~ '*2*2'••••'*r-lxr-l'*r+lvr+l' • • • •
«*#• f-gVg 1*1»...1^) »V{nifn/xj gXr) r
as required?
At "=*jvj f°r j*Ct+l,....B)j in this case we assume
without loss of generality that j=r+l. then
C= (-ix1l....l«cxriarf2vr+2l....
00008** gVg ItJ## s 0 1^1 0Vy
bo B a d and C D Where
D~ '"2*2'""*',fr*r'ar+2vr+2'°"°
.... 1-gVgKI.... 11) .Vfin/XjJ,
as required?
at »"*«» when a similar but easier argument can be
applied.
r^Vi for i»Cr+l»....s). Assume without loss of
generality that i=r+l so
B = ("jX^ I.... I"r*r I "i;+2vr+2' * * * *
....I*g^gl*l....l*).V.
Now considering the possibilities for »,
either »=<jto for j«ll,....r), which is the same as the
second case investigated for (i) with the p- and
►"-derivations interchanged?
Ot *=*jvj f°r j*lr+lr....8), when if i=j we have t~"
and B - C? otherwise we may assume without loss of
generality that i=s so
B ^^lxl^^ *'rxr ^ "r+lvr?l I....
.... I"g-lvg-l Itl . . . . I*-) .V,
and B D and C D where
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D - I.... l«<r*r +2^r+2 ^ "
* ■ • > l^g_jVg_2 I * I • • • • I •V,
as required;
QL * = *, when the argument used is similar but more
straightforward.
(iii) p=i, when if *=t then B s C, else we have one of the
cases already considered with the roles of f and u
reversed.
In all cases it has been demonstrated that the requiranents of
the strong confluence definition have been satisfied, hence A
is SCk+n+1 as required to complete the inductive step.
The result for determinacy is proved in a similar manner,
making use in appropriate cases of the restrictions (i) and
(iii) from the definition of adnissible composite guards.
Having proved this result we can state that all finite programs
in the derived algebra built fran NIL, restriction, relabelling,
restricted disjoint composition and adnissible composite guards
are strongly confluent and determinate, but we need to consider
recursively-defined behaviours before it is possible to deduce
that the subcalculus is confluent and determinate. The increase
in level fran k-confluence and determinacy to k+n in the previous
result will enable us to handle recursion; however an increase of
I is adequate so it is convenient to work with the following
corollary rather than proposition 3.12 itself.
Corollary 3.13
If a behaviour U is SC^ (or SD^) and (f^ I.... If n) is an




Follows immediately from proposition 3.12.
It is desirable to include conditional expressions in the
derived subcalculus, hence the following result is required:
If the behaviours and U2 are both SO) then, for any boolean
expression E, the behaviour if E then else U2 *s S*-0,
Proof
We have to shew that any program obtained by the instantiation
of values to the free variables of If E then Uj else U2 is SCD.
Such a program must take the form of either if true then
else B2 or if false then Bj else Bj, and is hence strongly
congruent to either B^ or 82- By propositions 3.2 and 3.6 it
is thus sufficient to show that Bj and B2 are SCD, and since
these programs were obtained by an instantiation to free
variables of and U2 the result follows immediately fran the
assumption that and O2 are SCD.
Recalling that recursively-defined behaviour identifiers are
allowed in CCS only if they are guardedly well-defined (as
discussed in the previous chapter) we are now able to state and
prove the result that all behaviours in the derived subcalculus
are strongly confluent and determinate.
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Definition
The derived subcalculus CCCS (confluent CCS) comprises the
operations inaction (NIL), rd-corposition, adnissible copposite
guarding, restriction and relabelling, along with conditional
expressions.
Proposition 3.15
Every behaviour identifier in CCCS is SCD^ for all k.
Proof
By induction on k. The result is trivially true for k=0, so we
prove the inductive step at k+1. Suppose we have a behaviour
identifier V defined by V+> By. By guarded well-def inedness
this may be expanded (by substituting B^ for any behaviour
identifier b) until every behaviour identifier is guarded. So
we have-V£B'v containing no unguarded behaviour identifier.
By the inductive hypothesis we know that every behaviour in B'v
is SCDj^, so from propositions 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, corollary
3.13 and proposition 3.14 we can deduce that B'v is SCDj^, the
raising from k to k+1 caning from corollary 3.13 since every
behaviour identifier is guarded. Now V-*B'V so from
propositions 3.2 and 3.6 we can deduce that V is SCD^ as
required.
We have proved that every behaviour in CCCS is strongly
confluent and hence it is possible to apply the Strong Confluence
Theorem freely to programs in this derived calculus. We are ready
to introduce an example to show how this can be useful in proving
that systems meet their specifications.
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AN EXAMPLE - PROVING THAT A BUFFER MEETS ITS SPECIFICATION
As a first example of the application of confluence techniques
to proofs about behaviours involving value-passing we will
consider a construction of a bounded buffer built in CCCS, and
show how the Strong Confluence Theoran can be used in the proof
that the buffer meets its specification.
We first give an informal specification of the buffer? it will
hold a list of at most n elements frati a finite set A and will be
capable of accepting values by an i-communication and placing them
at the head of the list provided its length is less than n.
Whenever the list is non-null the buffer will be capable of
removing the tail element and passing it in an ff-caranunication.
Hie specification can be expressed more formally as follows:
B(t) = ty.B(y:t);
B(s:x) = ry.B(y:s:x) + »x.B(s),
for Isl < n-1; and
B(s:x) = »x.B(s)
for Isl = n-1?
vhere x,y«A, s«A* and ' s' represents concatenation of elements to
strings at either end.
The buffer will be constructed as a chain of n cells which can
hold an element of A or be empty. For convenience of notation we
will assume that 0 is not an element of A and represent an empty
cell by CHiL(O). A cell will be defined in the following way:
CELL(x) = if x=0 fhea ny.CELL(y) else fx.CELL(O) .
To be able to identify a cell's position in the buffer and ensure
that its value-exchanges take place with adjacent cells we define
CHJijIx) = CELL(x) '
for i from 1 to n. We then construct a chain frem the n cells by
using rd-composition to produce a behaviour
(CELLjixj)! ....IICEliLpfx,^)) of sort («<0'*n'* was asserted in
[Mil4] that rd-composition is associative; this result also holds
in the value-passing case so there is no ambiguity in the
expression). To obtain the buffer to meet the specification it is
necessary to relabel the «tg and *n to iand r, so we have
BUFF(xlf ,xn) = (CELLjtXjHI IICELIy^X )) [ t ,«y«0f«n].
In order to obtain the lists as in the specification from the
n-tuples that parameterise BUFF we define
BU) = BUFF (0 ,0);
B(s) = BUFF(0,....,0,Xp....,X|()
when s = <xlr....jx^» for k<n; and
B(s) = BUFF(xlf .Xj,)
when s = <Xj,.... /X^.
Hie aim now is to prove that the parameterised behaviour B just
defined does satisfy the specifications above. We begin by using
the expansion theorem (2.8) to obtain the following strong
equivalence:
BUFF(x-l,....,xn) ~ if Xj=0 then iy.BUFF(y,x2r. • • • /X^
else NIL
+ if xR i 0 then fxn.BUFF(x1,.... jX^-pO)
else NIL
t )J (* .BUFF (x^ F . . .. fx^—i f 0 fa/X|+2 r.. • .x^):
x^=ay0, *£+1=0» 0<i<n).
From this we can conclude that for 0<i<n and a»A
BUFF (Xj f. . . . f X^ j / a / 0 r * ■ f Xj^)
—» BUFF (Xj $ • • • • fX^_| r0r3fX^2 r. . . . rX^)
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Since BUFF(xj,.... ,5^) was defined using the behaviour constructs
of CCCS it follows from proposition 3.15 that it is SCD; hence we
can apply the Strong Confluence Theorem giving the result
BUFF(Xj , • •.. ,X.j_^,a,0,• • • •
^ BUFF(x-^, . • •» ,0,a,*** * *
Having obtained the expansion above and deduced an equivalence
of chains carrying the same strings but with "gaps" in different
places, we are now ready to prove that the constructed buffer
meets its specification. The first thing we have to show is that
B(i) = iy.B(y:t).
Frcm the definition we have
B(r) = BUFFIO, ,0)
= iy.BUFF(y,0, ,0),
using the expansion result above. Then applying several times the
equivalence that was obtained using the Strong Confluence Theorem
we conclude that
BUFF(y,0, ,0)« BUFF(0, ,0,y)
and as guarding turns observational equivalence into congruence it
follows that
iy.BUFF(y,0, ,0) = iy.BUFF(0, ,0,y)
so we can conclude




Hie next part of the proof that the buffer meets its
specification is to shew that
B(s:x) = iy.B(y:s:x) + fx.B(s)
for strings s of length less than n-1; so let s=<x^,..../X^_^> for
0<k<n. Then we have
B(s*x) = BUFF(0,.... ,0,Xj,.... fXjj^jX)
= iy.BUFF(y,0fa.•■,0, ••«•rX^ j, x)
t 9 x • BUFF (Of*KffOf x^ / ■ ■ . • fx^-1 f0)
using the expansion result. Then by several applications of the
equivalence obtained fran the Strong Confluence Theorem we obtain
BUFF(y,Q,.... ,0^x^f.... fX)
=< BUFF(0,....,0,y,x^,....,X|t_j,x) and
BUFF(0j. • •. 10fXjfit.* 1
•1 BUFF (Of . . . . f 0 f Xj f . a • • f X|^ J ) a
Fran these we obtain the congruence
iy.BUFF(y,0,....,0,x1,....,xk_1,x)
+ 5X. BUFF (Of a a. a fOfXjfa... ,Xj^j f 0)
= ly.BUFF(0,. a a a ,0,y,X^,a a . afX^.JfX)
+ fx.BUFF(0,....,0,x1,....,Xk_1)
so we can conclude that
B(s:x) = »y.B(y:s:x) + ?x.B(s)
as required.
Finally, we have to show that
B(s:x) = 'x.B(s)
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for strings s of length n-1; let s=<x^,.... then
B(s:x) = BUFFtx-^, .... jX^pX)
= rx.BUFF(Xp. ...jXj^jjfO)
using the expansion result. Then we apply the equivalence deduced
fran the Strong Confluence Theorem n-1 times to obtaain
BUFF(x1,....,xn_1,0) = BUFF(0,Xp....,xl>_2)
and hence we have
rx.BUFF(Xj,....Pxn_^rO) = i'X.BOFF(0,Xj,....,xn_j)
which gives us the required result
B(s:x) = ?x..B(s).
The proof that the constructed buffer meets its specification
has now been completed; note that the Strong Confluence Theorem
was used in all three parts of the proof (although we did not
apply it directly but instead first investigated t-actions that
occured in the constructed behaviour and formulated what was
essentially an equivalence schema as an application of the
theorem). Without the results on confluence this example would
have involved much more work in order to prove that the
specification was satisfied.
QBSEKfflVriON CONFLUENCE AND DCTERMIHACI
The definitions of confluence and determinacy in this chapter
have involved only single-length derivations (—») and,
accordingly, the properties were preserved only by strong
equivalence, ~ , and not observational equivalence? hence the
names strong confluence and strong determinacy. In (Mil41 Milner
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showed how to define a weaker observational confluence and
determinacy for the pure CCS, which were preserved by « . His
definitions were quite lengthy even without the extra detail
needed for value-passing so it is not felt appropriate to extend
them to the full CCS here; however, in a subsequent chapter an
alternative definition of observational equivalence will be
introduced for which it has been found that it is irrelevant
whether single- or multiple-length derivations are considered;
hence we will investigate the role of observation confluence in
this new setting later.
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4 UNIQUENESS QF SOLUTION OF RECURSIVE BEHAVIOUR EQUATIONS
INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we consider behaviour equations of the form
b»F[b] and investigate what constraints need to be inposed on F
to ensure that the solution is unique up to observational
equivalence. It is not difficult to find simple classes of
functionals, F, whose fixed points are unique," for example it was
left as an exercise in [Mil4] to show that if B =*c x.B and
C-c A.C then B = cC - the proof of this will be given belcw.
It is easy to shew that there are non-trivial functionals F
which give non-unique solutions to the equation b=F(bJ.
Consider, for example the equation
b * b + * .NIL,
which is satisfied by any behaviour of the form A + "«.NIL. the
functional in this case does not, of course, satisfy the
constraint of guarded well-definedness imposed by Milner, and
outlined in chapter 2 here; hence it could not be used as a
behaviour-defining functional. However, it can be demonstrated
that guarded well-definedness does not by itself imply uniqueness
of fixed points; consider the equation
b " <*. (bis.NIL)V,
and let A be any agent whose sort L is such that «4 Lv L. Then
*.(«<.AI*.NIL)V = «.*. (AlNIL)V'
= <*.A\*i
= •<.A
(by the restriction on the sort of A), so «r.A satisfies the
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equation. Many agents A satisfy the condition inposed on the
sort; hence the equation b a *. (bl5.NIL)V< has many solutions.
The examples considered above have demonstrated that
functionals (or contexts) do not have unique fixed points in
certain cases where unguarded ambiguity occurs and where certain
combinations of composition and restriction lead to the
"swallowing" of guards (as with the * in the last example).
A recursive behaviour definition such as
b(x)<= Sx.NIL + Sy.b(x+y)
defines b to satisfy
bs c(x). Ux.NIL + <<y.b(x+y));
that is, b is defined as a fixed point (up to =c) of the behaviour
functional F given by
Fib] $ (x). (<?x.NIL + *y.b(x+y)).
The notation (x).E means that the expression E is a function of x
and is similar to abstraction in the A-calculus IHLS1.
Such behaviour functionals will usually be referred to as
transformations. We are aiming to find classes of transformations
which have unique fixed points up to »; such transformations will
be said to be contracting, this term being inspired by the concept
of contraction mappings in metric spaces [Sut], which will be
discussed at the end of this chapter.
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A contracting transformation F is one which has the property
that whenever b^ssFIbj) and b2 «Flt^i then b « b2.
If a transformation F is contracting and a behaviour b is
defined by b^FIb) (which specifies b as a particular fixed point
of F) and we can prove that b' «Fib'), then we can conclude b = b'.
Furthermore, if it is kncwn that b and b' are stable then it can
be concluded that b *cb'.
Returning to the buffer example of the previous chapter, recall
the specification was in the form:
B(c) = iy.B(y:e)
B(s:x) = ....
Hiis can be expressed as B = FIB) where
FIB) — (s) .If s=t then ty.B(y:f)
.else ....
Let B0 be the specification buffer, defined by Bg^ FtBg), and let
B be the buffer constructed in the previous chapter. Ihen
B0*cF[Bq) and B=scFtB), so, assuming F is contracting (and it is
believed that it is - although parameterised transformations are
not considered in the investigation of contracting transformations
that follows), then we have B»Bg. Hence B is the unique solution
of the specification up to observational equivalence. -
Furthermore, as FIB)«FIBq) and FIB) and FIBq) are both stable it
follows that FIB)s cFIBq); hence B « cBq and the constructed buffer
is the unique solution up to observational congruence.
In our search for contracting transformations we begin by
showing that b»«.b has a unique solution up to observational
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equivalence. This result was set as an exercise (7.7) in [Mil41.
Proposition 4.1
The transformation F defined by F(b)s *.b is contracting.
Proof
Assuning b^a «.b^ and b2««.b2» we have to prove that b^ssbj.
This is done using induction on k to show that b^ «kb2 for all
kiO. The result is trivial for k=0; we consider the inductive
step at k+1. For this we assume c^ and have to show that
b2 c2 ^or scme c2 sucb C1" kc2* To a Eeoond
induction is used, on the length, n, of the string s. The two
cases to consider are:
(i) The base step n=0, with s=t. We have bj c^ and
bjK^.bj; hence «f.b^^d^ with di*kcl* As «-.bj is
stable it follows that d^s^.bj, so ci " k*'bl' Using
the inductive hypothesis (for the k-induction)
b2 a kbl° °<*bl * kcl' s0 ^tting c2 equal to b2 we have
t>2 c2 and c^ = ^2 as required; and
(il) The inductive step with 1st = n+1, where we can assume
s=ls'. As bj i> Cj and bj««*.bj we have <*.b^ d^ for
some dj s kc^. This means that <bj d^, so x=i and
«.bj 5» bj dj. Then as Is'l=n, the inductive
j 9
hypothesis gives b2 -» d2 with d2*kdl' bence d2"kcl*
So «f.b2 ■=♦ d2» and as b2 * b2 it follows that b2 C2
for some C2 such that c2 * k^2 " kcl' as required.
The same argument can be used to show that whenever b2 C2
then bj 4, c^ with c^ =» Hence b^ = k+lb2' completing the
inductive step of the proof.
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the in the above proposition could be replaced by any WA. (or
any /"Ax V in the value-passing case) without any alteration to the
method of proof. Additionally, a similar argument can be used to
demonstrate that any transformation F of the form
Flbls^j pn.b with at least one of the ^ not equal to r is
contracting and also when Fj,....,Fn are all of this form then the
transformation G defined by
Gib] s Fx [bl + + Fnlb]
is contracting. However, it is not true in general that when F
and G are contracting transformations then so is the
transformation H defined by
Hlbl 5 Fib] + Gib].
To demonstrate this we consider an example similar to that
introduced earlier vAiere a guard was "swallowed"? here mutual
"swallowing" occurs. Let F, G and H be defined by
Fib] = (bli».NIL)\L
Gib] 5 /S.(blw.NIL)\L,
and Hlbl s Fib] + Glbl
where L = We will show that, although F and G are
contracting, the equation b»Hlb] has many solutions. Firstly, to
demonstrate that F is contracting let b be a solution of the
equation b«Flb), having sort L". Then (observing that A y L')
b » «.(blA.NIL)\L
= <x. (b\Ll (P.NIL) \L) (as ■*,« 4 names (L1MA)))
= •<. (b\LlNIL)
= •< .b\L.




Ibis gives us (as guarding preserves observational equivalence)
rf.b\L ="rf.NIL,
and we have seen above that b » «.b\L, so
b = «.NIL.
This holds for any b satisfying b*Ftbl, and hence F is a
contracting transformation. Hie same argument with and a
interchanged shows that G is also contracting. Tb show that the
equation b»H[b] does not have a unique solution up to « the
argument used is similar to the one applied to the example in the
introduction. We demonstrate that for any agent A of sort L' such
that names (L') « 1/=^, the behaviour B defined as * .A + / .A
satisfies B « H(B):
H[B] = F(B) + G(B)
= *. (Bl^.NIL)\L + t. (Bl* .NIL) \L
= «.(t.(AINIL)\L) + fl.(x.(AlNIL)\L)
= <*.A + fl.A (as namesfL')» L=#)
= B.
This completes the proof that B satisfies the equation B * H [ B),
and since this holds for any B of the form A + fi.A (with the
appropriate restriction on A's sort) it is concluded that H is not
a contracting transformation.
In order to introduce a class of contracting transformations we
first need to investigate hew the possible derivations of Ftb)
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depend on the possible derivations of b. Ibis study will be
restricted to simple contexts F of the form Fib] = (....b....), in
which the expression defining F[b] contains only a single
occurrence of b onJ no other- behaviour- Fi'k-s. F>r convenience
the definitions will be introduced in the pure CCS without
value-passing; it is not anticipated that there should be any
difficulty in extending the concepts to the full calculus, but no
attentat has been made to do so.
The basic concept to be introduced is that of an action of a
behaviour "causing" an action of that behaviour within a context
(the idea being suggested by Fobin Milner). For example, if
Flb]£bt*/«] and Alft1 then the «-action of A can be said to
"cause" the derivation FlAl A F[R'l. This is valid for any A
which can undergo the «-action, hence it is reasonable to say that
F and the «(-action cause a p-action resulting in F. Considering
another example let Gib] = (bl«.NIL)V. Then if A^A1 we have
GlAl Ag'IA'1, where G'lb] * (blNIL)\«. Here G and the «-action
have caused a t.-action resulting in G'. We are ready to def ine
this concept formally:
Definition
For and contexts F and F' it is said that F,^ causes
«,F' (written Fl ] ^f»F'l 1) if and only if
x —>y Fix] -» F' ly].
The h notation means sinply that given a proof that x y it
is possible to construct a proof that FlxJ-^F'ly] - a proof is
understood to be a sequence of steps obtained from the operational
semantics schema.
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It is not always the case that derivations of contexts are
caused in the manner of the above definition, for example let
F[b] 5«.b, then F1A1 -» F" lA) where F' is the identity context, for
any agent A - even one which has no derivations. In this case,
however, the derivation of FIA] was independent of A, and it is
true that all derivations of any behaviour of the form F(A] are
either independent of A or "caused" by F in the sense of the
definition. This is proved in the lenma that follows; however we
first introduce notation to encapsulate the fact that a derivation
of FIA] is independent of A.
Definition
For /■«A»!*-) and contexts F and F', the notation F[ 1 —» F' [ )
means that t- FIA] -^F'lA] for any behaviour A. (that is, a
proof of F[A) -^F'lAl can be obtained without making any
assumptions about A.)
F[ ] =+ F' 1 ] is defined analogously for s«A*.
Lenna 4.2
If FIA] -» D for «A»!*) then either
• (i) Fl ] ^F'[ 1 and A A B for some r"A«(t), behaviour B
and context F1 such that D is F'IB]; or
(ii) F[ ] —»F'l ] for seme F', and D is F"(AJ.
By structural induction on F. There are seven cases to
consider:
Proof
(a) Fib] s C
(b) Fib] s b
(c) Fib] - x.GIb]
(d) Fib] i Gtb]\«
(e) Fib] 3 Glbl-tC
(f) Fib) 3 Gib]IC
(g) Fib] $ Gib] IS]
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(Any other possibility can be regarded as one of these cases by
symmetry; as explained in chapter 2 conditioned, expressions are
omitted from the pure calculus.) For cases (a), (b) and (c) it
is found that the result can be proved directly; the inductive
hypothesis is needed in the other four cases. We investigate
here cases (a), (b) and (c) and also (f) as typical of the use
of the induction; the result can be proved for the remaining
cases by similar arguments.
(a) FtAl = C.
Here the second part of the lemma holds trivially,
defining F'lb]a D.
(b) FtAl a A, BOi^D.
Defining F' to be equal to F, B'D and ;<=•», it is easy
to see that the first clause of the Xarena holds, since
Ft 1 -7» Ft 1 (as a trivial consequence of the
definition).
(c) FtA] = K.GlAl so *.GtAl D.
It follows that <» = # and DsGtAl, hence with F' defined
to be GtAl the second clause of the lemma holds.
(f) FtAl a GtAlIC, SO GtAlIC ^ D.
This derivation can occur in three ways,
either GtAl —* K with DaKlC, in which case by the
structural induction we have either
(i) Gt 1 G't 1 and A B with K s G' IB] in which
case setting F' lb] a G' tbl IC we have
Ft 1 Af1 I 1, and D a KlC aG' [Bl IC >F'tBl as
required; or
(ii) Gt J G' I 1 with KaG'tAl, when setting
F'IblsG'tbllC it follows that Ft 1 —♦ F't 1
and D= KlC -G" tAl IC a F' lAl as required;
at C -^K with DaGtAllK. In this case setting
F'[bl a GtblIK we have Ft 1 A F't 1 and D a FtAl, so
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the second clause of the lanma is satisfied;
or » = x and GtAl —»J and C for sane *»A, and
Di JlK. Here using the structural induction
hypothesis we have either
(i) Gl l^G'l ] and A^B with J.G' IB1; then
defining F1tb] « G1[b]IK, it follows that
Ftl^F'I] and D : JlK sG1 (Bl IK * F" IB] as
required; or
(ii) Gt J -^»G't 1 with J sG' [A], in which case,
defining F'tbl sG'tbllK we have Fl ] ^>F'[ ]
and D = J IK = G1lAlIK *F'lAl as required.
All the possible derivations GtA] IC D have been
considered, completing the proof that the result holds
in case (f).
Cases (d), (e) and (g) can be treated with similar arguments to
the above to canplete the proof of the lemna.
We now present three results involving Ft 1 Gt ] that will be
needed later when investigating the effects of unobservable
actions when we introduce the property of Ft 1 F' [ ] for
multiple-length derivations.
Proposition 4.3
If Ft ] •^♦Gt 1 then either ot Ft ] -^Gt ]..
■€
Proof.
By structural induction on F. There are seven cases to
consider as listed in the proof of lenma 4.2:
(a) Ftb] r C.
Here whenever A B then C A GtB], so G must be
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constant, say Gib] * D. Ihen as C -*D we have
Ft ] —*Gl 1.
(b) Fib] = b.
In this case whenever A ^ B then A-^GlBl, so it must
follow that "=t.
(c) Fib] h *.f'Ibl.
X f
Here whenever A-»B, ».A-*GlB], hence and
GIB] = F' IA]. It must be the case that G and F' are
constant and G = F', hence F[ ] Gl ].
(d) FlblsF'IblX".
In this case it can be deduced that F'I ] -j^g'I ] for
sane G' such that Gib] s G' Ibl\« and hence by the
structural-inductive hypothesis either »= t or
F'l ] —>G'I ], which inplies that Fl ] —» Gl 1.
(e) Fib] i F"lb]+C.
In this case either F'I ] -j*Gl ], in which case
applying the inductive hypothesis either »> = *. or
F'l 1 —Gl 1, which inplies that Fl ] -^GI I, or
C -^Gl ], in which case the result follows as in (a).
(f) Fib! sF'IblIC.
Considering the ways that Fl ]—»Gl ) can occur, as in
the previous proof, and applying the inductive
hypothesis as appropriate gives the desired result in
this case.
(g) Fib]= F»lb] IS].
Hie proof in this case is similar to that in case (d).





If Ft ]-^»GI 1 and Gt ]^*G' I ] then either Ft 1 -»Gl ] or
Ft ] AgU ].
Proof
Ihis proof is again done by structural induction on F,
considering the seven possible cases as listed previously. In
case (a) the first result holds trivially and in case (b) it
can be shown that FsG so the second result holds. In case (c)
it can be shown that /•=" and G is constant and equal to F',
hence the first result holds. the structural inductive
hypothesis produces the result easily in cases (d) and (g). In
case (e) Fib] = F'Ibl+C, so either F'l I -^*Gl I, in which case
the result is obtained from the inductive hypothesis, or
C^*GI ] in which case G is constant and Fl 1 Ag( ]. In case
(f) Fib] * F' lb] IC, and as usual in this case there are three
ways the derivation can occur, and the result can be proved
easily in each case, using the inductive hypothesis when
necessary.
Before proving the third result referred to above we
introduce a new piece of notation that will be used regularly
later in this chapter and is useful in expressing the next
proposition; as much subsequent work will involve strings in A*,
and A+»I*) and it will often be necessary to translate
between than we define a function " which maps strings in U'l«l)
to A* by removing the x's.
Definition






X» = X»- for Vt A
Having introduaed this notation we shall use it in the sirrple
case of t> for in expressing the remaining result to be
proved about Ft 3 7» Gt 3.
If Ft 3 7* Gt 3 and Gt 3 —* G* t 1 for then Ft 3 =s G' I 1.
Proof
A proof similar to that for proposition 4.4 above is used to
show tiiat either Ft 3 —»Gt 3, or Ft 3 —»G" t I. In both cases
it follows trivially that Ft 1 ** G' I 3.
Before proceeding to extend the definition of Ft 3 F't 1 to
multiple-length derivations we prove one more result which will be
required later:
If Ft 3 Gt J and Gt 1 A G'I J, where G'CUs C, (,«„
FC 3 c'C 3.
Proof
By structural induction on Ft 3; we may assune that G' tbl r K
and have to consider the seven cases for Ftbl as listed in the
proof of lenma 4.2.
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(a) Fib] * C.
The result is trivial in this case.
(b) Fib] i b.
Here Ft ] ~»GI ] implies that x -^Gly] whenever x -* y;
it follows that f = •» and Gib] s b. Then, as
Gl ] G' I 1 it follows that x A G' fx] for all
behaviours x, that is x A K for all x. Hiis is
clearly impossible, so the assumptions of the
proposition cannot hold in this case; hence there is
nothing to prove.
(c) Fib] s if.F'lb] for A« Ix).
Here we have *.F'Ixl AGIy] whenever x-^y, so *=lf and
F' lx] x Glyl. This can occur only vrtien F' is constant;
hence F is constant and the result follows
immediately.
In all the remaining cases the result is obtained using the
structural-inductive hypothesis.
this completes the structural induction, hence the proposition
holds for all contexts F.
Bie next step is to extend the definition of "causing" to
multiple-length derivations; the obvious definition to use would
I, ^
be one analogous to that for Ft J ^»F'I ] with s and t (in A ) in
place of v and f, and -=» instead of -» but it is found that it is
difficult to prove certain properties of this definition which are
needed later due to the fact that in the derivation A => B it is
not known where x-actions occur. Hence the definition chosen is




For s«A*" and t«A*, Fl ] |» F' I ] if and only if there exists a
sequence of contexts
F„[ ], F'gt Fn[ ], F'n! J
such that Fg is F and F'n is F', with such that
(i) F^( ] =» F"^I ] for ie{0,....,n)
(ii) F'i-l' 1 ? Fis 1 for i,{1' 'n)
and t=t0^1t1....^ntn.
It should be noted that the above definition does not include
the case s=t. If this case were included we would have
F[ ] —♦ F't ] defined to mean F[ ] 4 F't ]. However for the
t
definition to be of any practical use regarding "causing" it is
essential that if Ft I 4 F11 1 then A =» B inplies ftal £f'IB1.
Unfortunately this does not hold for s=s using such a definition
of Fl 1 =» F't 1. For example, let
Fib] s < .P.b and
F1 tb] s /».b,
then Fl ] % F" t ] so it would follow that Fl 1 5 F' I ]. Hien
i
defining
A rrf.NIL + x.NIL
we have A 4 NIL, hence it should be provable that FlA] 4 F'[NIL],
that is that «.P.(«.NIL + *.NIL) 5 P.NIL which is clearly untrue.
We shall eventually wish to prove a result similar to lemma 4.2
for multiple derivations, but the above definition of 4 is not
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adequate for this. Consider for example the context F defined by
FtbJi bU/VJ and let Asi .«.NIL. Then FlA) 4 (".NIL) [/•/«), so the
lemma would inply that either F[ 1 4 F' I 1 for sane F', which
clearly is not true, or Fl ] 4 F't J, A ^ B and
F' IB] £ («.NIL) [£/«). As this has not been defined for s=t and A's
C ( w<
only derivations are A -* A, A «.NIL and A => NIL we mist have s=«
and B * NIL. However F[ ] F' I ] is not true in this example,
hence the lanma cannot hold unless we allow unobservable actions
to "cause" derivations. As explained above the case s=« could not
be Included in the definition; the alternative we choose is to
extend it to include s=x (that is, considering only non-null
unobservable actions).
Definition
Ft ] •=» F' I i if and only if
Ft ] =5 FQ t ] -^ Fi t J F't 1
with t=t(jft|.
Having defined the concept of Ft 1 F11 ] we must prove that
it is a "causing" relation like Ft I F' I 1, that is that if
Ft I 4 F't ) and A 4 B then FtAt 4 F' tBt .
B
If A •-*B for s«A+»l*} and Fl I j* F11 I then FtA) F" tB) .
Proof
It is sufficient to prove the result for lsl=l, for from the
definition of Ft 1 =» F* t 5 it is easy to see that if s=»1...Xn
#S
then Ft ] ^=> F^t l.-.F^I ] F'[ ] with t^...^, and using
n applications of the result for lsl=l the required general
result is obtained. The proof makes use of structural
induction on contexts and in order to be able to treat the case
Fib] = GIbl+C we use a slightly stronger inductive hypothesis
than is necessary for the final result, proving also that the
derivation FIA) 4 F'lB] is non-null if t=£.
f
Hence we suppose that A -» B and prove by structural induction
on F that if Fl ]=»F'I ] then FIA] F' IB] and furthermore
that this derivation is non-null even if t=t. The definition
of Ft ] =» F' I 1 gives us:
y *.
Fl ] F0I ] FXI ] =» F' I 1
with t=tfli>tj. For the structural induction on F there are
seven cases to consider, as listed in the proof of leitma 4.2.
(a) Fib] s C.
t.
Here as Fl ] •=> FqI ] we have F0(b] £ Cq for sane Cq
such that C =* Cq and as FqI ] F^I ] it follows that
FjfblsCj with Cq A Cx. Hence FIA] F^lB]
non-nully and as F^ I 1 F11 ] it follows that
FIA] => F' IB] in a non-null derivation, as required.
(b) Fib] s b.
Here Fl ] =* FqI ] inplies that x =» ^or
behaviours x, hence tQ= t and Fq »F. Henoe
Ft ] ^»F^I 1, which means that whenever x y then
Flxl-^F-iIy], that is x-^Fityl. This can only be
i.
valid if Fjlb] s b and /' = ". New as F^I ] F' I ) the
same argument as above shows that tj = t and F* tbl = b.
Hence Fl ] => F11 ] can occur in this case only when
t=p and F' lb] = b. This means that all we need prove
f* v





In this case ».GE ] ■>=» Fgl i for which there are two
cases to consider,
either tQ=*tg' and Ft 1 —»Gl 1 FqE ], in which
" -t'
case, defining t^tgVtj we have Gt ] F' I )
and by the structural-inductive hypothesis we
have GEA) -» F" IBS and hence FIA) -i F1 [B] in a
non-null derivation as required;
or tg=e and FgEbl s FEW, so Fl J Fjt ]. This
implies that whenever x Z* y then
if.GEx) -^F^Eyl, and hence it must be the case
that »•=* and GExJ * Fjty). This can hold only
if Fj and G are the same constant context,
and so Fib) sir.C and FjEbJrC for seme
behaviour C. Hence FEA1 -» F^ IB) and as tQ=t
it follows that t="tj giving FEAl^F'tBl
non-nully as required.
(d) Flbl* GlblV.
Here it is not difficult to prove (by splitting
Fl 5 =5 Fgl 1 p'FjI 1 F'l ] into single
derivations) that « does not occur in the string t and
that Gl 1 p G' I J where G' is such that
F'lb)s G'lb)\«. Then by the structural-inductive
hypothesis we conclude that GEAl =» G'IB) in a non-null
derivation and as « does not. occur in t it follows




In this case it can be shewn that either Gl I —* F" I )
t r
or C ^ C' non-nully and F"!b)s C'. In the former case
the structural-inductive hypothesis gives GEA) i F*IB)
(in a non-null derivation) and in the second case
C 4f' IB) (in a non-null derivation). In either case
it follows that F (A) G'EB) non-nully as required.
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(f) F[b] = Gib) IC.
Here it must be the case that Fglbl* Gq[k>] ICg for sane
Gq and Cg such that Gl 1 Ggl ) and C ^ Cg for
appropriate Uq and vg in A*. then Fg[ ] ^ F^ t ] can
occur in three ways,
either Gg[ l^G^l ] and F^ [bl * G^lb) ICg,
Ot u-x and Gg[ ] G^l 1 and Cg q for some it A and
Fj [bl c G|[b] IC|,
Ct Gglb) =K, Cg-^» q and Fjlb] s KlC.
In the first two cases the structural inductive
hypothesis is applied to G in a manner similar to
before; in the third case it can be seen that
FgtA] -^»Fj(B] and as Fl ] ^ Fg( ] and F^l 1 -i F' I 1
it follows that FlAl -* F'lB) in a non-null derivation
as required.
(g) F[bl EGIbl IS! -
This case is treated in a similar manner to (d).
This completes the structured induction and hence the proof of
the proposition.
* .
Having defined Fl 1 F' I ] for s*Au{t) we are able to prove
two propositions which express the essential results f rati
propositions 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 in forms which are more
convenient for later use.
If Fl I Gl 1 and Gl 1 iff I 1 then Fl ] 4 G'l ].
Proof
t
Fran the definition of Gl 1 ■=» G' I 1 we have either
'
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G! ] =» G^t 1 Gjl 1 =i G' I I
in the case s=irrA«lc}, with t=tQpt^, or
G( 1 i Ggl 1 A Gjl ] ^ G'l ]
in the case lsl>l, with s=ffs^ and t=tQftj. In either case it
will be enough to prove that Fl 1 G^l 1 so we can treat
the two cases together. We split the proof into two cases
dependant upon whether u=t:
(i) If then proposition 4.3 inplies that F[ ] AgI J,
so Fl ] ^ GqI ] ^G^l ] 'and Fl J G1l ] as
required.
(ii) In the case k=* we first look at Gl ] =* GqI 1. Hiis
can occur in two ways,
either tg=r and G^lbl ^ Gib], in which case Fl 1 Gl ]
and Gl ] -^G^l 1 implies by proposition 4.4 that
Fl ] =*Gjl I as required?
or Gl 1 A GqI 1 for sane *»(A»lT))+ and t0=<r . In
this case we can write r =0r', so
Gl 1 —» Hi ] —»GqI I. implying proposition 4.5 to
Fl ] t»GI 1 and Gl 1 —' Hi ] we obtain Fl J ^ Hi J
, ^ a
and as Hi 1 —»GqI ) and ^=0«' this gives
Fl 1 =% G0t ] ], so Fl I G^l 1 as
required.
In all cases we have shown that Fl ] G^l I, hence
Fl 1 =* G' I 1 as required.
t <
If Ft 1 F' I 1 and F' is constant then Fl 1 F" I I.
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Proof
By induction on IsI. As s«A+«lx} the base step is lsl=l. In
this case Fl ] Fq[ l-y^F^I i —♦ F' I 1 with t=tg"tp so
applying proposition 4.6 we obtain Fgl ] F'l ], and hence
F[ 1 ^F'l ) as required.
For the inductive step we consider s=As' and assune that the
result holds for s'. Fl ] j* f I ] splits into
Fl 1 —i FqI J -^*F^l 1 F" I 1 so applying the inductive
hypothesis we deduce that F^l ] =i F'l 1 then by proposition
4.6 Fgl 1 F'I 1, so Fl ] 4 F'l ) as required, completing
the inductive step and hence the proof of the proposition.
Our next aim is to prove a result analogous to lemma 4.2 for
the multiple-length "causing" relation; it is found that a direct
proof is extremely lengthy and involved so we first prove a
slightly different proposition using -» instead of <* then deduce
the desired lerrma from this.
Proposition 4.10
If FtAl D for «"« and u=<rthen either
(i) Fl ] y» F'I ] for seme s*A+»{«) with A -* B and
D = F'IB]; or
(ii) Fl ]^»F'l 1 and D5F1 lAJ.
Proof
By induction on l«-l. For the base step, ■-=£, we have u=£ and
DsFlAl, and since it is trivially true that Fl ] =» Fl 1 the
second result holds with F' a F.
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For the inductive step at I•*I =rHl we let <r=»<r' with l«-'l=n, and
let u'=»'. Fran the assumption FtA] —» D it can be deduced that
FtA] -»X-»D
for sane behaviour X. Then applying lemma 4.2 to the
derivation F[A] X there are two cases to consider:
(i) F[ ] ^Gt I with A^-»C and XsGtCl, in which case
GtCl —D, so applying the inductive hypothesis
either Gl ] =» F" [ 1 for seme t»A+u (*), with C B and
D iF' IB1. If we have Ft 1 -^»Gl I =# F11 1 so
(by the definition) Ft 1 -=» F* I 1 where s=At, and
t '
as A-»C =»B, it follows that AtB as required.
Otherwise, if />=*, proposition 4.8 implies that
Ft 1 =* F't 1 where s=t and, as A A C 4 B, it
follows that A -> B as required;
OH Gt 1 ■"» F' I t and D » F' ICl, so Ft i p Gl ] =» F' I J ,
hence (by the definition) Ft J =» F't 1, and A C
as required.
(ii) Ft 1 —»Gt t with X^GtAl, in which case GtAl -^»D, and
applying the inductive hypothesis it follows that
either Gt t F't I and A with DsF' tB], in which
case Ft J F't ] as required;
Ot Gt ) A> F't J and DfF' EAl, when Ft 1 -=» F't )
satisfying the second clause of the proposition.
This completes the inductive step and hence the proof of the
proposition.
The above proposition involved both -» and =» derivations, and
although it was expressed conveniently for proof it will be found
that a neater result is needed later. Hence we present the
following corollary.
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If FlAl =» D foe sane t«A then either
' X ]
(i) Fl ] 7*F'[ ] for sane S'AkCt) with A»=»B for sane
behaviour B with DsF' IB1; or
(ii) F[ 1 =» F' I ] and DsF'lAl.
Proof
If F[A] iD then FtA] D for some string such that
t=*T; hence the result follows immediately fran proposition
4.10.
A direct proof of this corollary would be much longer than the
proof of proposition 4.10 since an induction on It I would involve
FlAl => X in the inductive step and as this would have to be
expanded to F [A] x Xx > X it would not be possible to apply
proposition 4.2 without splitting the derivation further to remove
the unobservable actions.
We are now ready to prove the central theorem of this chapter,
for which we need a measure on derivation strings to which an
induction technique can be applied; after proving the theorem we
shall need to investigate more closely the assumptions made, in
order to choose an appropriate measure and a class of contexts for
which the conditions are satisfied. Ihe second condition refers
to "F and all its possible derivatives"; a possible derivative of
F means any context G such that either Fl 1 4 Gl ] or Fl 1 => GI 1
for seme s and t. N denotes the set of non-negative integers
{0,1,...}.
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For any Function ffJ, if a context F satisfies
(a) if Ff J F' f J then #s < #t or F' is constant? and
<
(b) F and all its possible derivatives preserve « ^ for
all k >,0,
then if AjsFfAj] and Aj* FfA2f then A-^wA^
EtQOf
We show by induction on k that under the assunptions of the
theorem Aj = ^2 ^or kv 0. The result holds trivially for
k=0; for the inductive step we prove it for k+1 assuming that
it holds for k.
* t
We need to prove that whenever Aj B-^ then A2 B2 for seme B2
such that B^*|CB2. To do this we use induction on #t. For the
base step, #t=0, as A^ ^ B^ and Aj^FfAj] we can deduce
FfAjf Applying corollary 4.11 either
(i) Ff ] ■=> F" I ] with Aj A Cj and D = F' fCjf, in which case
by assumption (a) either #s < #t or F' is constant.
As #t=0 the latter must be true, so F" !bl s D. Then
applying proposition 4.9 we obtain Ff 1 —> F'I ], hence
FlAjl ^F'[A2liD, and as A2»F[A21 it follcws that
A2 4b2 for some agent B2 such that D =^B2. As D «^Bj
also, it can be concluded that B^» jcB2 as required; or
t
(ii) Ff ] =» F'I 1 and DsF'fAjl, in which case
FtA2l i F'IA21. Then as A2 kFfA21 it follows that
A2 ^ B2 for sane B2 ^F' fA2J. By the inductive
hypothesis A^<*^A2 so by assumption (b)
F' fA1J » |^F' [A21, hence B2 « kF' [Aj] s D «kBj as
required.
This completes the base step of the #t induction.
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For the inductive step we assume the result holds for lt( n and
prove it for #t=n+l; the proof is identical to the base step
proof above except that in case (i) it is possible that
#s < #t, so F'! ] need not be constant. Then, however, #s < n
so, unless s=*, by the (#t) inductive hypothesis, as A^ 4 Cj,
it follcws that Aj 4 C2 As F[ ] 4 F1 [ ], proposition 4.7
can be applied giving F(A21 4 F'lC2], and as F' preserves « ^
(by assumption (b)) we have F'IC2J «^F1 ICj] s D Then, as
A25fF(A2l it follows that A2 4 B2 » ^F'[C21 « ^B^ as required.
This argument cannot be used if s=* since the ((ft) inductive
hypothesis cannot be applied to A^4>Cj. However, in this case
applying proposition 4.7 to t^aAj gives Ftx.A2J -=» F' (A2).
Then as A2-|?+j*.a2 and F preserves Mk+l we have
FfA2) =«-|?+jF[t;.A2], and hence A2 = k+lF',r.A2', so A2 4 B2 for
sane behaviour B2 such that B2 *>^F' [A21. The inductive
hypothesis gives Aj«kA2, hence by assumption (b)
F' (A^l * |^F" [A21, so B2 '((F1 (Aj) s as required.
*
This completes the inductive proof that vhenever Aj «» Bj then
A2 4 B2 with hhe same result can be proved with the
roles of Aj and A2 interchanged, proving that A^»|?+jA2 and
completing the main inductive step of the proof of the theorem.
Having proved this theoran an investigation into the conditions
(a) and (b) and contexts that satisfy them is necessary in order
to be able to apply it to practical examples. Before proceeding
to this we shall prove another -property of the causing relation,
namely that if Ffb] e GlHtbll and F( 1 4 F' I J then this "causing"
can be split into two separate relations for the contexts G and H.
As usual it is found easier to prove the result first for the
single-step relation and then extend it to the more general
relation 4 using properties of the definition.
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If Fib] a GlHtb]] and Ft J F' I ] then either F' is constant or
Gl ] A G" I 1 and Hi ] H' I ] for seme such that
F'lb] eG'IH'lb]].
Proof
By structural induction on the context Gt I. There are seven
cases to consider as in the proof of lemma 4.2:
•la) Gib] s C.
Here F is constant, hence F' is constant.
(b) Gib] s b.
In this case Flb] = Hlb], so defining H'lb] s f'lb] we
have Hi ]jf»H'l I, and defining G1 lb] * b it is
trivially true that Gl J G'I 1 and F'lb] a G'IH'lb]J.
(c) Gib] ax.Gglb] (»«A.fO).
Here Flbl ax.GglHtb)], and as Fl I ^»F'l ] it follows
that whenever A A B then f.GglHlA]] Af'IBI, hence
and F'lB) sGglHlAll. As this holds for all A and B
satisfying A-^B it follcws that F" is aonstant.
(d) Gib] sGglb]\«.
Here defining Fgtbl a GglHlb]] we have Fib] s Fglb]\«,
and as Fl J ^»F'I 1 it follows that Fgl ]F'gt ] for
seme F'q and F' lb] s F'gtbJV, and that » t*. Then
applying the stuctural-inductive hypothesis either F'g
is constant which implies that F1 is constant, or
HI l^H'l ] and Ggl ] £»G'0l 1 with
F'glbl = G'glH'lb]]. In this case defining
G' lb] « G'qEb]\"< it can be seen that Gt ]^»G'I I and
F'lb] = G'IH1 lb]1 as required.
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(e) Glbl i G^[b]+C.
In this case we have Fib]5 GglHlb]]+C, and as
Fl 1 F' I ] it follows that either C SF' IB) for all B
in which case F' is constant, or C^lHl 11 -^»F'l J, in
which case the required result is obtained using the
inductive hypothesis.
(f) Gib] * Gqlb] IC.
Here defining Fgtb] ^GglHlb]] we have Fib] = Ffllb] IC,
so Fl ] jjf»F'I 1 gives three possibilities:
either C-^D with FqIAIhFqIbI tfienever A B, in
which case it follows that Fq is oonstant, and
hence so is F'j
or »-=x and, for seme , FqI ] ^»F'qI ] and C-» D
and F1lb] sF'glb]ID, when applying the inductive
hypothesis either F'g is constant, which implies
that F' is, or we obtain Hi ] H' I ] and
Ggl ] ^G'qI ] with F'glb] e G'qIH'lb] ]. Then
defining G' lb] ^ G'glb] ID we have Gl ] G' I ] and
also F'lb]5 G'IH'lb]] as required;
or Fqt ]^»F'q( ] and F'lb] = F'Qib] IC in which case
the required result is again deduced using the
inductive hypothesis.
(g) Gib] = Gqlb]Is].
Hie required result follows f ran the inductive
hypothesis in this case with no difficulty.
In order to be able to use the above result in our
investigation of which contexts satisfy the conditions (a) and (b)
imposed in theorem 4.12 it will be convenient to extend it as
usual to the non-single-length derivation case. Hiis will be done
t
by splitting Fl ] j) F" I ] into single-length steps. Having done
this it will be necessary to consider derivations of the form
Fl ] A F* I 1 as well as Fl ] -^»F'l 1. Hence we first need a
r
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result similar to proposition 4.13 for such derivations.
If Fib]5 GlHlbl] and FI ] F' I 1 then either
(i) Hi ] —» H" I ] and Gl ]-^» G'I ) for seme ciA«W with
>■
F' lb] sG' iH'lb]]; or
(ii) Gl ] -^G'l ] and F'lb] sG'lHtb]].
ElflQf
By structural induction on G in a similar manner to the proof
of proposition 4.13.
We are now ready to prove a result analogous to proposition
4.13 for derivations FI ] 4 F'l ).
%
Proposition 4.15
If Fib] i GlHlb] ] and Ft 1 <=» F' I J then either F' is constant or
9
^
Gl J =* G" I ] and Hi ]-=» H'l 1 for seme «-«aNIt) such that u=«*
with F'lb] - G1IH'lb]]•
■RlQOf
By induction on Isl. We will consider the base step in detail;
the inductive step is treated similarly. For IsI=1 the
definition of FI ] ^ F'I ] gives
f
FI ] Fg I ] Fj I J -=$ F'l ]
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with t=t0ft1. Hie first step is to split the derivation
F[ ] =» Fq[ ] into single-length steps to which proposition
4.14 can be applied. This gives two possibilities:
(i) Ht 1 -S H0I ] and Gt ] GqI 1 for sane Uq»A+"(*)
with Fplb] ? Gq C Hq TbJ 1, or
(ii) Gl 1 =» GqI 1 with FQ[b] £ GqIHIM 1.
In the seoond case we can define Hqlb] s HIb] so that in either
case we have Fglb] = GQlHglb] 1. Applying proposition 4.13 to
Fq[ ] ^F^I 1 either F^ is constant, in which case F' is
constant and there is nothing more to prove, or GqI 1 I 1
and HqI ] ^H^I 1 for some n«A.{i) with Fjtbl SG^lH^Ib]]. The
next step is to split the derivation F-^I 1 => F1I J into single
steps and apply proposition 4.14 to these, again giving two
possibilities:
m, t. ,
(a) H^I ] =» H'l ] and Gjl 1 G11 I for sane u^a ,li)
with F'lb)2 G'IH'Ibl], or
(b) Gjl ] G" I ] with F' lb] = G" iH^Ib]].
In the second case we can define H'[b]*H^lb] to obtain
F' lb] * G' IH1 lb] ] as required. It then remains to show that
Gl ] ^G'I ] and Hi ] ■=> H' I ] for appropriate «- and u. There
are four cases to consider. We consider (ia) and (iib) in
detail; the other two are treated similarly.
t. „
(ia) Here we have Gl ] ^4 GqI ] ^G^I ] •«=* G'I ] and
Hi 1 HqI ] H^ I 1 ^ H'l ], so defining «^HqIUj
and u=t the required results are obtained.
(iib) Here Gl ] =■-> GqI ] G^I ] G' I ) and HI ] H' I ] ,
so we need to define «-=ir and u=<r.
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itiis completes the proof for the base step of the induction.
For the inductive step at lsl=n+l Fl ! 4> F't ] is expressed in
the form F[ 3 ■=? Fgl ] F^I 3 4» F'! 1 with Is' l=n. the same
technique is used as above, applying proposition 4.14 to
Ft 3 Fq3 3, proposition 4.13 to FqI 3 jr*F^t 3 and the
inductive hypothesis to Fjt 3 =» F't J.
Having obtained this result we are ready to investigate the
implications of the conditions (a) and (b) imposed in theorem
4.12. The first thing to consider is the measure #. For the
requirements of the theorati it was necessary for this to be
defined on strings in However it will be convenient to
it ^
define it on A. irtposing the constraint that #«-=#»■ to extend it
it
to strings in (a«K3) .
An obvious immediate choice for a measure to use would be the
length Is I of the string. However, considering the example
introduced earlier and proved to be contracting,
Fib] * <. (bl£.NIL)\L,
where L=t«,<») and defining
F0Ibl 2! (bI/9.NIL) \L and
F'IbJ ? (blNIL)\L,
it can be seen that Ft J •» FqE 1 ■£* F! I 3, and hence that
Ft 3 F'l J, so with #s defined to be Isl this example would not
satisfy the conditions of theorem 4.12. In order for the theorem
to serve arty practical purpose it is essential that it can be used
to show that examples of this complexity (at least!) are
contracting; hence we need to use an alternative measure. In this
example it can be seen that using the number of occurences of « in
the string would give #s<#t as desired in this case; indeed it can
be verified that with this measure the context F as defined above
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does satisfy the conditions for theorem 4.12. Furthermore,
recalling that non-oontracting transformations often involve
"swallowing", and observing that here the ■* is not "swallowed" but
in the similar example
Fib] s « .(bl*.NIL)V<,
where «< is "swallowed", this measure does not satisfy the
conditions for theorem 4.12 (for example Ft ] 5 F' I ], where
F'lb] £ (blNIL)Vc, it seems reasonable to use as a measure t the
number of occurences of an arbitrary Xq in Ac, chosen so as not to
be "swallcwed".
Definition
The measure #:A*-»W is defined by
#f =0
#(l0s) = #s+l
Ids) = #s, for W4q.
#v can be extended to (a»{x.))* by defining #«^#<r.
For the proofs that follow we can regard Xq as a fixed element
of A, and indeed the proofs oould be repeated for every Xq in A,
enabling us subsequently to treat Xfl as arbitrary.
Having chosen a measure # the next aim is to find a class of
contexts which satisfy condition (a) of theorem 4.12. We start by
recalling that the context F defined by
Fib] £ «.<bl5.NIL)\t
*<
is not contracting and observe that for this context Fl ] =* F' I ]
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where
F' (bl s (blNIL) V».
Furthermore, defining
Gib] 5 *.*. (bl-.NIL)\«,
m-A
it can easily be seen that Gl 1 jj» F' I ]. Ibis example and
similar ones involving (bis.NIL)Vx within other contexts suggest
that we should eliminate contexts of the form HtBlDt ]] frcm
consideration vhen tg'Lg (the sort of B). We shall also not allow
relabelling of Aq anywhere within a context (if this were allowed
we should have to insist that A <Lb for any A such that Aq may be
relabelled to beccme A, leading to unnecessary complications. It
is not unreasonable to eliminate such relabelling since if Aq is
relabelled in a context it will usually be possible to prove that
the context is equivalent to another in which the relabelling does
not occur. We are ready to prove a result about contexts
satisfying the limitations just discussed.
Lenroa 4.16
If a context G is not of the form Gib] 5 HlBlDtb] J with Ag«Lg,
and Aq is not relabelled anywhere within G then Gl J *1 G' I )
implies that either Is ( It or G' is constant.
PxQQf
■i
As Gt 1 G' I ] can be split up into
Gl 1 =» G^I ] G^l 1 T* G" I ] with s=A1 »n and
t=t^....tn and lu + lv = Kuv) it will be adequate to prove the
result for Is 1=1. Furthermore in this case, unless s=Aq we
have #s=0 and it follows trivially that Is # It. So it is
necessary to consider only s=Aq in which case ls=l and the
tog
proof involves shewing that either Itil or G' is constant when
Gl ] ^G'l ). The definition of G[ 1 p G1 [ ] gives
G( ] "S Gq[ 3 Gjl 3 =» G'l 3 with t=tQi't1. From the
definition of G! 1 =5 Ggf 1 it can be deduced that Gq satisfies
the constraints inposed on G, then t>y structural induction on
Gq it can be easily shown that GqI 3 G^f J inplies that
either G^ is constant or "=Aq; in the first case it follows
that G' is constant, and in the second case #"=1, hence itil
as required.
It should be noted that the above lemma proved only that #s f It
and not tliat #s<#t; this is only to be expected because, for
example, in the context F studied earlier,
Fib] e <* . (bl*.NIL)V,
unless the arbitrarily-chosen 1q is equal to «, F satisfies the
conditions imposed within the statement of the lemma. It is clear
that the choice of Aq for any particular exanple such as the one
above depends on the contexts H and D as in the statement of the
lemma. As another example returning to the context G defined
earlier try
G3b3 £ «.d.(bU.NIL)V,
it can be shown that this context is in fact contracting, although
•CO
as already mentioned Gl 3 ^ F'l 3 vrtiere
F' lb] e (blNIL)V;
hence in this case < is not the appropriate XQ to choose. The
reason for this lies in the "swallowing" of guards; a context
appears to be contracting only if it is well-guarded by a guard
which cannot be "swallowed". Hence the choice of Aq should be a
guard which occurs in the context as well as being appropriate to
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the nor»-"swallowing" requirements as imposed in lemma 4.16. Then
in the above examples there is no appropriate Xq for F, but ft is
appropriate for G. We new need to show that the actual occurrence
of Xq in the context, along with the result obtained frem the
"swallowing" restrictions in lemma 4.16 do in fact inply the
required result that ts<#t when Fi J«»F'I J (and F' is not
constant). To allow the occurence of X0 to occur effectively
within either of the contexts H or D as in the statanent of lemma
4.16 we specify that the context F must be of the form
Ftblr GlXg.cIbJJ, with both G and C satisfying the conditions of
the lsnma. (Taking G to be the identity effectively puts the XQ
guard within H, whereas taking C to be the identity puts it within
D", however there is no need to limit the class of contexts under
consideration by insisting that either G or C be the identity
context).
As the context F(b] is of the form GfUfCIbl JI and we are
t
considering Fl 1 j»F'l 1 it is necessary to understand how this
can be caused by relations of the form Gl 1 <■» G' ( 1, Ut 1 =» U" [ ]V U
and CI ) =» C I ]; hence the need for proposition 4.15.
Let Fib) ^ GlXg.Clb] 1 with neither GlbJ nor Ctb] of the form
HlBlDlb]] with XjjeLg and furthermore assume that XQ is not
relabelled anywhere within the context F. Then whenever
FI ) F'l 1 it follows that either #s<ft or F' is constant.
J»
Proof
Define Vtb)sX0 . Ctb) , then Fib) * GlVlbll. Then applying
proposition 4.15 to F( 1 A F' I J either F' is constant, in
which case there is nothing more to prove, or Gl ) ^ G'1 1 and
VI I => V" C 1 for some «-*A+>»{*} such that v=<r and
<
F' lb] IV' IblJ.
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Define Ulb]r Vg.b, then Vlbls UlCIb]]. Applying proposition
4.15 to VI 1 *=» V' I ] either V" is constant, in which case F' is
also constant and the proof is canpleted, or 01 1 =» U' I 1 and
CI ) ^ C'l 1 for sane etA+«,{*} such that u=e and
V" Ibis u'IC'lb]].
Hence we have Gl 1 => G' I 1, CI I ■f C' I 1 and Ul ] dU'I ), so<r « 9
applying lemma 4.16 to the first two of these we obtain 4v< It
or G' is constant, and Is < lu or C1 is constant. If either G'
or C is constant then it follows that F' is and there is
nothing more to prove; hence we may assume that Is «lu and
Iv i It. We next consider Ul ) =• U' I 1. Letting A be any
behaviour such that A 4b it follows that UlAl 4 U'IB]. Then
as U(A] = Aq.A it follows that either v=Aq and U'=U or v=1qv' for
some v'. In the former case we have UlA] 5 0IB1 vhenever A ^ B,
which is clearly not possible with U as defined, hence the
6
latter case must hold. So vhenever A =» B we have
Ag.A => U'IB) and hence A^U'lBl. Ihis can occur only if
U' lb] -b and »=»', hence as u=e it follows that lu = lv', and
from Is-'lu it can be deduced that Isclv'. Finally
It I lv = |Xq + lv' = Iv'+l > lv' >Is, that is Is < It as
required, completing the proof.
Having obtained a class of contexts that satisfy the first
condition imposed in theorem 4.12 we new need to investigate the
second condition, that is prove that certain contexts and all
their possible derivatives preserve * k for all k i 0. As with the
investigations of « c in [Mil4] it can be seen that unguarded
ambiguity causes problems, for example define the context F by
Fib] 2 /i.NIL+b.
Ihen let Ai«.NIL and B = t.*.NIL, so However FIB] =■» «.NIL,
so if F preserved at 2 we would have F[Al=*2F'B'' and hence
FlAl C with C=j<.NIL. As FlAl is stable its only t-derivative
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is F[Al so this would iitply that FIAl^jrf.NIL which is clearly
untrue as FtA] has a /^-derivative whereas «.NIL does not.
With Hilner's *c investigation these problems occured only if
the unguarded ambiguity was at the top level, so that the context
G defined by
Gtb] s t.FlbJ
does preserve = if F does (and indeed «j, for any k » 0). However
our condition (b) for theorem 4.12 insisted that all possible
derivatives of a context should also preserve k, so G does not
necessarily satisfy the requirements of the theorem (as we do not
know all of its derivatives). Hence we shall require that if a
oontext F can be expressed in the form Fib) « GlHIbl+C) then b is
guarded within in Hlb). As this property will be used frequently
we shall refer to it sis "firm-guardedness".
A context F is said to be firmly guarded if whenever F can be
expressed in the form Flbls GlHEbl+CJ then Hlb) is of the form
Ulp.Vlb)1.
In order to demonstrate that firmly-guarded contexts preserve
»^ for all k we begin by proving a stronger version of
proposition 4.3 that holds for these contexts.
If F is a firmly-guarded context and FI ) F' I ) then
Ff ) 4 F't J.
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Proof
By proposition 4.3 F[ ] 7» F" I 1 implies that either ►>=*. or
Ft ] —»F' [ ]; hence we already know that the result holds in
all cases except "=*. All that has to be proved here is that
if F is firmly-guarded and F[ ] -j»F'[ ] then Fl ] U F* I 1. We
do this by structural induction on F. As usual there we
consider the seven cases as listed in the proof of proposition
4.2:
(a) Fib] sc.
In this case we have C -> F' IB] for all B such that
A A B; since for any B there is an A such that A B
it follows that C —»F' IB] for all behaviours B, that
is FlB]^»F'lB] for all B, so Fl I"#F'l ] as
required.
(b) Fib) s b.
Here whenever A ^»B it follows that A -» F' IB]; hence
it must be the case that F'lb]* b, so it is trivially
true that Fl ] =» F* I ].
(c) Fib]-*.Glbl.
In this case we have *.GlA] ^ F' IB] whenever A B.
It follows that *=x and that GlAl s F'lB], which can
occur only if G and F' are constant and F's G; hence
Fib] * *.F' lb], so Fl ] =► F' I ].
(d) Ftbl iGlblV.
Here Fl ] A F' I ] inplies that Gl ] G' I ] and
F'lb] - G"lb]\«. Then by the inductive typothesis, as
G must be firmly-guarded it follows that Gl ] => G* I ],
and hence Fl ] F" I ] as required.
(e) Fib]* Glbl+C.
Ill is is the case that requires that F is
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firmly-guarded. As GlAlwiflB] whenever A A> B it
follows that either C-^F'fBl for all B (with F'
constant), when the result follows trivially, or
G(Al -> F'lBl whenever aIb, that is Gl J -A F11 1. As
F is firmly guarded G is of the form Gib] = Ulf.Vlb]],
and defining Wtbl f f.Vlb) we have Gib] 5 UlWtb] ]. Then
applying proposition 4.15 gives two possibilities:
either F' is constant, equal to D, say, in which case
Gift] D whenever A -5 B, so we have Gl 1 Ad, that
is Gl ] —»F'( ], and Ft 1 « F*I ] as required;
or. Ut ] A D11 1 and Wl 1 Aw'I ] for seme » such that
F'lbl sO'lW'Ib]]. As WtbJsr.Vtb] the definition
of Wl I A W I I gives f -VIA] A w' IB] whenever
A -»B, hence /»=" and S'lBl'VlAl; as this holds
whenever A Ab it must be true that W' is constant
and Wl ] A W' I 1. Then as 01 ] -A» U' I ] it follows
fran proposition 4.7 that OlWlAJ J -A U' IW tAl ] for
all A, that is GtA] -A F1 [A], so we can conclude
that FlA] A F1IA] as required.
(f) Fib] s Gib] IC.
In this case there are three possible derivations for
Fl 1 Ar'I J, firstly Gi )Ag'[ ] and F* lb] = G' lb] IC,
secondly cA D with G constant and F' lb] = Gib] ID, and
thirdly Fl ]-A F'I ] and C Ad for sane oa with
F'lb] - G'tb]ID. The result follows trivially in the
second case, and the other cases present no difficulty
applying the structural inductive hypothesis to G.
(g) Fib] = Glbl IS!.
Here Fl ] F' I J iuplies that Gl ] A» g' I ] and
F1 lb] h G' lb] Is!. The required result is obtained' by
applying the structural inductive hypothesis to G.
In all cases we have shewn that the result holds completing the
structural induction and hence the proof of the lanma.
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Having proved this result we are ready to shew that
firmly-guarded oontexts do satisfy condition (b) imposed in
theorem 4.12, namely that such a context and all its possible
derivatives preserves *k for all kiO.
Theorem 4.19
If F is a firmly-guarded context then F and all its possible
derivatives preserve »k for all kiO.
Proof
As a consequence of the definition of a firmly-guarded context,
it follows that any possible derivative of such a context is
also firmly guarded; hence it is sufficient to prove that any
firmly-guarded context preserves « k. This will be done by
induction on k, the result being trivial at k=0.
For the inductive step at k+1 assuming that all firmly-guarded
oontexts preserve = k, we have to assume that A^» ^+^A2 and
prove that FlAjl x. k+]F(A2]. So assuming FlA^l D it is
necessary to shew that F[A2) =* E for some E such that E«kD.
Corollary 4.11 applied to FlAj] ^ D gives two possibilities:
(i) F[ ] F* [ ] for seme stA+v{x}, A^ 4 andD-F' [B^].
In this case we have, as A^ x k+jA2, A2 ^ B2 with
B1 * k®2- then unless s="c, A2 B2, and applying
proposition 4.7 F[A21 =) F' [B21. New as F' is firmly
guarded it preserves «k, hence F1 lB2l - kF' (B^l = D as
required. In the case s=r we have A2S> B2, and if
A2 ^ B2 proposition 4.7 can be applied as above.
Otherwise we need to use lanma 4.18: we have
F[ ] => F't ] so FI ] ^ F0I ] 4FjI 1 ^ F'C 1 and
t=tQUt^, and as Fq must be firmly guarded
Fq[ ] 4 Fj[ ], hence F[ ] =* F' I ]. Then
10*
FlA2J -» F' lAjl i and as A^ 4 Bj but it is not the case
that A2 B2 it must follow that A2 - B2, hence
F(A21 "4 F' • As before the inductive hypothesis is
used to show that F'tB^l« to complete the proof.
(11) FI 1 Af'I 1 and D1F1 lAjl. Ihe proof is trivial In
this case; we can deduce immediately that
FIA2I F® (A21 and use the inductive hypothesis to
show that F® (A21
Having shown that F(A21 E with D^whenever FtAj] =* D we
can repeat this proof with the roles of A^ and A2 interchanged
to complete the proof that F(A^) « K-j-iFtA2].
Iheorems 4.17 and 4.19 have demonstrated that certain classes
of contexts satisfy the requirements <a) and (b) respectively for
theorem 4.12. We can combine these results to give a theorem that
can be easily applied to proofs in CCS.
Let F be a firmly-guarded context of the form
Fib)s Glx.Clbll
where neither C nor G is of the form HtBlDlb]) with A«Lg (where
Lg is the sort of B) and assime that A is not relabelled
anywhere In F. then F is a contracting transformation.
Proof
By theorem 4.17 F satisfies the first condition of theoren
4.12, and fcy theorem 4.19 F satisfies the second condition of
theorem 4.12. Hence F is contracting.
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As an example of the use of this theorem we consider a
specification of a scheduling agent to control the access to a
shared resource, the constraint to be inposed is that the nunber
of occurrences of w-actions since the setting-up of the agent is
always at least at large as the nunber of occurrences of 0-actions
(in a practical example this could be used to ensure that the
nunber of items removed fran a queue never exceeds the nunber of
items put into the queue, thus preventing any attempt to read from
an empty queue). This type of restriction can be expressed easily
using path expressions (C+Hl; in a program written in Path Pascal
(K+Cl the constraint would be imposed by a statement
path a; b end
where a and b are procedures that perform the <*- and A-actions
respectively. The specification in CCS may be written using a
parameter to indicate the excess of occurrences of ««-actions over
/»-actions:
S(0) ¥ « .S(l)
S<i)♦= •< .S(i+1) + /i.S(i-l) for i»l
Suppose it is required to construct an agent which meets the
specification of S (0) in pure CCS without using any
parameterisation. One solution is the behaviour
B#=<x . (A.NIL IB)
which effectively spurns a new process to perform a J-action after
each occurence of a «-action; this process may be "activated" at
any time in the future.
We wish to show that the agent B satisfies the specification
SCO). A direct proof of this would appear to be extremely awkward
due to the fact that the derivatives of B include agents such as
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|3.NILI0 .NILI.... I £ .NILIB
of arbitrary length. However, it can be observed from the
definition of B given above that B=?FlB) viiere
Flbl s k. .(n.NILlb).
As F satisfies the conditions of theorsn 4.20 it is a contracting
transformation? hence if it can be proved that S(0)*FIS(0)J it
can be concluded that B*S(0), and hence, as both agents are
stable, B = S(0). Theorem 4.20 thus effectively allows us to show
that the specification satisfies the construction as an alternative
to the usual approach of showing that the constructed behaviour
meets its specification.
To show that S(0) s FlS(O) ] we require an intermediate result
that (S.NILlS(O) s SIX), and can then proceed:
FlS(O) ] = « .(/J.NILlS(O))
= x.S(l) (by the intermediate result)
= S(0)
It renains to show that 4.NILlS(0)s S(l) . As the specification
of Sti) for iil was not used in the argument above and obviously
must be used for all i in any proof that B meets the specification
it is clear that it must be required in this demonstration. A
close examination of the behaviours should convince the reader
that /».NILlS(i)« S(i+1) holds for all ii-0, but since the
definition of S(i) uses both S(i-l) and S(i+1) it is not possible
to prove this result directly by induction. In fact no technique
so far introduced appears to be able to prove this required
intermediate result? however applying the alternative definition
of observational equiavalence to be introduced in the next chapter
the proof becomes remarkably straightforward, so it is deferred
until the appropriate theory has been introduced.
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FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
Hie study of contracting transformations has been limited to
simple contexts (with just one "hole") and to the pure subcalculus
of CCS. In order to apply any proof techniques using the
contracting property to practical examples it is necessary for the
research to be extended to the full calculus and also to more
general transformations. One extension which should be extremely
straightforward is to consider contexts of the form
Fib] = Gt Hxtbl + H2Ib] ].
In view of the earlier ranarks on mutual "swallowing" it is not
unreasonable to postulate that such a context should be
contracting if it is possible to show, by the techniques used
in this chapter, that GIH^I ]] and G(H2I are both contracting,
using the same Ag in each case. It is not anticipated that the
proof of such a result would present any difficulties using an
approach almost identical to that taken in this chapter. It
should be easy to treat more cduplex "sum" contexts in the same
way.
The extension of the results of this chapter to the full
calculus should not present too many difficulties, as long as
certain limitations are inposed on the use of conditional
expressions, probably requiring that if the label Ag used in
defining the measure t occurs only within a conditional expression
then it must occur within both "arms" of that conditional.
The treatment of contexts with more than one hole which are not





will require a more general form of the "causing" relation^iip
introduced in this chapter. It is not clear how much more canplex
this will have to be, although it seans likely that a proof of a
result analogous to, say, proposition 4.15, if it were required,
would have to be extremely complex, and it is clear that the work
involved in extending the conclusions of this chapter will be
quite lengthy if the same approach is used. However, such general
results may be extremely beneficial to proof techniques in CCS.
Another interesting topic for future research would be to
attempt to relate contracting transformations in CCS to
contraction mappings on metric spaces iSut!. A function F is said
to be a contraction mapping if there exists some K < 1 such that
(if d denotes the metric)
d(F(A) ,FtB)) < Kd(A,B)
for all A and B. A well-known result due to Banach states that in
complete metric spaces such functions have unique fixed points.
To relate our contracting transformations to this general
concept it will be necessary to define a distance function d
between behaviour expressions such that d(A,B) = 0 if and only if
A»B, a metric space thus being obtained by taking the quotient
space (of equivalence classes under as ). The question of an
appropriate distance function presents interesting opportunities
for research; the metric defined on trees by Arnold and Nivat
IMNJ may provide a useful starting point for behaviours
constructed from identifiers, NIL, !, + non-t guarding, but
difficulties may emerge in deciding how to treat -c guards and the
restriction and relabelling operators. If an appropriate metric
can be obtained it would be interesting to discover whether the
conditions of theorem 4.20 ensure that a behaviour transformation
is a contraction mapping, and to study product spaces in the hope
of gaining a useful insight regarding the treatment of more
general behaviour transformations discussed above.
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Further comments on relating the work presented in this chapter
to the alternative definition of observational equivalence studied
in the next chapter and to recent research by Milner (HilSl and by
Hennessy and Plotkin iHfP] can be found in the concluding ranarks
at the end of this thesis.
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In this chapter an alternative definition of observational
equivalence suggested by David Park is introduced, which enables
proofs of equivalence of behaviours to be performed by showing the
existence of bisimulations (Pari. An algorithm for the
construction of bisimulations is presented with examples of its
use. The new equivalence is defined to be the maximal fixed-point
of the relation that is used to obtain => ^+1 from * using the
partial ordering of set inclusion. It will be shown that this
alternative equivalence, which will be written as * p to denote
that it is a fixed-point, is stronger than the original
observational equivalence, « , and hence that in order to prove
that two behaviours A and B are observationally equivalent it is
sufficient to demonstrate that A wpB.
It will be shewn that a sinpler defining relation than the one
used to obtain frcm ^ (using derivation strings of length
0 or 1 only) gives the same maximal fixed-point « p, simplifying
proofs that Aw pB. Furthermore, using a standard and elementary
result from fixed-point theory, it will be shown that to prove
that A * pB it is adequate to demonstrate the existence of a
relation R such that <A,B>« R and R s E(R), where E is the
aforementioned simplified defining relation. As E involves only
single-length derivations the construction of such a relation, or
bisimulation, is extremely straightforward in many cases, and
although the process may seem somewhat lengthy at times, an
algorithm will be displayed (for the pure calculus), which subject
to certain restrictions on the behaviours A and B, guarantees to
construct a bisimulation or demonstrate that one does not exist,
providing there are only finitely many possible derivatives of A
and B to examine. It appears likely that this algorithm could be
mechanised without too much difficulty, especially if restrictions
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on behaviours could be found which would ensure its termination;
so the fact that the construction could be somewhat lengthy is not
unduly worrying. An example will be given to show how the
algorithm can be applied to the full calculus with value-passing,
followed by a discussion of the necessary adaptations.
Milner chose to use the new definition of equivalence for
calculi similar to CCS in [Mil51; it is likely that in future work
in related areas it will be found more appropriate than the
original approach of [Mil41.
MAXIMAL FIXED-POINTS
For convenience of notation and readability we shall work in
the pure CCS without value-passing and parameterised behaviours
for much of this chapter, and subsequently discuss how the results
presented can be adapted to the full calculus.
It will be recalled, from [Mil41 and the second chapter of this
thesis that ^ is defined as
~ - n ~k,
k=0
where ~ k is defined for k i 0 as a decreasing sequence of
relations by:
A s qB for all behaviours A and B;
A*k+1B and only if for all s*A*,
A 4a* implies that B -U B' for sane B' such that
A'~kB'
and B e>B' inplies that A =■» A' for sane A' such that
A' » kB'.




k+1 = E'(® k''
where, expressing relations in the form of sets of ordered pairs,
E' is given by the following definitions
Definition
E' (R) = ( <x,y> : xix' 3 3y'.(y4y' * <x' ,y'> « R) *
y ^ y1 a 3x'.(j i j' <x' ,y'> « R) ) ,
for s 'A.*.
E' was used rather than E to denote this defining relation as
it will be shown later that a simpler defining relation gives the
same maximal fixed-point and as this relation will be used
subsequently it will be called E. It should be observed that «
is not a fixed point of E', that is it is not the case that
* = E'( « ). To demonstrate this it is necessary to show two
behaviours A and B such that A-»B but <A,B><E'(«). No sinple
example is known? we outline one constructed by Milner Jbut
unpublished. Behaviours u^ and v^ for i 1 0 are defined
inductively by
u0 ¥ ft .NIL,
v0 ¥ *.NIL,
ui+i ¥ «.(Uj^ + vA) and
vi+l ^ "-ui + "-Vi-
It can be shown without too much difficulty that u^ * jV^ but
ui* i+lvi uii i+lui+vi * i+lvi for i ^ Infinite behaviours
and are then defined by
uk + 1 *uk+l arx^
vk*" vk + 1 "Vk+1'
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and Wk(L is defined as Vk for L=0 and for L>0 by
wk,l> uk + x *wk+l,L-l
It can be shown by induction on 1 that Uk sk+LWk> L and it can also
be seen that Uk * k+Ltlwk, f Finally, behaviours A and B are
defined by
B = 1 .Wq o + r-^-wo,l + *■' " an<3
A = * .UQ + t. .B.
The structure of the agents A and B is illustrated in the diagram
on the next page; the area surrounded by the broken line can be
seen to contain agents V^, with occurring outside this line.
It is not hard to check that A « B. However A 4 Uj (as UQ 4 U^) so
if <A,B>« E' (=* ) there would be some Z such that B 4 Z and ZaU^.
As can undergo an ««-derivation but will not accept a fl- or
«-experiment the only possible hopes for Z are seen to be k for
k 0. However ul t 2+kwl, k so there is no such Z and
<A,B> 4 E' (» ).
David Park suggested that it be beneficial to study an
alternative definition of observational equivalence, considering
the maximal fixed-point of the defining relation E', using the
partial ordering of set inclusion. There follows an introduction
to the properties of this definition, and the associated concept
of a bisimulation; the results 5.2 to 5.5 were postulated by Park
and Milner, and their proofs are entirely standard. Subsequently
we introduce results enabling the easy construction and checking
of bisimulations, leading to the aforementioned algorithm. In
order to use Park's definition it is necessary to know that a
maximal fixed point does exist; this is a standard result frcm the
theory of partial orderings, originally due to Thrski (Thrl:
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An example to show that a 4 e' (•» )
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If a function F is monotonic over a partial ordering and y is
defined by
y = U { x : xE F(x) }
then y is the maximal fixed point of F.
Proof
It is necessary to show (i) that y is a fixed point of F, and
(ii) that it is maximal, that is if z = f(z) then zcy.
(i) Suppose x£F(x) then, from the definition of y, xsy,
and as F is nonotonic F(x)£ F(y), so x!=F(y). As this
holds for all x duch that x £ F(x) it follows that
u { x : xEF(x) }sF(y), that is y?F(y).
Additionally, it follows frcm the monotonicity of F
that F(y) e F(F(y)), so F(y) « { x : x£F(x) }, hence
F(y)£"{ x : xSF(x) } = y, completing the proof that
y = F(y).
(ii) If z = F(z) it follows trivially that z£F(z), hence
z « { x : x £ F (x) }, so z £ "{ x : x s F (x) ) = y as
required.
It has been proved that y is a fixed point of F and that it is
greater than any other fixed-point, so y is the maximal
fixed-point of F as required.
In the partial ordering of set-inclusion the monotonicity
requirement on F is simply that if As B then F(A)s F(B) and it is
easy to see that E' is monotonic sirtply by considering the




«p = i>{ R s Rs E* (R) ).
It should be noted that we have not yet proved that » p is an
equivalence relation. Although this is strictly unnecessary for
the purposes of being able to use in proving observational
equivalence, we need to demonstrate that it is an equivalence
relation in order to justify the terminology used in this chapter.
We have to demonstrate that A«pA for all agents A, that H =pA
whenever A *pB and that if A=»pB and B *pC then A ~pC.
The proof of reflexivity is straightforward: given A, to show
that A KpA we define
R = { <x,x> : x is a derivative of A >
then it is easy to see that <A»A> « R and R:E'(R), so A* pA as
required.
To prove that A = pB inplies B-=pA we know that
<A,B>«v( R : RsE'(R) ), hence <A,B> « R for sane relation R
such that R £ E'(R). Then defining S by
P is an equivalence relation.
Proof
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S = { <y,x> : <x,y>« R )
we have <B,A> t S and S * E' (S), hence B spA as required.
Finally to prove transitivity we have to show that A«pB and
B*pC together imply that A <*pC. We know that <A,B>'R for
same R such that RtE(R) and <B,C> ' S for same S such that
S sE' (S), hence we define T by
T = { <x,z> : <x,y> « R and <y,z>» S for some y)
so that <A,C> ' T. To show that T t E' (T), we suppose that
<x,z> « T/ and have to show that <xrz> « E' (T). So given x x'
we have to show that z «* z' with <x',z'>« T. We know that for
sane y, <x,y> 'R and <y,z>t S, hence <i,y>'E' (R) and
<y,z>»E'(Z). So xix' inplies that y 4 y' with <x',y'>'R,
hence z z' with <y',z'>«S, so <x',z'>«T as required,
completing the proof of transitivity, and hence showing that
■s
p is an equivalence relation.
In order to use » p to prove observational equivalence of
behaviours we need to show that it is a stronger equivalence than
We assume that Rs E' (R) and prove that R< « by using induction
on k to show that R i * ^ for all k *■ 0. The base step with k=0
is trivial; we consider the inductive step at k+1.
If A»pB, then A»B,
Proof
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By the inductive hypothesis we have Rf As E' is monotonic
it follows that E' (R) « E' ( * * -fc+i* and as R s E' (R) we can
conclude that R s = |.+j as required.
Having completed the inductive step we have shown that Rs«
whenever RcE'(R); hence u { R s RsE'(R) )s «, that is
«, completing the proof.
By this proposition in order to prove that A* B it is enough to
show that A => pB, and to do this it is adequate to demonstrate the
existence of seme relation R with <A,B>« R such that R s E' (R).
This involves investigating derivations of behaviours by strings
B'A . It would be much more convenient to be able to work with
derivation strings of unit length» hence we introduce a simpler
defining relation, E, and prove that this gives the same maximal
fixed-point as E'.
Definition
E(R) = { <x,y> s *4*' 3 Jy'.(y4 y' /» <x',y'> cR) ,
y 4, y' .uMxix' ^ <x' ,y" > « R) ),
for
To be able to use this relation E in place of E" we need to
show that it gives rise to the same maximal fixed-point, « F, that
is we have to prove that «F = u{ R i RsE(R) }. To do this we
begin by demonstrating that RsE(R) if and only if Rs E' (R).
Proposition 5.4
With E and E' defined as above, for any set R of ordered pairs,
RsE(R) if and only if Rs E'(R).
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Proof
The proof that RiE1 (R) implies RsE(R) is trivial as it
follows from the definitions that, for any relation R,
E' (R)t E(R) .
To show that RSE(R) implies RSE'(R) we assune that
<x,y>fc R £E(R) and have to show that <x,y> « E' (R). To do this
we need to show that if x^x' for s «A then y =• y' for some
y' such that <x',y'>« R (and vice versa). So suppose x 4 x'.
Then expressing the string s in the form s = s-^... sn with each
we have x '* =» x', hence there exists a sequence
of agents x^ for i*(0,...,n) such that Xq = x, xn = x1 and
x^_j for l<{l,...,n). Using an inductive technique we
construct a sequence y^ for i<(0,...,n) such that y0 = y,
yj_j -* y^ for i and <x^,y^> « R for i (0,...,n):
(i) For the base we define y0 = y, and the conditions-are
satisfied as <x,y>« R by assumption.
(ii) To obtain y^+j from y^ we use the inductive assumption
that <X£,yj> *R, so as RrE(R) we can deduce that
<xi,yi> • E(R), and as x^ x^+j it follows that
y^ z for sane z such that <x^+j,z>« R. Defining
yi+l to ^ to z weets the requirements for y^+^.
Having constructed the sequence y^ for i<(l,...,n) we define y'
to be yn, then we have y y' and <x" ,y'>« R. This can be done
whenever x^x' for s«A*, and we can do the same thing
interchanging the roles of x and y hence completing the proof
that <x,y>«E'(R), and thus demonstrating that Rt E(R) implies
R s E'(R) .
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E and E' have the same maximal fixed point, »F.
Proof
Define -g R : ReE(R) ), then by proposition 5.1 «g is
the maximal fixed point of E. As E'(R)sE(R> it follows
trivially that = fe«g. Conversely, SgSB'Isg) by
proposition 5.4 so sgM R : RsE'(R) }, that is - q 5 55 p-
Hence *F = «G as required, completing the proof.
Having shewn that = F = c{ R : R« E(R) ), in order to prove
that A »pB for two agents A and B (and hence, by proposition 5.3,
that A*B), it is sufficient to demonstrate the existence of a
relation R such that <A,B>« R and R sE(R). This often turns out
to be routine and straightforward - in many cases such an R can be
written down without any work. As an example we consider a
simplified version of a scheduler introduced in chapter 10 of
(Mil41. Vfe define:
s & M4) .s
C £ «-.K.C
d e s.J.d
and wish to show that (cld)\x = s. (The notation used in the
definition of s is the composite guarding introduced in chapter
3) . As both expressions are stable it will be enough to prove
observational equivalence, hence all we need do is show the
existence of a relation R such that <s, (cld)\*>t R and R£ E(R).
It is fairly clear that the following relation satisfies these
requiranents:





Itie proof that RSE(R) is not too difficult; it will be made even
easier by the next proposition.
Following Park in [Par] we shall refer to a relation R such
that Rs E(R) and <A,B>t R as a bisimulation between A and B. We
now present a more theoretical example of the construction of such
a relation.
We wish to show that A = pB inplies that AlD = pBlD for any
behaviour D and to do this we define a relation S by
S = { <xlz,ylz> : x »py, z any behaviour )
and prove that SsE(S), then as it is trivially true that
<AlD,BlD>«S it follows that AID spBlD. As all pairs in the
relation S are of the form <xlz,ylz> to prove that sse(S) it is
necessary to demonstrate that <xlz,ylz>t e(S) whenever <x,y>«=S.
To do this we have to show that whenever xlz 4 u (for siA.fd)
there exists some v such that ylz =» v and <u,v>«S (and vice
versa). So suppose xlz=»u; there are two possible derivation
sequences, either x x' and z 4 z' or x ^4 x' and z =4 z',
with u = x'lz* in either case. As x*py there exists seme y" such
that x'» py' and either y ^ y' (in the first case) or y =* y"
r
(in the second). In either case ylz =» v where v = y' I z1 and
<u,v>t S as required.
We new wish to develop a systematic method for the construction
of a bisimulation R such that <A,B> * R and R'E(R) given
behaviours A and B. It is found that it is much more convenient
to be able to work with derivations of the form 4 and rather
than 4, hence we present a result which allows us to restrict
ourselves to such derivations under certain conditions of
stability and non-divergence.
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If a set R of ordered pairs of behaviours is such that <x,y> f R
implies that:
(i) x is stable;
(ii) y cannot diverge (that is, y cannot undergo an
infinite sequence of *-derivations;
(iii) if y-^y' then <x,y'>«R;
(iv) if y Ay' there exists some behaviour x' such that
i
x -»x' and <x',y'>«R; and
(v) if xix' and y is stable then there exists some
behaviour y' such that y A. y* and <x',y'>« R
then RsE(R).
Proof
It is necessary to shew that <x,y> • R inplies that <x,y> t E(R).
To do this we assume <x,y>« R and have to prove that, for
sM«(d, (a) if x i> x" then there exists y' such that yiy'
and <x',y'>iR, and (b) if y-» y' then there exists x' such
that xix' and <x' ,y'> <R.
(a) x ix', In the case s =r the stability of x inplies
that x' = x, hence defining y" = y we obtain y^y'
and <x',y'>*R as required. Otherwise s =X«A.and as
x is stable we have x -^x^ ^»x". By assumption (ii) y
T**
cannot diverge so y—»yg for seme stable behaviour yg,
and assumption (iii) implies that <x,yg> £ R. Then
assumption (v) gives y' such that y0 y' and
<x,,y'>t R. This implies (using assumption (i)) that
x^ is stable, and as x^ i x' we conclude that x' = Xj,
so <x',y'>«R as required.
(b) y ^ y'. In the case s = r assumption (iii) inplies
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that <x,y'>«R, so defining x' = x we have x ~>x' and
<x',y'>«R as required. Otherwise s = r«A and we can
split the derivation y y' into y yg y^ =* y" for
same behaviours y0 and y^. Assumption (iii) gives
<x,yg>t R, so applying assunption (iv) we obtain x'
such that x-^»x' and <x',y^>«R, and hence using
assumption (iii) again it follows that <x'ry'>«R as
required.
This completes the proof that <x,y>« E(R), hence R'E(R).
This proposition will prove useful in the construction of
bisimulations to prove the equivalence of behaviours. Hie
stability condition is not unrealistic as proofs usually involve
showing that a constructed agent is observationally equivalent to
a rigid specification and all derivatives of a rigid behaviour are
stable. If a behaviour is to meet its specification it is
unlikely that it can be allowed to diverge, hence the second
condition is also a reasonable one to irrpose.
To show that Ri E(R) in the scheduler example introduced
earlier it is now sufficient to check that each of the five
conditions in the statement of proposition 5.6 is satisfied by
each ordered pair in the relation; there are only four pairs so
this requires very little effort.
Returning to the example left unfinished in the previous
chapter, it may be recalled that;
S(0) f=«.S(l)
S(i)£= *.s(i+l) +/J.S(i-l) for ii 1
It was required to prove that ^.NILlS(O) c S(l). TO do this we
define the set R by
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R = { <£.NILlS(i),S(i+l)>, <NILlS(i) , S(i)> : i > 0}.
As all the behaviours presented are rigid the first three
conditions for proposition 5.6 hold trivially for all <x,y>« R,
and very little work is necessary to check that the two remaining
conditions hold. It may be concluded that R;E(R), and hence R is
a bisimulation between «.NILlS(O) and S(l), proving their
observational equivalence.
Proposition 5.6 presented a set of rules for checking that a
relation is a bisimulation using only single derivations and
We new prove a converse result which holds if the agent A is
rigid and is such that if A-^Aj and A U A2 (for s*A*) then
Aj 5 A2. Once we have proved this it will be possible to use these
conditions as a criterion for the fixed-point equivalence of
behaviours which satisfy the constraints inposed in proposition
5.6 and this new condition, which shall be called total
determinacy.
A behaviour A is said to be totally determinate if whenever
A%B and A -^C for sane (A»M)* then B = C.
It should be noted that as we are working with rigid behaviours
* *
it is sufficient to consider s*A instead of *-«(Au{t))
Proposition 5.7
If a behaviour A is rigid and totally determinate and there
exists a bisimulation R between A and another behaviour B then
-there exists- a set of ordered pairs S with
<A,B>« S such that for any <x,y>« S the following conditions
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hold:
(i) if y y' then <x,y'>» S;
(ii) if y -^y' then there exists some behaviour x' such
that x -^»x' and <x' ,y'> < S; and
(iii) if x —>x' and y is stable then there exists sane
behaviour y' such that y-> y' and <x',y'>*S.
Proof
Define S by
S = { <x,y> : <x,y>t R, x is a derivative of A,
y is a derivative of B }
then S £ R and <A,B> t S. We have to show that any pair <x,y> in
S satisfies the three conditions.
(i) Suppose y A y'; then as <x,y>« RiE(R) it follows that
* ix' for same behaviour x' such that <x',y'>« R. As
A is rigid and x is a derivative of A it follows that
x is stable so x' = x, hence <x,y'> « R. As <x,y>« S
we know that x is a derivative of A and y is a
derivative of B, hence y' is a derivative of B, so
<x,y'> »S as required.
(ii) Suppose y-^*y'; then as <x,y>< RsE(R) there exists
sane behaviour x' such that x 4 x1 and <x' ,y'>« R. As
x is a derivative of A which is rigid it follows that
x Ax'. Additionally, as x is a derivative of A and y
is a derivative of B it follows that x' is a
derivative of A and y' is a derivative of B, so
<x',y'> < S as required.
(iii) Suppose y is stable and x-4x'; then as <i,y>«Ri E(R)
it follows that y 4 y^ for sane y^ such that
no
<x' ,yj>« R. Then as y is stable it follows that
y y1 -» y^ for some behaviour y*. By (ii) above this
implies that there exists some behaviour x-^ such that
x -»x^ and <Xj,y'>«R. As x is a derivative of A we
have A i x for some s«A*, hence A —» x' and A -* x^.
then as A is rigid and totally determinate it follows
that x's x^ so <x1ry'> * R. As x and y are derivatives
of A and B respectively it follows that x' and y' are,
hence <x',y'> 'S as required.
Hiis completes the proof that any ordered pair in S satisfies
the conditions (i) - (iii).
amai/minimjjuirngxrua1 a bismiaiiqh
We present an algorithm which for a rigid behaviour A and
another behaviour B which has no derivatives that can diverge will
construct a set R satifying the conditions (iii) - (v) of
proposition 5.6 if such a set exists, as long as A and B have only
finitely many different derivatives. By proposition 5.6 such a
set will be a bisimulation. If the algorithm terminates in
failure and the behaviour A is also totally determinate then it
can be concluded from proposition 5.7 that no bisimulation exists,
and hence that the behaviours are not equivalent under the
fixed-point definition.
Hie algorithm is essentially one of traversal of the derivation
tree of the agent A, at each node defining an equivalence with a
derivative of B. Failure occurs if at any point it is inpossible
to make define a valid equivalence, however if the behaviour A is
not totally determinate some choice of equivalences may have been
made at an earlier step, hence it is necessary to backtrack rather
than failing inmediately.
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A bisimulation R between behaviours A and B is constructed by
starting with just the ordered pair <A,B> in R and whenever a new
ordered pair is put into the set this is checked against
conditions (iii) - (v) of proposition 5.6, inserting new pairs
into R as appropriate. Formally:
(i) Start with an empty set R.
(ii) Put the pair <A,B> into R and mark it as unchecked.
(iii) Check each pair <x,y> inserted into R by the following
procedure:
(a) For each y' such that y ^»y' if <x,y'> is not
already in R insert it into the set and mark
it as unchecked.
(b) For each y" such that y4»y', if there is no
<x',y'> yet in R such that x ix', choose
sane x' such that x-^x' and put <x',y'> into
R marking it as unchecked. If A is totally
determinate there will only be one such x'
hence no choice is necessary. If a choice
has to be made it should be intuitively
obvious when using the algorithm by hand
which x' is appropriate; if the algorithm is
being used mechanically the choice will have
to be made systanatically and recorded so
that if the algorithm subsequently fails it
is possible to backtrack and replace the
chosen x' with another possibility. If no
appropriate x' exists at this step the
algorithm fails unless backtracking is
possible.
(c) If y is stable it is necessary to check at
this stage that for each x' such that x x'
there is some pair <x',y'> in R such that
y—»y'. If not such a pair should be added
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if possible (in the case where the behaviour
A is totally determinate such a pair will
already be in the set as a result of step (b)
above if it exists); if this cannot be done
then the algorithm fails unless it is
possible to backtrack and alter seme
previously-made choice.
(d) If steps (a) - (c) have been completed
succesfully then the pair <x,y> has been
checked, hence the "unchecked" label should
be removed from this pair.
(iv) Each new pair added to R should be checked in turn
using the procedure in (iii) above; if all pairs have
been checked succesfully the set R will satisfy the
conditions of proposition 5.6 and will hence be a
bisimulation.
If the nunber of possible derivatives of the behaviours A and B
is finite then the number of pairs that have to be checked in
applying the algorithm will also be finite, and hence the
algorithm must terminate succesfully unless it fails at sane
stage.
Finitely-defined behaviours do not necessarily have only
finitely many different derivatives; consider for example
A^w.(AlA). The question of what restrictions need to be placed
on behaviour definitions in order to ensure that the set of
derivatives is finite, and hence to guarantee termination of the
algorithm, is an area for future investigation. It may be that
the exclusion of the composition operator from occurring within
recursion would be a sufficient condition, but it is not clear
whether any additional limitations on restriction and relabelling
would be necessary. A possible approach would be to allow
initially only prefixing and simmation to occur within recursion
(when it is easy to show that there are only finitely many
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different derivatives if working in the pure calculus) and
investigate what extensions can be made.
bisimulations in the full ccs
So far all the definitions and results in this chapter have
been confined to the pure CCS without considering value-passing
and parameterised behaviours. It is not difficult to see that all
the results presented are valid for the full calculus; it remains
only to consider hew the algorithm introduced above needs to be
adapted. We discuss this informally rather than expressing the
algorithm again, but to introduce the concepts involved we first
demonstrate the use of the algorithm for a non-trivial example.
The example we will consider comes fran a set of lecture notes
used by Milner to accompany a course on CCS and involves the
representation of a workshop canprising two men, a mallet and a
hammer. A job can be done by one man; if it is "easy" he need use
no tools, a "hard" job requires the hammer, and other jobs can be
done with either the hammer or the mallet. Die behaviour of a man
is:
MAN 4= IN job . READY (job)
READY (job) 4= If easy(job) then D(job)
else jf hard(job) fhen GH . PH . D(job)
£lS£ GH . PH . D(job) + (31 . PM . D(job)
d(job) <r Cut job . man
GH and PH represent "gethammer" and "puthammer", likewise GM and
PM for the mallet; D represents "done". Die behaviours of the
hammer and mallet ate:
H«=GH . PH . H
Mfc CM . PM . M
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Hie two men together with the hammer and mallet can be put
together to form the workshop:
SHOP = ( MM I KM I H I H )
Hie interactions between the men and their tools should not be
visible to the outside observer, hence we define
CLOSEDSHOP = SHOP \ L
where L = { GH, PH, GM, PM }.
Hiis agent has sort { IN, CUT } and we wish to demonstrate that
its behaviour is equivalent to the following specification:
DODKINOraiNG t IN x . ONE(x!
CUE(x) «= IN y . TWO(x,y) + OUT X . DOINCNDTOING
TOO(x,y) * OUT x . ONE(y) + OUT y . ONE(x)
(Hilner used D0IM30NE and DOINGTOO rather than ONE and TWO; those
names explain much more clearly what the agent represents but in
order to be able to keep each ordered pair of behaviours on a
single lines in the manipulation that follows it is necessary to
keep the names short. This is also the reason why H and M were
used rather than HAMMER and MALLET and D rather than DONE and the
labels were given such short names as GH and PM.)
We wish to show that DOINGNOTHING is equivalent to CLOSEDSHOP.
It is easy to see that D0IN3OIHIN3 is rigid and totally
determinate and it is not difficult to check that CLOSEDSHOP
cannot diverge. Hence we apply the algorithm and commence by
putting <DOIN3NCnHING,CLOSEDSHOP> into R. As each necessary new
ordered pair of behaviours is introduced into R it will be indexed
with a nunber and the analysis of ordered pairs by step (iii) of
the algorithm will be applied in the order of this index. As it
is observed that READY(x) can accept a x-experiment if x is easy,
a GH-experiment unless x is easy and a GM-experiment if x is
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neither easy nor hard, these are the properties of jobs that we
need to be able to recognise. Hence for convenience of notation
we shall define predicates to express these properties:
e(x) x is easy
ne(x) x is not easy
n(x) x is neither easy nor hard
It should be noted that n(x) inplies ne(x). Additional notation
that is used during the application of the algorithm will be
explained as it is introduced. We proceed as follows:
1 <DOINCNO'IHING,CLDSEDSHOP>
There are two pairs to put into R:
<ONE (x) , (READY(x) iMANlH IM) \L> (2)
<ONE(x) , (MAN I READY (x) IH IH) \L> (3)
(Each pair is actually a class of pairs in which each
element is a pair together with an instantiation of a value
to the free variable x. It will be assumed that x can take
any value unless any constraints are imposed. The (2) and
(3) are the indices given to the new pairs that have to be
checked)
2 <ONE(x) ,(READY(x) lMANlHlM)\L>
Here the pairs that have to be inserted into R depend on the
job x, hence classes of pairs are inserted together with
predicates as introduced above.
<THO(x,y) , (READY(x) iREADY(y) IHIM)\L> (4)
<DOINGNOTHING,CLOSEDSHOP> (=1)
(this comes from the case e(x) but as x does not occur in
the resulting behaviours there is no point in writing it
alongside the pair. The (=1) represents the fact that this
pair is already present in R indexed as 1)
<ONE(x) ,(PH.D(x) lMANlPH.HlM)\L> (ne(x)] (5)
(here we have written ne(x) alongside the pair to indicate
that we need this pair in R only if x is not easy)
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<ONE(x),(PM.D(x)IHAN IHIPH.M)\L> !n(x)l (6)
3 <CNE(x) , (MAN IREADY (x) IHIM) \L>
Hiis pair has properties of symnetry relative to the previous
pair, hence it is possible to write down the appropriate pairs
to be introduced into R without any efforts




4 <TOO(x,y) , (READY(x) iREADY(y) lHlH)\L>
Fran now we shall proceed to write down the appropriate pairs
obtained at each stage without any unnecessary explanation.
<ONE(y) ,(MANlREADY(y) lHlM)\L> (=3r)
(this pair is the same as (3) except for the renaming of a
free variable; hence the class of pairs under consideration
is exactly the same as (3) so there is nothing new to put
into R. We use (=3r) to denote this)
<QNE(x) , (READY(x) lMANlHlM)\L> (=2)
<TW3(x,y), (Pli.D(x) iREADY(y) IhLhIM)\L> (ne(x)J (10)
<TOO(x,y) ,(READY(x) iPH.D(y) lPH.HlM)\L> (ne(y)l (11)
<TW)(x,y) , (PM.D(x) I READY (y) IH iPM.M) \L> (n(x)] (12)
<lHD(x,y), (READY (x) iPM.D(y) IH 1PM.H) \L> In(y)l (13)
5 <ONE(x),(PH.D(x)iMANlPH.HlM)\L> [ne(x)l
<TOD(x,y) ,(PH.D(x) iREADY(y) lFH.HlM)\L> tne(x)) (=10)
<0NE(x) ,(D(x) IHANIHIH)\L> (ne(x)) (14)
6 <0NE(x) ,(PM.D(x) iMANlHIPM.TI)\L> (n(x)1
<TOD(x,y) ,(PH.D(x) iREADY(y) lHlPH.H)\L> (n(x)l (=12)
<0NE(x),(D(x)IHANIHIH)\L> (n(x)l (=14s)
(Here the set of ordered pairs as above such that n(x) is
true is a subset of the set such that ne(x) is true (as n(x)
inplies ne(x)); that set is already present in R (14) so we
use the notation (=14s) to indicate that this a subset)
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7 <TOO(x,y) ,<READY(y) iREADY(x) lHlM)\L>
<ONE(y).(READY(y)IMAN IHIM)\L> (=2r)
<ONE(x),(MAN IREADY(x)lHlM)\L> (=3)
<TWO(x,y) , (READY(y) iFH.D(x) lPH.HlM)\L> (ne(x)] (15)
<TWO(x,y) , (PH.D(y) iREADY(x) lPH.HlM)\L> Ine(y)l (16)
<owo(x,y) ,<READY(y) IPM.D(x) lHlPM.M)\L> (n(x)l (17)
<!W3(x,y) ,(PH.D(y) iREADY(x) IHIPH.M)\L> Cn(y) 1 (18)
8 <ONE(x),(MANlPH.D(x)lra.HlM)\L> (ne(x)l
<TOD(x,y) ,(READY(y) iPH.D(x) |HI.HIM)\L> (ne(x)l (=15)
<CNE(x) , (MANlD(x) lHlM)\L> (ne(x)] (19)
9 <ONE(x)/(MANlPM.D(x)IHIPM.M)\L> tn(x)1
<TOO(x,y) , (READY(y) iPM.D(x) lHlPM.M)\L> (=17)
<ONE(x),(MANlD(x)lHlM)\L> (n(x)] (=19s)
10 <TOO(x,y) ,(H(.D(x) iREADY(y) IPH.HIH)\L> (ne(x)l
<ONE(x) , (PH.D(x) lMANlPH.HlM)\Ii> (ne(x)] (=5)
<TWO(x,y) ,(D(x) iREADY(y) lHlM)\L> (ne(x)l (20)
<TOO(x,y) ,<FH.D(x) iPM.D(y) IPH.HlPM.M)\L> (ne(x),n(y)] (21)
11 <lMO(x,y),(READY(x)iPH.D(y)lPH.HlM)\L> (ne(y)l
<ONE(y) , (MANlH).D(y) l3j.HlM)\L> [ne(y)J (=8t)
<™o(x,y) , (READY(x) lD(y) IHIM)\L> (ne(y)l (22)
<TWO(x,y),(PH.D(x) IPH.D(y) |PH.HIPM.M)\L> (n(x),ne(yj) (23)
12 <TOO(x,y) , (PM.D(x) iREADY(y) IH IPM.M) \L> (n(x)]
<ONE(x),(PH.D(x)lMANlHlPM.M)\L> (n(x)) (=6)
<TOO(x,y),(PH.D(x) iPH.D(y) IH).HIPM.M)\L> (n(x),ne(y)J (=23)
<TWCHx,y),(D(x)iREADY(y)lHlM)\L> (n(x)) (=20s)
13 <TOO(x,y) ,(REflDY(x) iPM.D(y) IHIPM.M)\L> (n(y))
<ONE(y) , (MANlPM.D(y) lHlPM.M)\L> (n(y)l (=9r)
<1HO(xry) ,(PH.D(x) iPM.D(y) IPH.HIPM.M)\L> (ne(x),n(y)) (=21)
<TWO(x,y) , (READY(x) lD(y) lHlH)\L> In(y)l (=22s)
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14 <ONE(x),(D(x)lMANlHlM)\L> tne(x)J
<TOO(x,y) ,(D(x) iREADY(y) IHIM)\L> (ne(x)] (=20)
<DOINSNOTHIN3,OX>St®SHOP> (=10)
15 <TOD(xfy) ,(RE«DY(y) IPH.D(x) lPn.HlH)\L> (ne(x)l
<ONE(x), (MANlPH.D(x) lHl.HlH)\L> (ne(x)J (=8)
<TOO(x,y) ,(READY(y) lD(x) IHIM)\L> (ne(x)l (24)
<TWO(x,y) ,(PM.D(y) iPH.D(x) lPH.HlPH.M)\lj> (ne(x),n(y)l (25)
16 <lHD(x,y) , (PH.D(y) iREADY(x) IPH.HIH)\L> [ne(y)J
<ONE(x) , (PH.D(y) lM/\Nl§H.HlM)\L> (ne(y)l (=5r)
<TOO(x,y) r(D(y) iRErtDY(x) IHIM)\L> (ne(y)l (26)
<TWO(x,y) ,(PH.D(y) iPH.D(x) lPH.HlPH.H)\L> (n(x),ne(y)l (27)
17 <TOO(x,y) ,(REflDY(y) IPH.D(x) lHlPM.H)\L> tn(x)l
<ONE(x) t (MANlPM.D(x) lHlPH.M)\L> !n(x)l (=9)
<TWO(x,y) ,(PH.D(y) iPH.D(x) lPH.HlPM.H)\L> (n(x),ne(y)) (=27)
<TWO(x,y) ,(READY(y) lD(x) |HIM)\L> (n(x)] (=24s)
18 <TOD(x,y), (PM.D(y) IREADY(x) IHIPH.H)\L> (n(yH
<ONE(y) ,(PM.D(y) lmVNlHlPH.M)\L> En(y)J (=6r)
<TOO(x,y) r(PH.D(y) iPH.D(x) lra.HlPH.H)\L> Ine(x),n(y)l (=25)
<TMD(xry),(D(y) IREADY(x) lHlM)\L> In(y)i (=26s)
19 <ONE(x) ,<MANlD(x) lHlM)\L> (ne(x)l
<TWO(xry) , (READY(y) lD(x) IHIM)\L> (ne(x)J (=24)
<EDINGNOraiNG,aOSEDGHOP> (=1)
20 <TOO(x,y),(D(x) iRERDY(y) lHlM)\L> (ne(x)f
<CNE(y) t (MAN IREADY (y) lHlM)\L> (=3r)
<ONE(x) , (D(x) IMANIH lM)\L> (ne(x)l (=14)
<TOO(x,y) ,(D(x) iPH.D(y) lPH.HlH)\L> tne(x) ,ne(y) J (28)
<TOO(x,y) ,(D(x) iPM.D(y) lHlPH.M)\L> tne(x),n(y)) (29)
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21 <TWO(x,y) ,(PH.D(x) iPH.D(y) IPH.HIPH.M)\L> (ne(x),n(y)J
<TOO(x,y) , (D(x) iPH.D(y) lHlPM.M)\L> (ne(x),n(y)] (=29)
<TOO(xfy) ,(PH.D(x) lD(y) IH(.HIM)\L> lne(x),n(y)] (30)
22 <THD(x,y) , (READY(x) ID(y) IHIM)\L> (ne(y)l
<ONE(y) , (MANID(y) lHlM)\L> (ne(y)l (=19r)
<ONE (x) , (READY (x) I MfiN IHIM) \L> (=2)
<TOO(x,y), (PH.D(x) lD(y) lPH.HlM)\L> (ne(x) ,ne(y) 1 (31)
(Here it is observed that the class of pairs (30), which was
already inserted into R and "marked for checking" is a
subclass of (31); hence it will be unnecessary to check pair
(30) separately arid we can "urmark" it)
<TWO(x,y), (PH.D(x) lD(y) lHlPM.M)\L> ln(x),ne(y)l (32)
23 <TOO(x,y) ,(PM.D(x) iPH.D(y) IPH.HIPM.M)\L> (n(x).ne(y)]
<TOO(x,y), (PH.D(x) lD(y) lHlPH.M)\L> (n(x),ne(y)l (=32)
<™o(x,y) ,(D(x) iPH.D(y) IH1.HIM>\L> (n(x),ne(y)] (=28s)
24 <TOD(x,y), (READY(y) lD(x) lHlM)\L> (ne(x)l
<ONE(x) , (Mi)NlD(x) lHlH)\L> (ne(x)l (=19)
<0NE(y)r(READY(y)IMANIHIH)\L> (=2r)
<TWO(x,y) , (PIl.D(y) lD(x) lffl.HlM)\L> tne(x) ,ne(y) 1 (33)
<lHO(x,y), (PH.D(y) lD(x) IHIPH.H)\L> (ne(x),n(y)l (34)
25 <TW0(x,y) ,(PM.D(y) IPH.D(x) IPH.HlPM.M)\L> (ne(x),n(y)l
<THO(xfy), (PM.D(y) lD(x) lHlPH.H)\L> Ine(x),n(y)l (=34)
<TOO(x,y) ,(D(y) IPH.D(x) lm.HlM)\L> (ne(x)rn(y)l (35)
26 <TOO(x,y) , (D(y) I READY (x) IH IM) \L> (ne(y)l
<ONE(x) , (Mi\NiREADY(x) lHlM)\L> (=3)
<0NE(y) , (D(y) IMAN IH IH) \L> (ne(y)] (=14r)
<lW3(x,y) ,(D(y) iPH.D(x) IPH.HIH)\L> Ine(x) ,ne(y) J (36)
(Here it is observed that (35) is a subclass of (36); hence
there will be no need to check (35))
<TOO(x,y) ,(D(y) iPM.D(x) IHIPM.M)\L> (n(x),ne(y)l (37)
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27 <7TO(xry),(PH.D(y) iPM.D(x) lPH.HlPffi.M)\L> (n(x),ne(y)l
<lMO(x,y) , (D(y) IPH.D(x) lHlPM.H)\L> ln(x) ,ne(y)l (=37)
<TWO(x,y) ,(PH.D(y) lD(x) lra.HlH)\L> fn(x)rne(y)J (=33s)
28 <TOD(xry) ,(D(x) IPH.D(y) lPH.HlM)\L> (ne(x) ,ne(y) 1
<ONE(y), (MANlPH.D(y)lPH.HlM)\L> tne(y)) (=8r)
<TWO(x,y),(D(x) lD(y) lHlH)\L> tne(x) ,ne(y)) (38)
29 <TO3(xry) ,(D(x) iPM.D(y) IHIPM.H)\L> (ne(x),n(y)J
<ONE(y) ,(HANlPH.D(y) IHIPM.M)\L> In(y)l (=9r)
<TWO(x,y),(D(x) ID(y) lHlH)\L> [ne(x),n(y)l (=38s)
31 <ITO(x,y),(PH.D(x)lD(y)IPH.HIM)\L> (ne(x),ne(y)1
<ONE(x)r(PH.D(x)IMAN I Hi.HIM)\L> (ne(x)l (=5)
<TWO(x,y), (D(x) lD(y) IHIH) \L> (ne(x) ,ne(y) 1 (=38)
32 <TWO(x,y) , (PM.D(x) lD(y) IH lPH.M)\L> (n(x),ne(y)J
<ONE(x) ,(PM.D(x) lMANlHlPM.M)\L> !n(x)] (=6)
<TVKKx,y), (D(x) lD(y) lHlM)\L> fn(x),ne(y)l (=38s)
33 <TOD(x,y) ,(PH.D(y) lD(x) lPH.HlM)\L> tne(x) rne(y) 1
<ONE(y) ,(PH.D(y) lMANlPH.HlM)\L> lne(y)J (=5r)
<TOO(x,y), (D(y) lD(x) lHlH)\L> Ine(x) ,ne(y)) (39)
34 <7W3(xry) , (PH.D(y) lD(x) IH lPM.M)\L> tne(x),n(y))
<ONE(y) ,(PH.D(y) lMANlHlPM.M)\L> (n(y)l (=6r)
<TWD(x,y) ,(D(y) lD(x) lHlM)\L> !ne(x),n(y)l (=39s)
36 <lViO(x,y), (D(y) iPH.D(x) fHT.HlM)\L> !ne(x) ,ne(y) I
<ONE(x),<MANlPH.D(x)lffl.HlM)\L> (ne(x)J (=8)
<7H0(x,y) , (D(y) lD(x) lHlM)\L> !ne(x) ,ne(y> 1 (=39)
37 <m»(x,y) ,(D(y) IPH.D(x) IHIPH.M)\L> !n(x) ,ne(y) 1
<ONE(x),(MANlPM.D(x)IHIPM.M)\L> tn(x)l (=9)
<TWO(x,y), (D(y) lD(x) IHIM) \L> (n(x)rne(y)J (=39s)
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38 <TOO(x,y) ,<D(x) lD(y) lHlM)\L> tne(x) ,ne(y) 1
<ONE(y),(MANlD(y)IHIH)\L> [ne(y)l (=19r)
<ONE(x) , (D(x) lMANlHlM)\L> tne(x)] (=14)
39 <TOO(x,y) , (D(y) lD(x) lHlM)\L> (ne(x) ,ne(y)]
<ONE(x) , (MAN lD(x) IHIM) \L> (ne(x)J (=19)
<ONE(y), (D(y) lMANlHlM)\L> (ne(y)J (=14r)
All the pairs that were inserted into R have been shown to satisfy
the conditions of proposition 5.6, so it follows that RtE(R), and
hence that DOINGNOIHING sCLOSEDSHOP as required.
For this example no alternative method using the axicmatic
approach with « has been found that will demonstrate the
equivalence of the constructed behaviour CLOSEDSHOP and its
specification DOINGNOTHING. Hence, although the application of
the algorithm required a lot of time and space, no quicker
technique is known that will prove this equivalence. Ibis helps
to indicate the usefulness of the fixed-point definition of
equivalence.
Having studied an example it is not difficult to see hew the
algorithm for pure CCS needs to be extended for the full calculus.
Hie major difference is that when a pair with free variables is
inserted into the set R it represents a class of pairs of
behaviours corresponding to the possible instantiations of values
to the free variables. Hence the naming of the variables is
irrelevant, and when checking whether a pair is already present in
the set any variables occurring in the expressions must be treated
accordingly. Furthermore it is often necessary to associate with
a pair of behaviours a set of conditions on the free variables
involved. In implementing the algorithm, in order to avoid
unnecessary checking, it should be noted whether the truth of any
of the predicates under consideration implies the truth of any
others; in the example as n(x) implied ne(x) it was frequently
possible to ignore a pair together with the condition ne(x) as the
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same pair with the condition n(x) was already in the relation R.
the question of under what conditions the algorithm can be
guaranteed to terminate may become more complex in the full
calculus. If values are allowed to be drawn fran infinite sets
even very simple behaviours need not have finite classes of
derivatives, for example «rx.fx.NIL has infinitely many different
derivatives if the set of values that the variable x may take is
not finite. However, the fact that the steps of the algorithm can
be applied to classes of behaviours that satisfy the same
predicates (such as n, e and ne in the example) may solve seme of
the problems that could be encountered.
In conclusion, in this chapter it has been demonstrated that an
alternative definition of observational equivalence as a maximal
fixed-point can be used and that this leads to a stronger
equivalence than the original one. To demonstrate the equivalence
of two agents under the new definition it has been shown to be
adequate to demonstrate the existence of a bisimulation between
the agents and it has been demonstrated that in order to do this
only single-length derivations need be considered. In sane cases
bisimulations can be presented almost trivially, even when any
other proof of equivalence would be difficult or impossible,
demonstrating the power of the technique. An algorithm for
constructing a bisimulation under certain reasonable conditions on
the behaviours has been given, but further research is required
into restrictions to guarantee its termination.
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6 ORSERVATION CONFLUENCE AS A MAXIMAL FIXED POINT
INTRODUCTION
In chapter 3 we examined confluence and determinacy for the
full CCS. The work in that chapter was restricted to strong
confluence and determinacy which were defined relative to -*
derivations and preserved by strong congruence/ - , but not by
observational equivalence. Milner in [Mil4] defined and examined
briefly a concept of observation oonfluence and determinacy, using
=» derivations, which was preserved by » . Hie work there
involved the definition of the excess of one derivation string
over another, which was (approximately) the string of elements
occuring in one string but not in the other. Here we will define
observation confluence and determinacy relative to the maximal
fixed-point equivalence a F (introduced in the previous chapter)
and since it has been shewn that defining the equivalence using
derivation strings in a u (t) gives the same result as using
strings in A* we need work only with derivation strings of length
0 or 1 thus avoiding this concept of excess. As s p was defined
as a fixed point rather than the limit of a decreasing sequence of
equivalences it is logical when defining confluence relative to
=>P to use the maximal fixed point of a defining relation rather
than the limit of a decreasing sequence of sets of k-oonfluent
behaviours. Having defined and examined observation confluence
and determinacy for the pure CCS we shall show how it can be
extended to the full calculus and give an example of its use in
the proof of observational equivalence for a behaviour not in the
derived calculus CCCS introduced in chapter 3.
OBSERVATION OONFLUENCE AND DETERMINACY FOR PURE CCS
In order to define observation confluence and determinacy as a
nt. imal fixed point it i • first r^cessary to present an
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appropriate defining relation. Hiis is simply an adaptation of
Milner's definition from chapter 10 of [Mil4] using derivations
strings of unit length only. We shall call this relation t .
Given a set R of behaviours in the pure CCS, *(R) is defined
to be the set of behaviours A such that:
»




f lnplies F for s«A»{r); and
ci»E
(ill)
f B B D
A ,, inplies for s,s'*A»{t) such that s*s'.
*>3 s
C C E
this definition is analogous to the one used by Milner to define
OCD^i from OCD^f the second clause implies determinacy, and the
second and third clauses together give confluence. It would be
possible to define our observation confluence and determinacy
using a sequence of sets of k-confluent behaviours; however as we
are working with a fixed-point definition of observational
equivalence it is logical to define the set of (observation-)
confluent and determinate agents to be the maximal fixed point of
the relation 0 under the ordering of set inclusion:
CDNFL, the set of observation-confluent and -determinate
agents, is defined by
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CDNFL = o{ S : S * *(S) ).
It is easily seen that 4 is monotonic, so by proposition 5.1
we can deduce that the above definition does indeed give the
maximal fixed point of t . Using this definition, in order to
prove that a behaviour A is observation-confluent it is sufficient
to demonstrate the existence of a set S such that A« S and
Ss£(S). We shall use this technique to show that observation
confluence is preserved by «p.
We have to define a set T such that A'« T and Tt^(T). We
T = { y : x spy for sane x « CDNFL )
then clearly A't T. To demonstrate that T « A(T) we assume y < T
and have to show that y satisfies the three clauses of the
definition of * (T). As y«T there is sane x« CDNFL such that





(i) We assune that y -* z for s <•*»{«) and have to show
that z » T. As x »Fy and y 4 z we can deduce that
x 4w for some w such that w «pz. Then as
x« CDNFL = * (CDNFL) we have w« CDNFL, hence ziT as
required.
(ii) We assume that yiyj and y iy2 for s »A«{t} and have
to shew that y2 A Zj and y2 A z2 for sane z^ and z2
11,4
such that Zj«pZ2- As * = py there exist Xj and x2
such that x £» Xj with x^* Fy^ and x ix2 with x2=>Fy2.
then as x' OONFL it follows that x^ 4» Wj and x2 4» w2
with Wj* pW2. Then as xp s pYj we have yp 4» zp for
sane zp such that pZj, and likewise y2 ^ z2 for
sane z2 such that w2«pz2. It remains to show that
Z1**FZ2' '3ut 4s trivial as z^» FWj »Fw2 **pZ2.
(iii) We assune that y =» y^ for s^AvU) and that y «* y2
for s2«a«{l} and furthermore that Si* s2 and have to
show that yj —■> zp and y2 =» z2 for sane zp and z2
such that z^=»Fz2. This is done in exactly the same
way as (ii) above.
It has been shown that y« t> (T) for all y «T, hence T *0(T), so
T«CDNFL. As Af« T we conclude that A' * CENFL as required.
Having proved that observation confluence is preserved by
observational equivalence using the maximal fixed-point
definition, we have gone sane way towards justifying the
definition chosen for observation confluence. The next step is to
dononstrate that a result analogous to Milner's strong confluence
theorem holds for this observation confluence. This will enable
the use of the fixed-point confluence in proofs of equivalence in
the same way that strong confluence was used earlier.
Theorem 6.2 (Observation confluence theorem for pure CCS)
If A « CONFL and A B then A «pB.
Proof
We define a relation R by
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R = { <x,y> : x ( CDNFL, y *»pZ for sane z such that x i z )
and demonstrate that this is a bisimulation. Ibis involves
proving that for each <x,y> in R the two clauses of the
definition of E(R) are satisfied:
(i) We assume that <x,y>«R and x i x1 for s»A«(i) and
have to prove that y y' for some y' such that
<x*,y'>« R. From the construction of R we know
x c CDNFL and there exists some z such that x'-t z and
y «Fz. As x 4 x' and x =» z we can deduce that x' »» w
S s
and z =* z' with wapZ1. then as y«pZ and z •» z', it
follows that y =» y' for seme y" such that y'» pz' and
hence such that y' - pw. As x' CDNFL and x i x' we
also knew that x' * CDNFL. We have shown that
x'« CDNFL, x'i* and y'« pW, hence <x',y,>«R as
required.
(ii) We assune that <x,y> «r and y =» y' for s»a»U1 and
have to prove that x =» x' for seme x' such that
<x',y'>€R. From the construction of R we know that
x t CDNFL and x z for seme z such that y«pz. As
yiy' we have z •=» x" with y' wpX1. Ihen, as
xizix' we have x =» x', and as x « CDNFL we deduce
that x'* CDNFL. As we also have x'=f» x' (trivially)
and y'^px' it follcws that <x,,y'> « R as required.
This completes the proof that R £ E (R); it is easy to see that
<A,B> < R, so it follows that A *pB as required.
Having defined observation confluence and determinacy (as a
single concept) using the fixed-point approach for pure CCS and
proved that it is preserved by observational equivalence and it
adnits a result analogous to the strong confluence theorem we are
ready to extend the definition to the full calculus.
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OBSERVATION CONFLUENCE IN THE FULL CALCULUS
In chapter 3 we extended Milner's strong confluence and
determinacy to the full CCS with value-passing; we use a similar
approach to extend the fixed-point observation confluence which
has just been introduced. Recalling chapter 3, we begin with an
informal discussion of how the definition of the relation t must
be adapted, then we present a formal definition of the set of
observation-confluent programs in the full calculus (which can be
extended in the obvious way to define observation confluence for
agents with free variables). After doing this and observing that
proposition 6.1 and theorem 6.2 hold in this wider context we
proceed to show with an example how the observation confluence
theorem can be used in the proof of observational equivalence of
behaviours
We consider first the extension of determinacy to the full
calculus in chapter 3. This entailed considering separately
dUV OOf
derivations of the forms -» and -» . In view of this we need to
split the clause (ii) of the definition of i into two halves in
order to extend observation determinacy. We will require clauses
of the form
(a) s B B^»D «Ftm/x)U
A ^ implies for sane U and
^
C C =♦ E -«ptn/xlU
( b) /£> B B 4 D
V*
A implies m = n and "p.
S» f
C C =» E
We should also retain the case s = £ from the second clause of
the definition of , which will give another clause
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C C ■=> E
We new consider the extension of the confluence properties,
recalling from chapter 3 that for strong confluence A^B and
A ~i C implies that one of three cases should hold:
either B -4 D and C A E with D- E,
j£ /<=•' and B~ C,
At f=«< m and c = »<n with B ~ Im/xlU and C~[n/x)U for some
behaviour U.
Using this to adapt clause (iii) of the definition of p would
give a clause of the form
(d) , B B ■=* D
A
, implies either UF at.
V i,
C C =» E
However it should be noted that clauses (a) - (c) above already
imply that B=>pC if s^ = s2 and that b4 Dap[m/x]U and
C=»S»fln/xlU if s*L = -m and s2 = -«n, so all we actually need
here is a clause which states that B D and C 5» E with D«tpE
when sp and s2 do not satisfy either of the two conditions
referred to.
We are now ready to define a relation i by considering the
above adaptations to ^ . It should be noted that the sets
involved will contain only programs and not behaviours with free
variables.
Definition
Given a set R of programs, J (R) is defined to be the set of
programs A such that:
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(i) A =* B inplies Be R foe sax^ltl;
(ii) jr B B -* D=Pfm/x)0V F
A ^ implies
^
C C U E«F!n/xJU
(iii) 2* B B5»D
P
A . implies m = n and 'C,;
vJ"-> ^ r^ C C -» E
(iv) „ B B U D
A implies wp; and
*»C C^E
»
(v) j B B^D
P U
A inplies p for s,s' <4*'« {«1 such that none
^ C C "* E
of the cases (ii) - (iv) above applies.
Having defined the relation $ on sets of programs we define the
set of observation-confluent programs in the full calculus to be
its maximal fixed-point.
CDNF, the set of observation-confluent and -determinate
programs in full CCS, is defined by
CDNF = u{ s : S s?(S> }.
Itiis definition does indeed give a maximal fixed point as § is
easily checked to be monotonic. Having defined i and CONF it is
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a routine matter to extend propositions 6.1 and 6.2 to the full
calculus.
Proposition 6.3
If A c CDNF and A =pA' then A' « CDNF.
Theorem 6.4 (Observation confluence theorem)
If A< CDNF and A £ B then A »pB.
Proofs
Almost identical to proofs of 6.1 and 6.2.
So far, we have defined observation confluence only on programs
(with no free variables) in the full calculus. The extension to
behaviours is made in the obvious way:
A behaviour with free variables in the full CCS is said to be
observation-confluent if and only if for all instantiations of
values to the free variables the programs obtained are elements
of the set CDNF.
AN EXAMPLE - A CONFIDENT QUEUE CONSTRUCTION
We are now ready to consider an example of the use of theorem
6.4; it will be seen that the behaviours under consideration are
not in the derived calculus CCCS introduced in chapter 3; hence
their confluence has to be shown directly; this is where the
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definition of CDNF as a fixed point proves useful. Itie example we
shall consider is a queue construction? an illustration of its
typical behaviour is given on the next page. (As in the seme of
the diagrams in IM114J arrowheads are used to indicate which
communications an agent is capable of offering when the queue is
in a given state.) It can be seen that input of values occurs at
•< labels and output at * labels. To link the agents together we
need to define a chaining eanbinator to perform relabelling and
restriction. Vfe define
B~ C = ( BO/Sl I CP/*] )\?





BACK = «X. (CELL(x) -> BACK)
The empty queue is defined:
EMPTYQUEUE = FRONT - BACK
and we wish to prove that EMPTYQUEUE behaves as we would expect.
It will be assumed that the values that can be stored in the queue
(and hence the values that can be passed by •< - and
^-communications) are the elements of some set X. Hence in the
remainder of this chapter it will be assuned that x and y range
over X and s over X ; as usual t will be used to represent the
empty string in X*. With these assumptions we introduce some
extra definitions:
CELLS (i) = BACK
CELLS (ys) = CELL(y) - CELLS (s)
QUEUE (s) = FRONT * CELLS (s)
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It follows that EMPTYQUEUE = CWBUE(t) and in order to prove that
EMPTYQUEUE behaves as one would expect it will be sufficient to
shew that
QUEUE(t) e «x.QUEUE(x) and
QUEUE(ys)« « x.QUEUE(ysx) + »y.QUEUE(s) .
At this stage it should be noted that it is easy to check that
CELLS(s) has sort (",«,*) and QUEUE(s) has sort {*,£}.
We commence the proof that QUEUE satisfies these equivalences
by establishing an intermediate result that
CELLS (ys) = *. (HEAD(y) ~ CELLS(s)! + «x.CELLS(ysx)
by using induction on the length of the string s. For the base
step of the induction s =t and we have
CELLS(y) = CELL(y)- BACK
= (X.HEAD(y)) ~ «<x. (CELL(x) ~ BACK)
= X. (HEAD(y) ~<*X. (CELL(x)~ BACK) )
+ «X. ((X.HEAD(y) - (CELL(x) ~ BACK))
= X. (HEAD(y)- BACK) + «ex. (CELL(y) *- CELL(x))
= X. (H13AD(y)- CELLS(O) + *X.CELLS(yx) .
For the inductive step we assume the result for s and prove it for
zs (z « X):
CELLS(yzs) = CELL(y) - CELLS(zs)
= (X.HEAD(y)) - ('. (HEAD(z) - CELLS(s) ) **x.CELLS(zsx))
= *. (HEAD(y) - (*. (HEAD(z) - CELLS(s) )-Kx. CELLS (zsx)))
+ « X. (( X.HEAD(y) - CELLS(ZSX))
= X. (HEAD(y) — CELLS(zs)) + «X. (CELL(y) - CELLS(zsx))
= ». (HEAD(y)- CELLS (zs)) + •**. CELLS (yzsx)
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Having established the intermediate result we wish to prove
that QUEUE satisfies the two equivalences stated earlier. The use
of the chaining operator ~ involves composition of agents whose
sorts are non-disjoint; hence this operator is not in the derived
calculus CCCS introduced in chapter 3. Hence we choose to apply
confluence by using the observation confluence theorem, so it is
necessary to show first that QUEUE(s) * CENF for s • X*. To do this
we need to find a set S such that QUEUE(s)e S and S (S). We
start by defining a set T:
T = ( QUEUE(s) , HEAD(y) - CELLS(s) : St X*, y« X }
It is easy to check (using the intermediate result to see how
CELLS(s) behaves) that the last four clauses of the definition of
t (T) are satisfied by all elements of T; however it is not the
case that T'I(T) as the first clause is not satisfied; this is
because
FRONT-CELLS(xs) NIL - (HEAD(x) - CELLS(s)).
However it is clear that NIL-AcpA for all A «T; hence we define
S to be the set comprising all elements of T with an arbitrary
number of NILs chained onto the front, then S £$(S), hence
QUEUE (s) e CONF. We now proceed to show that QUEUE satisfies the
two equivalences expressed earlier and can apply theorem 6.4 where
appropriate.
Hie first equivalence to prove is that QUEUE (c) =r » x.QUEUE(x);
this does not actually require the use of the confluence theorem
and is quite routine:
QUEUE(t) = FRONT-CELLS(t)
= FRONT - BACK
= ('.NIL) - («X. (CELL (x) - BACK))
= «X. ((t.NIL) - (CELL(x) -> BACK)))
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= «X. (FRONT - CELLS(x))
= wx.QUEUE(x)
The proof of the second equivalence is much longer; we have to
show that
QUEUE(ys) «wx.QUEUE(ysx) + «y.QUEUE(s) .
Fran the definition CUEUE(ys) = FRONT - COLS (ys) and we deduce
from the intermediate result about CELLS that
CHjLS(ys) U HEAD(y) - CELLS (s).
Additionally fran the definition, FRONT NIL, hence
QUEUE(ys) 4 NIL - (HEAD(y) - CELLS(s)) .
As QUEUE (ys) is in CDNF we can apply the observation confluence
theorem which implies that
QUEUE(ys) s NIL- (HEAD(y) -CELLS(s))
= HEAD(y) - CFLLS(s) .
Here we have two separate cases, depending on whether s= t. In the
case s=t we proceed
QUEUE (y) « HEAD(y) - BACK
= (iy.FRONT) -«X. (CELL(x) - BACK)
= *y. (FRONT -«X. (CELL(x) - BACK))
+ wx„( (iy.FRONT) - (CELL(x) - BACK))
= iy.(FRONT-BACK) +O. (HEAD(y) - CELLS(x)) ,
= «y.QUEUEU) + «X. QUEUE (yx)
(using QUEUE(ys)=> HEAD(y) - CELLS(x))
= «y.QUEUE(s) + wx.QUEUE(ysx) (as s=t)
and this is the required result. In the case lsl>, 1, we may write
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s=zs' and proceed (using the intermediate result for CELLS)
QUEUE(ys) c UEAD(y) - CELLS(zs')
= (Sy. FRONT) - (». (HEflD(z) - CELLS(s') )+^X.CELI£(zs'x))
= fly. (FRONT ~ ( *. (HEAD(z) "■ CELLS(s') )+«X.CELLS (zs'x)))
+ *x. ((«y.RRONT) - CELLS(zs'x))
= * y. (FRONT •» CELLS (zs1) + "X. (HEAD(y) - CEELS(zs'x))
= *y.QUEUE(zs') + «x. QUEUE (yzs'x)
(using QUEUE (ys) « HEAD(y) - CELLS (x))
= *y.QUEUE (s) + *x.QUEUE(ysx)
as required. Hi is completes the proof that QUEUE behaves as one
should expect; the property proved using the observation
confluence theorem was used three times (once when derived and
twice subsequently) . Without this result much lengthier
expressions would have been involved as the use of the expansion
theorem would have been greater.
It is felt that this queue construction should be strongly
confluent under the definition given in chapter 3; however since
it is not in CCCS, to prove it strongly confluent would require
proving k-oonfluence inductively for ki 0; the definition of
observation confluence we have used makes such induction
unnecessary.
In conclusion, it has been seen that the use of the maximal
fixed-point definition of observational equivalence simplifies
considerably the presentation of observation confluence, and
therefore the extension frcm pure CCS to the full calculus can be
expressed without undue difficulty. Hie ability to demonstrate
the confluence of behaviours by constructing sets S' i (S) permits
the application of the observation confluence theorem to a much
wider class of behaviours than the derived calculus CCCS
introduced earlier, to which the strong confluence theorem could
be applied. Therefore the observation confluence theorem is seen
to be a more useful result for general application, but the work
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on strong confluence has not been
confluence theorem can be applied
without having to first confirm
consideration are in fact confluent.
devalued, since the strong
to agents in CCCS directly
that the behaviours under
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7 CONCLUDING REMARKS
A number of different results have been proved in this thesis
and applied to proofs of observational equivalence of behaviour
expressions in CCS. It is hoped that these results, along with
future extensions that havfe been suggested, will lead to a useful
repertoire of techniques for producing reasonably short
equivalence proofs within the calculus, and that this might enable
the study of larger systems of agents than has been so far
attempted. Hie examples considered have demonstrated that the
results presented can be of considerable use; it is anticipated
that in considering larger examples sane combinations of the
techniques introduced may be applied.
There are several limitations on the application of the results
presented in the preceding chapters; one of the major ones appears
to be that the criteria for uniqueness of solution Qf recursive
equations have been studied only for pure CCS, and no attempt has
yet been made to consider transformations other than simple
contexts Ft 1 for which the behaviour identifier b occurs only
once in the expression denoting Ftbl. It is clear that further
work is needed in this field if the property of uniqueness is to
be used in proofs about agents modelling real systems, viiere
behaviour expressions are necessarily more complex than the
limited class considered. Seme indications have been given as to
how further development of the theory may be approached; it would
probably be appropriate to attempt to adapt the results already
presented to the fixed-point equivalence = p. It is not clear
whether this might lead to any significant simplification of any
of the proofs; the ability to use only single-step derivations may
be of use in proving sane of the results, but it is uncertain
whether a definition of Ft 1 ^ F'l ] using only s and t of length
0 or 1 would be an adequate "causing" property. All of the
results presented in chapter 4 were researched before the
emergence of the alternative definition of observation
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equivalence; had this not been the case it is likely that
would have been used in preference to ».
A second limitation to the application of the results presented
in this thesis is the fact that the algorithm for the construction
of bisimulations often involves lengthy checking, and it will be
necessary to mechanise the algorithm before attempts are made to
apply it to large systems. Hcwever, before any mechanisation is
attempted it is desirable that a study be made of conditions
sufficient to ensure the termination of the algorithm. It is not
anticipated that this will be too difficult for the pure calculus,
but it is likely that the adnission of variables and parameterised
behaviours would lead to additional complications. After an
investigation of the termination of this algorithm has been made
the process of mechanisation should not be unduly difficult. Hie
program would have to be written in a language adriitting
recursively-defined types: it may be appropriate to define these
using constructor and destructor functions in a language such as
POP-2 [BfP] which combines properties of applicative and purely
functional languages to some extent, or it might be found that a
strongly-typed functional language such as ML is more suitable,
possibly making use of the LCF system (GMWi.
Another topic for further research is to investigate how the
results and techniques presented in this thesis may be extended to
the generalisations of CCS to synchronous and asynchronous calculi
introduced by Milner in IMil53. It is not clear whether the
definition of confluence could be extended easily to the
synchronous calculus; the concepts involved appear to be less
intuitive and properties of possible definitions would probably
have to be investigated in some depth to inspire an appropriate
approach. Hie conoept of "causing™ in the_treatment of uniqueness
criteria can probably be extended without too much difficulty, but
it may be found that more work is required to establish that it
satisfies all the desired properties, as the defintion of a
derivation in the synchronous calculus involves a notion of
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"time".
A further area for research is to attempt to relate the results
proved in this thesis to the recent work of Hennessy and Plotkin
[H+Pl, whose study of a term model for CCS to present a
denotational semantics demanded the consideration of least fixed
points of recursive behaviour definitions, under a partial
ordering relating to "information content", which they obtained by
introducing an operational preorder £ defined on behaviour
expressions in a similar manner to =» , but taking divergence into
consideration, their research was performed at the same time as
the criteria for unique fixed points of behaviour transformations
presented in chapter 4 were being investigated; to relate the two
studies it would be interesting to discover hew the concepts of
"causing" and the associated measure might be adapted to this
preorder, and hence whether the conditions imposed on contexts in
theorem 4.20 are sufficient to inply uniqueness of fixed points
with respect to the equivalence induced by the Hennessy-Plotkin
preorder.
It has been seen that many opportunities for future developnent
have emerged from the work presented in this thesis; in addition
to extending the applicabilty of the techniques introduced,
further research aimed at putting the theory into a more general
setting may be of interest. Indications have been made as to how
this might be done regarding the relationship between the
contracting transformations studied in chapter 4 and the concept
of contraction mappings in metric spaces; attempts at such
generalisation may possibly give same indication as to how the
extensions to a wider class of transformations may best be
performed. Other possibilities for future research include a
detailed investigation into the relationship between confluence in
CCS and the related concepts discussed in chapter 3; Huet's
confluent reductions and the Church-Rosser properties of the
A-calculus.
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In conclusion, it has become clear that, while the ideas and
results introduced in this thesis seem to present a useful
framework for the development of practical proof techniques for
non-trivial systems of agents in CCS, there is considerable scope
for further development in many directions.
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